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liases of AdrertMin>
Ono inch oi space, in
length of column, constitute
A “.square.**
$Uo0 per squrj-e daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three
insertions, or lc-s. *1.00; continuiiig every other day after first week, 50 cents.
^ree inaertions or loss, 76 cento* one
z.8^ar,32
week, $1.00; bo cents por week after.
under head of
“Amusements,” *2.00 ncr square
per woek; three insertions or less, $1.5).
Special Notices,” *2.00 per :iq«ar# first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions oi* less, $1.50;
halt a
square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,
91«50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
er the
State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usnal rates.
C3S^* All Communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the Editor oy the Press,”
aud thoae of a business character to the
Publishers.”
JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to

the Office or Paper promptly transacted
tion as above.

on

applica-

a

shrill, piercing

Mi;cellaneous.

It was the
from the throng.
dark-eyed child and he had found his papa.
“Come heab, my little mara’r” said an old
negro steward, lilting the boy aloft and wiping his eyes. “Does yer see a gen’leman yonder on de quay—a mos’ respce’able gen’leman
agwine in de hack? Dat man has got your
scream

Editor,

PUBLISHED AT 82J EXCHANGE

N. A. FOSTER

the boat moved on, when
arose

pa’s golden jewels.”
Tne boy marked fieree'y through his tears
the shapely limbs and the long, bright ringlets,
and on the strangers white hand the glitter of
the dead man’s gem. A gush of grief Irown-

Oct.

Large and Well Selected

-AT-

BOOTS AND SHOES,

are

Ladies,Misses* & Children

steamer passed, exclaiming that ho saw the
object of his search, and offer the captain his
fortune to turn and overtake him. He*remarked him upon rafts, and
landings, and in receding villages, and among the thousand facC3 of

curate

ancient blood-stains.
“I beg your pardon,” be said, quickly, bending his dark eyes upon his opponent; “will

change places with me f"
The flowing hatrof the other*as very gray,

you

but he

was

aabn as winter, and onlv for

emotion.

MOST APPROVED STYLES,
Such

Sold in New York

as arc

Phil-

or

adelphia.

Concerning Mr. Agassiz’s
tions, the Post says—

scientific

explora-

He had not been a fortnight in the
country
before he discovered what he confidently predicted before he left the United
States; viz.:
evidence that in some remote period the glaciers, the great ice rivers and moving plains,
had tiowed over the present home of the most
tropical nations in the world. In those paimcovered mountains around Rio de Janeiro he
found erratic boulders and deposits of
glaciers
as in Switzerland,
Norway and Sweden. His
last great opponent, Sir Roderick
Murchison,

snow'

other called tour

aces.

“I do not own a dime in the world!'’ cried
the pale gentleman, at last; “will you place
two hundred dollars against my watch ?”

The person with the flowing hair bowed

politely.

“1 go the watch
upon my hand F

cried the

pale gentleman sanguinely desperate.
“I raise you two hundred
dollars,” answered
the cocl person, gravely. “You have a hand-

French, Toilet and

A LARGE STOCK

TERMS CASH.

Fine English Flannels,
White Cotton and Wool Flannels,
5*4 White Flannels,

ALSO,

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!
WHITE

customers will t.'nd our prices at
the lowest market rates, and as a fule less than
We aim at. making it pay our
many other stores.
friends to extend to us their patronage.

C.

Of their

own

on

Oct 6—eod tf

PRAY &

arc now

styles
Misses

Goods Purchased

before

the* Re-

hand A FINE ASSORT-

And

furnish

can

Wc invite all to

Situated

___

Call and See Our Stock
AND

J

BEFORE

PRICES!

PUECHASINGK.

LEWIS, ROLLINS S BOND,

A
grireifyt-pfai

Few

12—eod&w4w

can

Novel and

Beautiful!

extensive

New Design* In Drc.ilcomr.nia, Vases, Ac,

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.
£tr Cut Flowers and Boquote constantly
and furnished to order.
Oct 14—ood4w

on

hand,

a. p. darling,

No. 00 Middle St., Portland,

AIUiCTIoS>Cofing

LAEGE and CH0ICE SE*

And Musical

SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE,
163 Middle Street.
Oct 23—eod3m#

Farm and Stock lor Sale.
subscritier offers lor Brie Ills farm, situated
in Gray, one mile and a half from the corner. It
contains about 57 acres of laud, divided into
tillage,
pasture and wood land. It has on it a story and a
naif house, well finished, and in good repair, together with barn and other usual out-buildings.
There
is a mill privilege on the farm, with a good supply of

THE

water.
He will also sell a yoke of oxen, two
hoi ses, and ctlier stock. Terms liberal.
the premises.
GEO.

J,

E.

And Velvet
Ribbons t

Dealer

In

A

great variety

TRIMMINGS!

that* hive beo£
disgra^j
Backing:

Boxes

cows,

two

Enquire

on

IX>LLY.

Gray, Sept. 15, 1835—eod&w3m

liioli {SilU Volvels
In ALL SHADES and
WIDTHS.

Theory.

A.

T,

Mirrors and Engravings.
M iaaf»3tur.r of Mi-ror & Flotura Frame.
Xo.

28 MARKET SQUARE,

Portlahd,

ImneHtf

Sale

Me.

of Forfeited Goods

l

*

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,
)
and Falmouth,
j
J>orllXM1, Sopt mber 27.1S«G. )
HE fotlowln* described Merchandise having been
torloited fur violation of the Revenue Laws ol the
District of Portland

T

liiutodRtjkfAff’tVnLTiA

nnHei*-Af-iuda a&znre. bavin.

JV.

NOYES

MORSE

No. 65
UAYE

&

SO

Iff

Thomas, Para,

Cooking,

MAINE,

Office and Parlor Stov&s,

WOHSESS

Aad

OF

PUT

o

HENRY P.

HEAVY

IRO\.

O

ok ice.—.No.

No. 11

T_“

D.

as

good

an

assortment of

GENTS’

As can be found, which will be
the very lowest jobbing pricer.

54 oed 53 Middle St*
Sept 15—d6w

CLOSING
and Winter
S^’*.offers

Till Nov. Is

superior.”

Hon. M. P. Wilder and Hon. Joseph Bred, Ex-President of the same Society, say thoy “can eudorao all
that ha3 been -aid in relation to Its excellence.”
PitiCE.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3each; $30pcr doz. Smaller$12to$24
J. W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
per doz.
Oct 20—d&w5w
Morrill's Corner.

PARMELEE’S
convinced.

pricos

so

t0ie

'&

Lis entire stoc

of

Fall

Perfect Piano forte!
Patent Isolated Piano.

Call and

M* McKSNJfEYj Aq^nt»
oc3eoi&eo\v2in
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre
A*

S'Jt' II you are In want of any kind of PUINTINil
call at the Daily Press Cfilce.

3

Cafl’

“

«

>»

l"?

Bear

Hoofing

Sept 4—d3m

Jt OS TOX.

ryaw

I

and

a

FOR

Received

"ITTKITE Goods,
YY

Plaid

LIt,

judgment,

matured
in

by

Cuy

THE

7VT

Beelin Worsteds,

Stamped

Parties can have their remnants or Carpeting made
into this desirable footstool, Li any stylo at Hilling
expense.

PLEASE

Price according to
octal ood&w3w

COLLAES

Gloves

from tho

*

And

W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

a

octlOddw

and

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
>od style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
sapMMM
fng bought and cel l.

E

and

aTrARE

SLEEVES,

Hosiery,

ZvlTJ SICAL 1

J|n.mviOS
«

English

Stuffing

rriHR undersigned contemplating maklne coanye
I In their budn s, wonkl dispose o/ their Retail
Tra le together with Horses, Bread Carts and liakon reasonable terms U applied for
| ing Implcin-uts,
WKm'
PKARSO.V li SMITH.
Oct.

FIT/, is rojrdy to reroli# pn-

and Italian

CHANCE!
a

General Assortment of Goods.

!

Anj also on the PIANO FQBTE. Mr. F. can count
amcm:? his past pupil3 many who now occupv prominent ]>.>stti jns rui imsicihus and v.>cali3t3, both in
couo.trv and abroad, and coniidcndy pointo to his
past success as a guarantee for liis capacity as a
teacher. Orders may be left at PAINE’3 Music
oct3dlm
Store, Middle St., Portland,

3,164J5.—Utf

Notice.
SHIP OWNERS, SHIP CHANDLERS, AND

TOOTHERS.

CALL

A full assortment
tured to ordor at

A young man, who has served hb
country with Ildell'y during th- wsr, as an old'cer hand who has receatly received an Honorthe
ableNs-fr
Dmcbarco, (.wires a g od situation where bn
know! -4ga ol shipping would be of use. Has had If
years experience at sea as sailor and officer; isagoo.'
aud rmick writer; can bring gxsl tes*hn nials as bo
j.ue itj, snoent -ss and honttl'j, and would make himself u-etui. Address:
E. r. CLARK.
00124491"
83 Gray Streot, Portland, Me.

AND

constantly

on

EXAMINE.
or manufac-

hand

THOMPSON «fc CO’Ni
one flight of St

101 Middle Si, up
Oet 13—TT&slw

iw.

Portland

ot

SIX PER CENT LOAN,

Pwibusiness will be

THIS!

HASSOCKS!

In great variety cf stylo, at short notice. Tlio Carpet Hassock is the host Foutat *>l in »se, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article of
beauty and far superior to anythfng ot tbe kind ever
before manufactur ed in this vicinity.

City

descriptions, by
WH. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street,

Emp.eoideeies, Fdoinug,
Yabns,

New for Portland!

Something

PALMER,

Of all

Hbilliants,

^

For particulars enquire of
P# IJ* UAMULL. on the premises,
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s.
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—<ltl.

or

Second-Hand Clothing,

Jaoohet Cambkios,

Caiibeics,

SALE

Carrince MuudUctory No. 20 Preble
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necorsary to cany on a flrat-claaa Carnage Manufacturing
Business.

City of Portland,
TBEAsrbee’s Office,
\
March II, 1865. i
of Portland six per cent, bon ds
are for 3ale at thin office, in sums to suit, not less
on one, two, three, jftor, ani ten
than
yean?
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable aciniannually.
HENRY P* LORD* Treasurer*
March 13—dti

City

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

at

to be had at any

AT _A_ BARGAIN!

CARPET

TRU E & co.
n. \V. TRUE.
*

LOOK!

is

rooms

Oqtoher 6th, lS65.—*octl6d&w3w

23 Free Street!

re-

juet veoelved at W c. BABNKS’ Auction
Federal St.
cclTd2w

W.

as

hero. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures £3,00 a Dozen, as good as
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—ddwaa

thiiMay admitted as Partners W. C.

U.

work

roaacni-

are now

Papering,

M A \ N

n.vL ami 0. II/Tkue ; and future
continued nndcr the iirm name of

goods

m.wJi#*5iAiRCVE,GRAPE
from land already sold.
moved
pau*

Blankets l Blemk\ts!!
yonr thac to buy Blankets cheep. A large

HAVE

good

as

city.

mends, at

deceased persons
pictures
out ol town or in the city.
I have the old negatives ot Mr. MorrWm’s at my
roems, taken when ho was in business; fi 'ends who
had them thtro will find them bore, fr om which
conies can be taken without recopying, at the lowest
prices.
Tho public are requested td call and give mo a Iry,
as I am bound to make as
good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &e., will bo (bund

Portland

-FOB-

at his Nursery at Moroxtro size! Pear Trees

Tha subscriber will continue the htudnoss under the
&anre style as heretofore at 267 Commercial Street,
smm Wharf, where a cho co assortment of the
hf.st Qualities of Coal
and Wood uiay be found at
the LOWESTMABKET
prices, delivered in any part o<
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
4
Portland, August £2.1865.
aug22dtl

In tho

or

done of aU kinds of yfcCopying
a competent artist at tho
rooms.
Especial attention paid 1o Children’s pictuios: also to
of ska or

No* 110} Federal Street,
Portland, Maino.

octlSdtf

themselves

pictures

subscribers bavin? taken
at N«. 101
THE
Middle St*,
prepared to manufacture

PAINTING,

IU Hi.

Street,
wish-

one

ing

,,

Address:

13 and 14 Franklin Street,

a xew

day withdrawn
W"^m*
*
of HENRY L. PAINE «fc CO.
*m *P0SvJ?5?

be tound at

So. 12? Middle
where he i» ready to wait upon any
MAY
fbT
of

—

FOR FLAT WOOFS.
E. IlEilSEY, Agent)
No 16 Union Street.

HOUSE

WILLIAM H. H0RT03T Sc CO.,

Trees!

to He

PHOTOGRAPHER !

iV Auv/XiS.

NOTICE.

lull Stock ol Straw nnd Felt Goods* adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lo.vc3t market price :o dealers only, by

Just

VINES,

~JA. DIJPEE

I.

-AL30,-

Nainsook Muslins,
Swiss Muslins,
White Flannels,
Meeino Vesto,
Linen Handkerchiefs, Lkess Buttonb,

103

AXD

1

i* a v e

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

»i*ru,tel>Ul*A0^to $5 tach. Flemish Beauty,
$8
&J>0(ipwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
s.zo, at 5 'c to St each.

Store,

—

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

LOW as to suit evervliodv.
tLa balancc cf Stock and

fm^Un'

AfOWlotis
Ay

IMPROVED

COMPOSITION.

SATINS, VELVET, FEATH-

SILKS,

Na* 113 EsCfca,,ae S,rce,‘

Portland, Aug. 19,18C3.

WARREN’S

LDWA&LS «& CO.
*

CALVIN

-ALSO,A numbor of II rs'-class TOP BVQQMH and JENNY LINDS, and Six (G) warranted CONCORD

Block.

FIRE AWJJ WATER-PROOF FELT

Black English Grapes,

MORRELL’S

_

Morn-ox

twenty-five years* practice.
Communications con erning Painting
Country, by mail, promptly answered.

-AT-

n

May 3—dtf

m

STUFF

•_

By CHARLES CliSTIS A CO.

measurement, aided by

TEOW8EES!

oilers

FROM MEASURE,

CUT

EXECUTED IS THE BEST

A

Large

Patternw,

or

OCt 17 —80d&w3w

GOOD

Sliirt

Glazing, Graining

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

let, and timing done by experienced

■

the (lay, by tho week,
by SpecinJ Contract;
Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons, BYCorrect
estimates of cost cf Painting made fi\

ROGERS.

ejVLJE !

1J‘a

■

marls tf

Edge

BIBBOjNTS I

Favorite Fear /

The late1 Dr. Brlnclde said “It was of superior
quality, as wed as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Rochester, N. 7., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking best.**
Mr. Hovey, Prcst. of Mass, llort.
Societv, thought
“it was so hardy as '■o resist the cold whicii so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it cer-

Only

at

oclSJ.iweod

Soc.

its

Slack and Colored Corded

ESQ.,

All

satisfaction.

•
54 and 5(5
Middle Street*
Needles and Trimmings always on hand,

BY

GOODS,

BtaSattSSttaS?

S“

was

to

COOLIDGE

Street.

W00DI3ABJ, TRUE & CO.,
Agents,

janSSdtl

are

<£• Sons, of New York.
Instruments sold by us aro warranted to give

lures, and workedup by

SEWING MACHINES!

FALL GO0DS!

which

Steinway

bte prices, ter

SINGER’S

jh^it-vrw-WAtt.*--T-1r

CHASE,

CO.,

Very large; similar to the Bartlett in form,
but less musky in*flavor; vinous, melting, buttery, and juicy; line texture; ranks beat.”—
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and tlirifty habit.”—NorAg.

T.

GOODS,

sold to the Trade at

WOODMAN, TRUE &

day removed

Piano Koi’tes,

EXCHANGE STREET,

■

an-

aud

with all the modern improvements which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrar.g21r.en s, aim, fo
keep an assortment ol New York and Boston Piano

March 8—d&wtt

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG’NEER^

Comprising a Hill Stock of

Portland, Oct. 2,d2m

and Drawers,

FPRUISIIING

NEW

undersigned begs leave to
they are manufacturing
(Lkoop constantly on hand

room

from

jFOIl TEST

4BC£££fi

Tuners.

ie

and ladies

thorough Busl-

nounce tJa.
IrrrV/
LLr *

Pianos to be

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
inch 17 ilAwtf
Tcmi

mon

Scholarships for lull crane, comprising both theory and practice, good in fhlrtr-slxColleges,constituting the “International chain,” time unlimited.
For further inf irmation please call at tho College, or
send for College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stomp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Aug 25—d&w3m
Portland, Me.

MB.

JOHN F. ANDERSON.

(r

Head of Lobs Wharf.

Ready-Made Clothing,
Slilrts

this

BRADLEY.

Co.,

established Agants for"* the RICE
RROTliERS’
COMPRESSED PAPER
COLLARS, equal in every respect to any Collar
which has ever been offered to the public.
It has the form and space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” trom the improved method ol
manufacturing, as It does not absorb perspiration, or
soil as readily.
The trade can be supplied at all times, aud in any
tlic

!

Removal.
nave

October,

the 30th

letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage, having splondid a ccommodations, apply to THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y. «
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Oct 14—dl3t
Portland.

Middle Sr.

58 and 60

Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,

{ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and.
Draper,

AMERICA

MONDAY,

Rduoatioii.

o

Fortes, among

AH

liiznd.i*ecl

Sept 1G—d&wtf

on

U(

TIA NO

Campbell’s Wharf.

PORTLAND,

ship.

Immediately.
beering, milliken & 00,

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!

quantities.
Also, have on hand

S I

STOIIH FOI13IEBLY OCCUPIED

THE-

True &

I>

1&

rritrls Institution oilers to young
X the best facilities for obtaining a

on

I>eutist,

tho

on

North River at 12, noon.
The steamers only call at Para every other trip.—
The North America will not call there this time.
The Slcamor SOUTH AMERICA will follow on
the 20tli November.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each steam-

Jy anted

E3r" Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augOdtl

Woodman,

O

Will leave

Forwarding

Dr. Fred A. Prince,1

Pier 43

Coat, Pant, and Vest Makers

Mageo Furnaces anti Stoves.

-FOR

NORTH

OF

WORCESTER,

septddtr’M

dispatch regularly,

Exchange Street,

One

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

tainly

No. 8 Olapp’a Block, flonpruss Street.
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,
juueltf

(The29th lullingoa Sunday,they will sail on tho SOth.)
THE

IX AX EXTIE3 XFW STOCK

PORTLAND

BUSINESS COLLEGE

PORTLAND, ME,

Pernam-

23th of eaeh month,
ONE OF THEIR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

N. W. MORSE & W. B. WITHERELL.
oct3J3w
Portland, Me*

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, Ami
all kind., of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

And

WITHERELL.

tho Store recently occupied bv
J

June 16—dtf

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

OS

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Which we .hall offer at very Low Prices.
Pi case Call and Examine.

FURNACES, RANGES,

foil

Goods!

Furnishing

&

taken
J. LEVY,
HAYTXG

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

be

oepm, mop,—amwta

Clothing

tW°Xo. 300 Fore Street.

OF

Manufactures to order and la the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

buco and Bahia.

and

Clotliin.fi: and. Furnishing

PORTLAND

The

ORDERS

SMITH

&

No. 35 ExclaaiaK© Street,

Clapp’s
Photographic Goods,

St.

Manufacturer ol and Dealer in

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'
anil Calkers’ Tools, &e..

jtiynt y stairs.)

CALLING AT

Sept S—dtf

_

PICKET

CO.,

Iron.

John Street, New
upi32ciCm

terms.

is the

RIO DE JANEIRO,

1 Swedes

REMOYALI

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

-ButtJIf TTuTe,
and Howe

tTnited States Mail Line

an

and 11

Has Removed from hie oil stand In Union Street
to No-rnPoEE Sx., where he is
prepared to HU all
Orders for Carpenters’ and other Tools, oi the
very host quality, at Bhort uptice and od reasonable

_Juneldtf
C. P. KIMBALL,

£37* Merchandise of oil kinds bought and scfel
Northern account.

the

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS TOR

THE

few doors west of the Preble House.
octl6d2w*

ARE

Teacher of Piano Forte

To which she invites the attention of her fronds and
tlio public, at her rooms.

a

IP-A-IISTE*

Portland* Maine*
Work executed in every part ol the State.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

W.

Gk R-

one

Street, Boston;

Joseph Bradford,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Different Stitches,

i«p

And other Norway

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Sept 39—eodtt

octSeodlm

No. 63 Commercial St.

AGENCY

S. DYER’S PATENT GAS
Which will give a big light for a lit-

Make. Four

LB./EB.GT.OF
From 41 Union to 300 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers’ and Trad* us' Bank.

GENERAL

And has the REVERSIBLE FEED.
It WiH par to
call and sec these machines before purchasing elsewhere.
BARNUM’S SELF SEWERS. Neelies, Twist,
Co!ten, Oil, aril all kinds of Machine Trimmings.
New J1.VCHISE3 Exchanged roa Ban. Machines to Let and Repaibed.

Advantage,

U. T. S. RICE &

Salt,

MAINE.

!

And Imparl era of

York.

Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Me srs. Lowell &
Senior; Gorrlsli & Pearson; John Dennis & Oo.;
Machine! -Clark, Read &; Co., Portland, Me.
mayfcklCin

Sewing

Manufacturers

,

LcTirrr. Dasa,
Woodbcky 3. Dana,
June ldti'
Jcnx A. S. Dana.

—OF—

PRAY & SMITH,
Morton UlccU, Congress Si.,
A

Fish and

Commission and

-FOE-

rich.

DANA& CO

prompt-

cited

WM. JESSUP & fck,„a,

H7 Milk

£3r

Florence

ERCIIANDISE
to

aprOdtl

Improved,

The BEST Machote Foe Fabiiut Use

PORTLAND. ME.

Steel

2m5r81.a,^'i?.t^countr5r

seo

HOLES!

Sewing Machines.

A R ties'

apply

ME.

MERCHANT.

made To&rtler.

Commission Honse

stock.

Burners l

137^ Middle Street,
Up Ono Flight Stairs.

21-eodl w

1MORTELLES,

m7’&

buy

tle money, at

MRS. J. W. EMERY
an

Gas

YOU
BURNERS,
Oct

Has just returned from New York with
and elegant stock ©f

in one of the most
flourishing Town3 in Cumberland
County; contains betwoen forty and
hily acres of excellent land, good
Buildings, good Orchard, &c., &c.

Personb wisamg lo purchase, or having City property to exchange, would do well to inquire ol the subscriber for particulars, and get a description of said
form, bclore looking elsewhere. A good bargain
guaranteed if sold within thirty days.
C; A. KENNARD,
45 Greon Street, Portland, Maine.
Oct 27—eod2\v*

141 and 143 Middle St.
Oct

SALE!

Or Exchange for City Property ;

food, has been counterfeited
unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
in imitation of their style of packages and

HOLES
BUTTON
Wood, Shaw CL Clark’s

style of

ERS,

ORNAMENTAL
STUOOO AND MAST10 WOAilHS,
Oak Street, between,
Conpreas aril Free Sts.,

C°'ori,;St Whitening and Ynate-Washing
ly attended to. Ureters from out at town * A

lu'thfully cxocuied. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to.
Conataut'yonhand LEAD PI PES, SU EET LEAD and BRER
PUiiiPb ol all descriptions.

for

use

BUTTON

GOODS,

Best

Corn Starcli I

Aug. 7—dCm

*

Bought or Sold to the

Closets,

Silver Plated Cock*.

&.

MANUFACTURED

Kingaford's Oswego Corn Starch.

WISHING

bought in the city.
Believing it will be for your interest, as well as
ours, we invito “you all* to call and examine our

Garments at

A FARM FOR

by

some

oel7d&w2w

1J
M

such popular

full stock of

St.

Invite the attention of thoir
public generally.

put up
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will
that overy package is marked plainly,

sell at tlio very Lowest Rates.
My.store has been thoroughly renovated and is
good a-» new.
C^Blca^e remember—No. 4 Deerhie Block,

Cr.igress

Bawl., Bras.

•

In

scpifldlm

SMALL,

PLAIN ANII

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

KINGSFORD’S

be

&c.

IV" Ho Cutand superintends his work himself,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

a

every desirable

Should

BROWN'S PATENT BABY TENDER!

and at FAIR PRICES.

MAKER OF

PORTLAND,

dbc.

Oswego

N.

PL AHTE R

Watm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION I

Domestic Drv Goods!

■H

and desirable in the hanev Goods line.
We make no pretensions to selling goods for less
than cost, our goods being now and desirable: but
we will sell as cheap as (he same
quality of goods can

ARE

Catting Dene for Others to Make.
Tho public are invited to CALL.
eod2m
Portland, Oct 28,1865.,

BOTTOM PRICES.

and
Foreign
And will

Laces; Loco Veils; Cambric Edgings and I ritings ; Belts and Belt Buckles, *yith everything new

PRAY

N. B.

cent Advance !

Embracing

tese
ser

Trimmings,

U.

short notice.

BOSS & JPMMU r,

P JL. U M B E R!
and Water

Portlaad, Mo.
at

EST* Residence No* 4 Locasi Street*
Aug 20—(I2ra

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Pumps

/

orrios so. 1931-3 cosoriss si.

LAW,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

FROST,

prepared with

every Stylo and Variety.

very

To all of which they
old customers and the
Oct 13—d2mos

DR.

Patent*,

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Street.

Rubber Melts, Hose nudPaeltlag,
Lace Leather, Henp Packing, fe.

rc-eulteted a^ain in the Drv Goods MoHAVING
nopoly, would call tne attention of the public,
that he is

Lace and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and Mal-

St.,

RI.

and Jackrts.

Steel,

Exchange

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

|

goods, comprising Shawls,
Hoods, Scarfs end Sontags, Children’s Caps

aitNAMENTS,

8

I
ELLIOT,
act'ALLAR, )

PF~ Repairing done

Mhl-lla strait,

105

25—ltl

—Also,—

New Store and New Goods!

or

They have also a great variety oi Ladies and Misses
Gloves and Hosiery: Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;
Silk and Gilt Cord; Braids; Gimps, &c.

Aug

CAPS.

Aug. 20—dtf

just received and
salon
offering
HAVE
great variety of the latest and most desirable
of these
Ladies anil

CLOAK

manufactures to order In the LATEST

STYLES,

-FHOH—

SMITH

A*.

AT

of

Rubbers,

May 23—dtl

Womon’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVEP.S.
A large ".a ortment of Men’s,
Boys’ and Youths’
Cull mill Thick Moots, with a good stock of
s> Mlssoi-’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
—L—aMen’s
RUBBER COATS, LEGGIN8. and

145 Middle St., Portland.

_m.

WORSTED GOODS!

8oUclt«r

WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHIL- EVERY
MEN’S,
DREN’S
*.vc., arranged and sot up in the best manner, and all

Goods Headquarters,

CHOICE MEW

BABB,

COUNSELLOR

and

MAREET SQUARE,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

CLIFFORD^

dcr-criptloD of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

For variety amt comprehensiveness we think our
stools equal to any in onr largest cities, and will be
offere d to the traue upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

Between United StatCH 6c Feeble House.

of

2ST

Broadcloths,
Pants,
Doeskins,
Vests,
Cassimeres,
“Manufacture,"

No.

Complete Stock

HEAD NETS,
Beltings, Belt Clasps, &c.,

CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS

MERCHANT TAILOR!

Which ho

K.

WILLfAFfl H.

Force

J. i C. J. BARBOUR,

FAN CAT GOODS,
Hbsiery, Gloves, Yarns,

CAMBRICS,

our

Sept 7«-dtf

Cleaner

RUBBERS, RUBBERS !

-OF-

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

U. F.
O. V.

DOtiTLAND.

PORTLAND.

New and

XO. IX

and Dealer* in

ol

St.,

mi:-

Metier,
Cheaper.
TItY IT.

a-

P.

heretofore

Ab

show

Furnishing Goods !

beabn&izi

m

Boots, Shoes

Slate of Maine.

ALL RIGHT A GAIN! RUBBER BOOTS * SHOES.
Men’s and

pared to

____

Agent* ftr EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES ftr

HAMPSHIRE,

and

fcep-Odlyr_
ELLIOT cf McCALLAH,

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

Oct 25—d2\v*

in Manufacturing custom work in this
city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY i% the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REP AIRING neatly dono at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

Fancy

SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSEILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKJ3.

And Gents’

SS ndd GO Middle

than Cnarcoal.

WILLEY, who has had long experience

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,

in Jet and

constantly
KEEPS
MENT of

EST* It i3

Made

attention paid to consignment* of all kind*
of8???!?1
Produce.

Dry Goods, Woolens,
Manufccturors

For Sale at the GROCEP.Y STORES.
THE BEST THING lor KINDLING HARD COAL.

■'SVTGTJLD inform their friends and the Trade gen
7 v era 11 y that their spacious
store, lately damaged
by tire, is again in complete repair, and are now pre-

Flannels, Flannels!

Hawley),

131 Middle

Hoots

Go.,

A

J0BBEB3 Off

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD CO.,

of expense.
Mr. J. L.

Bleached & Unbleached Cotton Flannels.

S T O

-BY

Butter, Cheese, Egjrs, Card, Beans.
DRIED APPLES, dte.
ATo- 3 Lime
Street,
Pobtlasd, Mb.

the Nashua and Concord Rail Boad.

WORK,

Commission Merchants,
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Succetsore to O. L. Storer f Co.,

STATE

Inquire of THOMAS P. RODMAN, 88 Cumberland Sfci eot, Portlrnd, Me.
Oct 11,l&Go.
w
oclEJSw

MERRILL & SMALL

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,
Shaker Flannels,
Superior Gray Flannels,
Red Flannels,
Yellow Flannels,

XATHAN GOO LB,

Sacks,

American Quills!

Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLOR•
KD DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS;
10-4

Deerinj*, M^lliken

Xiiudlin**- Wood. !

Class

PRODUCE

Qf

October 2—dOm

gardless

Plaid

and

ALSO,

HAVE CONSTANTY FOE SALE

O

St.,

None but the best workmen employe], and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &c.

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and
Children.
WE

On

satisfaction.

First

Asanuo/'Halne.

REED’S FERRY, NEW

For Ladies«and Gentlemen, from the
very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give en-

-All

nud

PBIRCIPAL.

Federal

CUSTOM

tire

betore pur-

N. HOWELL, A. M..

in

LINEN

TFIe also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

B

emerald upon your Auger, will you stake
it for that amount?”
For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and
The pale man threw it down with a curse.
Dresses,
“I show four queens,” he said
GILT AND STEEL
ORNAMENTS !
“The ring and watch ore
the
1
E3T" Velvet, Straw, and Mournin; Bonnets. Straw
other calmly. “I show four mine,” replied
kings.”
Bonnets Repaired.
The pale man sprang from
biacboir with a
Oct 21—d2w t onigw
how! “I call God to witness
I
swindled f he lnssed. “I am
ruin!
ed! riic money which I have lost was
not
mine. That man has made me a
and he
thief,
IN
SHOOK.
wean, upon liis finger my poor wife’s
weddingIn another instant he had
solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,
ring I
scattered
Shoe, or
his own brains upon the bystanders.
survivor
The
wiped his coat complacently
Any Kind of Packing Boses,
and lit a fre3li cigar. The steamer was paussome
at
station, and amid the haste bo '■wbls of j; J or fInch lumber, at short notice, and at
ing
stepped pleasantly ashore. The lines bad the lowest prices, bv
k. T. SHANNON, Saco Maine,
been cost adrift, the wheels spun round again,
Saco, Sept. io, 1866.
8ep20eod2m

some

Soles,

Oxford Tics, Sic., Sic.

(burner of

Business Coats,

V

players wagereu upon mu icmuvo vaiUC3, or
their suits of sequences. If the troubled mar.
held four tens, the other was certain to hold
four knaves; twice he held all the king3; the

Heavy Black Cl*ak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Drosses.

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

FINE STOCK OF

was a

ing with him, though carelessly; and it was
not hard to read in the former's darkening
face that ho counted his losses seriously, it
was a game of poker, and there were
many
participants, but these two divided all attention. Five card3 were dealt to each, and the

Single

SUMMER STREET,

English Coats,

At the close of the first lecture the Professor, in his frank way, said that he would be
giad to answer any objections or difficulties in

always

Stock Ladies Cloths!

Oct 23— eod3mos

College, to deliver a
course of lectures on the
glacial tlieory, in
the French language. The Hall was the
Reception Hall oi the Pedro Segundo
College—a
room which contains-600
people. Agassiz refused any compensation. On each
evening of
the four lectures 1200 people
sought admission. The most distinguished
professional
men, noblemen and statesmen, were there;
the Imperial family refusing to be seated on
the usual dais, took seats
democratically with
the audience. It is said Agassiz was never
before so eloquent, as while in his native language, discoursing in a city where a popular
lecture had never previously been given.

vans, sipping cooling beverages, or sleeping
over recent literature, and in and out among
them played a dark-eyed child who now and
then cried petulantly for his papa. The latter
sat in the dim,
close, forward cabin, at one of
many card-tables. He was pale and agitated,
for lie was losing
heavily. Little by little fortune had beckoned him
on, and now that she
was receding he gambled
recklessly: but the
cool, clever gentleman, with the curling hair,
silting oppoute, swept o-2 the eagles without a
The loser was wild; at each misfortune
smi e.
he doubled lus stakes, the winner
clos-

and

Her. S.

Wltli Fair Stltoli.

ALSO,

BALMORAL BOOTS,

Over Coats,

President of Pedro II.

fair day on the river Ohio. The
grand saloons of the steamer Kisbicoquillas
were crowded with passengers.
The ladies in
the after-portions lounged upon luxurious di-

Double

oPEUNTiisra

Emperor.

The Duel on the Dike.

Leather

Rollins & Bond,
THOMAS E. MOSELEY& CO,
ABE NOW
A

Faniily Machine,

UttfcatU &. Co.
l>eulc,„
aU

175 Middle and 11Q l'^ederal
Bts.

Military & Collegiate Institute.

JONES,

Ill

Import*** of

*

July 29—cod&w3m

PORTLAND, ME.

ALSO,

BOOTS AND SHOES,

ONE PRICE.

The Evening Transcript has the
following:
A short time after the Professor arrived at
he
was
invited
Rio,
by the Emperor and the

It

Patent

§an

Lewis,

chasin^^

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
No.

Machines,

<iUAJSITE

Manuihcturer and Dealer

Cashmere Shawls,

All Wool Delaines
Plaid Poplins,
Black and Colored Alpaccas,

CASH,

unmistakahle evidences of tho great
storm which once covered the
globe.

regard to the glacial theory. Upcn this arose
a gentleman of some
learning ( those translated name would be Dr. Oak), who
proposed
certain objections. The result was the blandest and most complete refutation of the objector. But the Bazar Volante the "Punch”
of Rio de Janeiro, next week came out with a
most beautiftil portrait of Agassiz, in the form
of a giant standing amidst Alps and
glaciere,
whiie at his heel was an acorn-headed Lilliputian, with the branch of an oak endeavoring
to upset flic giant. There is no explanation
beyond a big H and an A. H is ama in the
Portuguese, while X is slices sees. Hence'the
picture and letters read, “The little oak endeavors to upset the great Agasses.”

and

H.

Empress Cloths,

Large

great variety of

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

Numerous minor discoveries 01 great
importance to scientific men have been
made, but
the accounts of these wiU be
puli,lied in
time by Agassiz himself.
They will give a
clear idea of the vast mineral riches and other
mineral resources of Brazil.
Perhaps the
most important commercial
point of view is
his confirmation of the existence in Brazil of
coal of the true carboniferous era. Brazil ha3
hitherto received all her coal at great
expense
from England; but a few years ago Mr. Nathaniel Plant, an English geologist, found on
the southwest border of Rio Grande do Sul
vast quantities of coal, which has boen
pronounced by Agassiz, from the fossils which the
coal contains, to be of the most valuable
quality, destined to add immensely to the riches of
the country.
uti expedition in June and
July divided into several parties, two of which are
exploring
the interior, while the. one under the immediate supervision of Professor
Agassiz is now
exploring the Amazon and its branches, in a
steamer placed at the Professor’s disposal
by
the

Calf

a

Black Silks,

Gray JAnseys,
Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

have beaten the young man that his
hand was raised against
gray hairs.
“Give de boy falh play!” cried an old
negro
steward, “I knows ’em boff! Dose eyes saw
of (ie y°un(t mars’r stretched at de
_rrer
Oder’s feet.
Let ’em ashore, captain. Give
All Our Goods
each of dem a knife, and let the boat
goon!”
ABE-They placed them on the slippery dike—a
marsh on one side, where
slimy aligatora lay
basking, on the other the broad, turbid MissisBOUGHT FOR
sippi. The passengers crowded aft; the great
bulk of the steamer drove on. They fell
AND WE SELL THEM AT THE
upon
ea«h other in the clear
of the afternoon;
light
their knives glittered an instant, and then the
Smallest Possible
avenger stood sdone, with the gray hairs at his
Advance,
ieet.
So
that
all
who
our
A boat coming down the
buy
goods are sure of getting
river, put iu for
the solitary tourist, and the rival vessels beto measure speed. Their crews
Full Value
buoyed
hem on with a wager and huzza.
They summoned every inch of steam to whirl their
THEIR
MOJTFT !
gleaming wheels, and the timbers in either FOR
craft trembled Jike a shipwreck. There was a
booming crash, a gush of vapor and fire, and
We invite all who aro
the hindmost steamer burst into
visiting Boston to call at our
fragments!
The avenger and the avenged were equal! Store, and as3ure them they will never be
urged to
[A. T. Citizen.
buy.

already acknowledged in public that
Agassiz was right in his predictions and investigations of glaciere in Great Britain; and geologists, both native and foreign, now in Brazil, have recognized that Agassiz is correct in
regard to glaciers in the tropics, though they
had failed, as weU a3 Si
Hifiaire, Dr. Gardner
and other naturalists, to observe these striking facts until the investigation of the Swiss
glaciers pointed out within the tropic of Capricorn

Merinos,

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,

toy father whom you murdered. His blood
fell where you
stand, and where I will have
yours.”
They grappled at once; knives flashed In
the dark, close cabin, and
pistols clicked and
■napped. The boat’s officers and the bystanders dashed id and tore them
apart, and they
would

has

French

Saxony Plaids,

FOR

We also have

B.

ever

»

ment 1 altered.

show four queens.”
And 1I” “shrieked that
dark-eyed youth,
away gold, table and chairs—“I show
tossing
four kings! The
is
mine
ring
yon won it from

& W llson

In Great Variety*

a mo-

knowledge of our current literature
“If you insist,” he answered
pleasantly: “it
and, in regard to slavery, by his deeds and can give you no advantage.”
hi3 expressions, has left no uncertain sound.
They were wonderfully matched; but the
The Swiss residents of Rio Janeiro, on tl*e young man won. They wagered extravagantbut the
occasion of the professor’s fifty-ninth birthday, ly,“I will young man always won.
play you my watch,” said the eldergave him a festival, which is described by Mr.
ly person—and the young man won.
“Here are sleeve-buttons and a
Fletcher as having been most enthusiastic.
brooch,” he
said again; “let us
The intertwined flags, shields of Switzerland
go on 1”—and the young
man won!
and America, and the sympathetic
speeches of
“I have nothing
more,” smiled the pursued,
the Swiss showed that their
sympathy had as cold as a stalagmite.
“I see a handsome
been with our government
ring upon your finger—an
during the war.
you hazard it?”
Longfellow^ poem “To Agassiz, on bis fiftieth emerald—will
The old man laid it down after a pause.
birthday” was read and produced profound
“It is my last ornament,” he
muttered; “I

er

same.

J. tDWA vUliOlE & eo7

dexter,

Hardware & Window Glass,

Wliere you will find a good Msirtmoul ol all the vapatterns of Case and quality manufactured by
•pus
tae Company. AUbMnos sold at* this
oliico will be
Kept m good repair one year tree ol
charge. Tlioig^P'^^ctiongiyen at tho office. Machine fittings,
constant3y on hand.
A.As^tic?rr?;ll,J,1tt®n given to repairing Wheel-

FUMISHING GOOES,

now

Paris Poplins,

We have all the

They

Rev. J. C. Fletcher, who has recently returned from Brazil, furnishes the New York
Ectning Post with additional information
concerning Mr. Agassiz’s movements. For
the emperor, who is a man of great scientific
attainments, Mr. A. has great admiration. He
not only devotes great attention to
science,
but is liberal in his views, possesses most ac-

stock

ALSO FOE SALE

wa

cards.

Professor Agassiz in Brazil.

Oiapp’s Block, Cos^riss 2t.,
POBTLAXD, HAUTE,

Business Cards.

Cards.

Successors to Chsse,

At Ho. 11

an

And would be pleased to rcoelvo orders for the

the choicest and most extenWEsive stock offering
have
had, consisting of

a

met one day—tho pansuer and the
pursued—alter ail those twenty years. It was
a fair afternoon
upon the Mississippi, and upon
the steamer Kischicoquillas. They sat iu the
front cabin at one of tho many tables, and the
floor at the leet of the pursuer was dark with

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewiugMachine,

Street,

Sspt. 19—dew
FOR

king &

-FOR-

FALL AND WINTER GOODS,
For

CONGRESS STREET.

Business

NEW AGENCY

-OF-

GENTS’
Additions

SON,

Gentlemen's Garments,

C. K.

we ora

Constantly Making

jVI id die
Caaliow exhibit

Stock

_Miscellaneous.

Tailors,

elegant

Dry Goods
To which

Merchant

Fall and Winter

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

away.

Twenty yeara followed, and each year witnessed upon the western waters its liofts of
dupes and blacklegs, liut among the latter
class there was one singularly eccentric and
He never lost.
success fill.
There were no impossibilities in the games
he played. He was a necromancer with cards;
with some there were chances—he made all
chances a certainty.
He plundered the poor
and the rich, yet cast their purses back
again
with scorn in his dark eye, and he was invariably searching for a gentlemanly tourist with
flowing hair, upon whose track he seemed to
be forever, vet whom he never found. At
tiiu£3 he would leap from ibe gaming table, as

LARGE STOCK!
87

etl out the scene, and the steamer drifteed

busy cities. Yet, witlrthose glimpses, the figures passed away and the
years dragged by,
travelling public thought the young
man crazy—though not
upon the subject of

31,1865.

Moseley & Co.,
BOSTON,

and the

Tuesday Morning,

J. E. FERNALD &

T. E.
58

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

e. O.

Academy!

FILES, 28 HANOVER ST,,
3PRXX5TOII».a.x..

TKSTRU(:TI0N given

in

ufitUlAJS. &c.

1

Please send

A

kjr

DRAWING, FHENCII,

Circular.

Great

eep25dti

I3ni-sr«i»»l

UP

APPLIEB POIt WITHIN TEN DATS!
FINE Two-Storp House, suitable 5>r «'«c or two
families; plenty of hard and soft water; centrx.Iy located.
Also two Corner Lois ol Land, to be sold cheap.
MOSES GOULI),

A

74

octlGd3w
prf^S!

81 reef.

HAY PRESS 1! —Tbe S11/‘-FovtThto .«fcin.h

Hav
f nmnKormNP^ss.

1r 3 ml-i
2 n «fl,«v into fOc-We ■>.'*
no 1

“'b^s;
“
StaL?S3bS25^”w““0»'
?l« bnl" 2 fa. by > in. bv

I vy *>
>
U In.
No.
pres^ as cbdap. The Invention is
machine
ackiv wiedged to he Ju*t
hhs”
“happy
weonhow
♦b© thing. Model and Bale of Hr.y may be pern at
Semi ibr CiTonlnr.
Blike & Jomoi*. rnmmerrtnl 8t.
Andrew STEPHEN J. AUSTIN. Pvntod, Me.
Oet 21—eodljn

hV;

*

DAILY PRESS,
Morning:, Oct.

31,1865.

®”>the Pr»* *'* *»*«• "">»
The
issue 0/
other dallies in the city.
taut circulation of all the
Terms

-$S,00 per year in advance.

py Boadina Matter

on

all Four Pates.

men

stem and often dis-

can

make

oppression

debasement.
uwv
Demg iu» puwci
should be properly enlightened, and made tt'
bear in the right dtreetion; that its aid shoulc
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led to these remarks by an articli
in the Worcester Spy, entitled “Mr. Beecher’.
Philosophy.” The writer objects to the lak
We

own

are

strange sermon of this popular preacher,
says:—“Mr. Beeelief, with Plymouth pulpi.
“for a rostrum, and all the high conservative
“journals of the metropolis to repeat his words
“preached a conciliation sermon, of which
“this wa3 apparently the key note:—‘The law:
“and intents of the government and ourselves
“will prove of no avail if they are hostile and
“unpleasant to the while people of the South.’
am

—The British Parliament has been further
23d of Novemprorogued from the 1st to the
that it will assember, but it is not at all likely
ble “for the despatch of business” at the latter
—According

marks

touching

the power of
men

public opinion

in relation to it:

The country is in that situation now when
the most that men can do, who deslie that
equal and just laws should prevail, is to reinforce public opinion with their own person
al energy. Neither individuals nor public
bodies can have any direct agency in making
the laws; but they can make public opinion
that will demand them, and which the lawmaking power will not dare to disobey. Who
believes that if the representatives and leader,
of that public sentiment which placed this administration in power, were united in asking
that some guarantees shall be given for the
rights of colored citizens before the states in
which they are now outlawed return to the
Union, and recover complete and irresponsible power over the whole subject,—who be
lieves that Congress or the President bimsel.
would hesitate for a single hour ? Tel they
will hesitate, and the success of the principle:
we all profess to hold will be postponed,—not
defeated, it is not in man’s power to aceom
plish that—if men whom we have been accustomed to trust turn their laces away from the
imperilled cause of equal rights, and, like the
priest and the Levite, pass by on the other
side.
“The White Man's Government.”

ThU, the new motto of the party in hostile
array against the Administration, is a harmless looking phrase. There is nothing in the
sound that seems like a battle cry, but under
the smooth surface lies hidden a bitter hatred,
that bitterest of all, the hate of one race
against another. There is also a atom and
savage determination to preserve, or rather tc
win back the power so dong wielded by “the
party,” and no means are too low or too wickThere is a speciousnes,
ed for the purpose.
about the assertions that will find acceptance
To causual oberservation, ours
with many.
has been apparently a white man’s Government

for slavery ha3 held sway at the South and

prejudice in

to

a

census

of the

city

traveller,

of Gen-

the North.

The vast amount of unskilled labor

Barth,

attempted to penetrate the mountains of Wasie witch from
Albania, ani was stopped by the
Voievode with a body of armed men, who, after handl.ng him very roughly sent him back
tgain.

—Ihe Journal de St, Petersburg, a paper edited under the superintendence of the Russian
Foreign-office, congratulates the Washington

Government on the rapid reconstruction of the
3outhern States. The Journal, after a brief
survey of recent events in America, reminds
.ts readers that the Czar,'at the very beginning
>f the civil war, caused his Cabinet to express
tis sincerest wishes for the maintenance of the
Jnion. The very complimentary article closes
vi th a passage from a despatch of Prince Gorts•hakotf to the Russian Minister at Washington, dated June 28, 1861, in which Russia and
America are represented as “rising states, desined to have interests and sympathies in common.”
—Some curious caves have just been discovered in Fife, by a party of Scotch antiquarians.
On the wall of the caves were found sculptured the forms of elephants, birds, fish and other
objects. It is supposed that, in the early ages
of Christianity, these caves were used as places
of worship by anchorites, and that St. Adrian
Iwelt in one.
—Retributive

3nhUer, of

justice was meted out to one
Berne, Switzerland, in a singular

It appears that he was in the habit of
■raining dogs to perform tricks, and sometimes
cruelly ill-treated them. Recently he brutally
oeat a little dog which would not obey his oruanner.

“years ago to have said, ‘The laws and intent,
“of the government will prove of no avail i.
“they are hostile and unpleasant to the loyal
”
“people of the South.’
The Spy makes the following judicious re-

der, and while doing so, one of his large dogs
■prang forward, seized him by the throat, and
bit liim

so

severely

that he died on the follow-

ing day.
—A recent number of the Sicilian mentions
that at Trecastazni, within the provinoe of Catania, another earthquake has been felt, but
happily without loss of life or serious damage
to
m

property. Etna is al9o in commotion, and
eruption has broken out in the same locality

in 1852.
—The Journal de Charleroi states that an as;ciation cf workmen has been formed at Gilly,

as

s

Belgium,

with the object of insuring to each
member the means of visiting the Exhibition
at Paris in 1867.
—The Prefect of the Pas de Calais has established an international exhibition of fish at
Boulognc-sur-Mer, under the patronage of the
Minister of Marine, the object being to give the
fishermen in the department an opportunity of
learning the manner in which fish are caught
in other countries, both in salt and fresh water.
—The members of the Norwegian Parliament have a busy session before them. Among
ether measures for discussion are those for the
establishment of trial by jury in criminal cases,
the reform of the tariff, a commercial treaty
with France, the reorganization of the army,
and the law which governs the sittings of the
Parliament.
—A late Liverpool paper says :—“The evacuation of Rome by the French troops has actual-

ly begun. Detacbraen o have already left
Frosinone and Vclletri, and those which were
pursuing tho brigands have been ordered to
join their respective regiments. As the Roman
Government will now be called upon to suppress brigandage, and as alone it is quite incapable of doing this, it will be absolutely neces<ary that some arrangement is made with the
Ital sjzi Government. As soon as the elections
may therefore expect to hear of a
revivq^of the negotiations between the Courts
of Florence and Rome.”
—Mr. G. A Sala ha3 been delivering his lecture, “Men and Things in America,” to upwards
of 2,000 persons at Belfast.
—A company has been formed, and a grant
obtained from the Queen of Spain, to lay a submarine cable between Porto Rico, Cuba, and
the United States.
—The Zurich Commission, which was appointed for the purpose of drawing up a new
penal code, has decided by nine votes to two
against the retention of capital punishment.
are

over

we

crowding
frequently put Id direct and immediate competition
with that of colored freemen, consequently a
deadly feeling has been evoked and has occa-1
sionaily found terrible expression; and it is
this feeling that the party is now willingly,
wilfully and knowingly stimulating and exciting into renewed vigor. All political,and nearly
all social rights and privileges, have been moWhy Wa should wear Beards.
nopolized by the whites, and only inferior or
On this subject bearded philosophers have
semi-menial occupations have been open to the
blacks; and it is here that they have come into speculated with loose rein, giving free exercise
conflict with the illiterate and prejudiced por- to both whip and spur. Some people wear
beaids to beautify their countenances, and
tions of our community—the people who naturally oppose ail invocations, and whom it it hence ail the fantastic Bhapes into which they
impossible to convince that any future good are trimmed to suit the individual’s idea of
will arise out of a present apparent evil; the beauty. The hair-lipped man is sure to shave
very persons who, in their native country only under the chin or the sides of the face.—
to our shores from

Europe ha3

been

have wreaked terrible vcngance on the millowners and destruction upon the machinery

The man with a tumor on his neck will
perhaps shave his upper lip; the man of inordi-

-which was, perhaps, or only threatened, to be
an injury of the day, while assuring immediate future benefit. It is on such a class, and tc
such a blind and inevitable prejudice, that the

nately

directly made, and those who make
it must bear all the present odium and future
responsibility of ail the dreadful acts that
must necessarily spring from the fostering ol
such a demon-like bitterness to wards a long proscribed and now manumitted race.—[Philadelphia Press.
is

appeal

A Maine Man Garrotted in Boston.

The Boston Hirald says that a gentleman
Uy the name of Coin Wilson, who belongs in
this state, and who frequently visits Boston on
business, putting up at Wilde’s Hotel, while

passing Wright's oyster saloon on Sunday
evening was accosted by a young man with
the question of “Where are you going?” Mr.
Wilson replied that he was “going to the kingdom.” This answer was followed by a second
interrogatory by the stranger, if he knew “anything about the Fenians?” but Mr. W. passed on without replying. Before he had proceeded as for as the Quincy House he wa3
grabbed at the throat by some one coming up
behind him, and immediately bent back by
the aid of the knee of the same person and
thrown to the ground. Before he had time to

cry out for help, he was gagged and surrounded by half a .dozen others who rifled his pockets. One of the party asked the gent who
was manipulating the contend of his pockets
if he “had got it,” and upon being answered
in the affirmative they all decamped.
A colored man who saw the attack hurried-

succeeded

in capturly called the police, who
their names
ing three of the ruffians who gave
as" John Davis, James lirown and Samuel

wide mouth
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The latest argument for a dill beard, and
particularly for moustaches, that we have
seen, is done up after this style :
The hair of the moustache not only absorbs
the moisture and miasma of the
togs, but it
strains the air (rom the dust and soot off our
great smoky cities. It acts also in tne most
scientific manner, by talcing heat (lorn the
warm breath as it leaves the chest, and
supplying it to the cold air taken in. It is not only a respirator, but with the beaid entire we
are provided with a comforter as
well; and

these are never left at home, like umbrellas
and all such appliances, whenever they are
wanted. The remarkable thing is, too, that
the beard, like the hair of the head, protects
against the heat of the sun; it acts as a thatch
does to an ice-house; but, more than this, it
becomes moist with the perspiration, and then,
by evaporation, cools the skin. A man who
accepts this protection of nature may face the
rudest storm and the hardest winter. He
may go from the hottest room into the coldest
air without any dread; and we
verily believe
he might sleep in a morass with
impunity—at
least hi9 chance of
the
terrible fever
escaping
woidd be better than his beardless compan-

ions.
There is another respect in which the beard
is Hke the thatch. It takes
up the dust, especially when moist with perspiration, and
makes a perfect jungle for the accommodation of small insects,
velgarly called vermin.
But then, it is not to
disparage long, shaggy,
dirty beards that we write, but rather to ex-

press our regrets that the Creator should have
been so unmindful of the beauty, comfort and
health of the most delicate portion of human

purchased, and will refit

for his winter residence, a portion of the property known as the Douglas Hospital. This, we
think, was the residence of the late 3enator

Douglas.
According

the proportion of the
wealth to the national debt of the two countries, the debt of Canada is twenty five
per cent,

States.

greater

to

that

than

of

United

the

Democrat at the beginning of the war, at a Manufacturers Convention in Philadelphia on the 9th of October,
said : “I think the only thing to do now is to
try to make our neighbors of the South, and
every ona else feel that we ought to grant to

!^”Gen. Burnside,

date.

“It would have been like the Mr. Beecher who
“preached sound doctrine in Plymouth church

and the duty of true

Weight.

has been treated in a very offensive manner by
the Voievode of Montenegro. The Doctor had

forct
odious or intolerable; it can by its moral
or it may leave them to per
the
poor
protect
it can exalts
ish; it can kill nr make alive;
almost hopelesi
man to heaven or sink him to

1839, and

ship-builder,
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tives, and nerves even
the performance of their
agreeable duties.
sentiment

the famous

inspires execujudicial tribunals fri

who do make them.

not execute the laws, but it

Public

Arman,

has

oa, just completed, the population is now one
hundred and fifty thousand. Seven years ago
it was but one hundred and thirty thousand.
—The famous African
Dr.

The Province of Public Sentiment.
Public sentiment does not make laws, but it

moulds the

—M.

danger
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Hr. Atwater at Vergennes, Vfc,
assaulted ou Wednesday evening week, in
the street at Montpelier, and knocked down,
doubtless for his supposed agency in the wholesale liquor seizures recently made.
examination has proved that

a

every freed man on this continent the right to
help rule the land. And, while we grant this,
let us ask Almighty God, who has assisted
us so long, to influence all those who may
have the right to vote, to vote on the right

side.”

|gp“Mr3. Paul Akers (Florence Percy), formerly of this city, was reocntly married in
Washington.

E^~'‘Sojourner Truth,”

that remarkable old
negress, now eighty years of age, who has been
and now is employed in the Freedmen’s Hospital at Washington, wasrudoly assaulted by the
Conductor of a street car in that city, who attempted to eject her from her seat. The case
was brought before the Grand Jury, and the
offending Conductor put under bonds for his
appearance at' Court to answer for the outrage.
iaf^A Xexa3 paper says that more than nau
the spelling-books now sold in Houston go into
the hands of the negroes. Several schools for
colored persons are now in operation In Houston and in Galveston.
Many planters buy a
stock of schoolbooks for the schools already
not unfrequent upon the plantations.
JfA letter irom Texas says that the State
is fast attaining its former prosperity; civil au-

thority resumes its sway; post-offices are being
opened, and stages begin their old routes.
Governor Hamilton’s administration is universally approved.

|y A railroad company in Michigan
lately made application to the Freedmen’s

has
Bu-

for four hundred negro laborers, to be emin the construction of a new line of road
in that State. They offer to pay such laborers
eighty-seven and a half cents per day and
reau

ployed

board them.

ft!?“We have noticed the highest
paid to a female operative in one of

wages ever
cotton

our

mills—$55 in five weeks; and the highest wages
ev.r paid a female operative in one of our hat
factories—$56 in five weeks. But we are beat
A female
out and out by the Salisbury Mills.
there has earned over $250 in the past

operative

$62 per month,
four months, averaging
$750 per year; and ,ast month she earned over
$84. Quite a number on the same corporation
over

or

have earned from fifty to sixty dollars per
on the first of November wages
We don’t beare to be advanced 10 per cent.
lieve these persons confine their labors to eight
hours a day, or are in favor of the eight hour

month; and

mont University at Burlington.
5^" A meeting has been held in Lowell
preparatory to petitioning the Legislature
for the charter of a new railroad to Boston.
ITEMS OP

York are
down on the present system of boiler inspection.
They truly say that only practical
boiler makers are competent to make the inand that the occur rence of accidents
from dereliction of duty on the part of the examiners should be punishable as felony.

spections,

tfA meeting to denounce Sunday traius
lately held in Edinburgh, presided over by
baronet who regularly ever { Sunday drives

was

into town from his seat, some five or six miles
off, in a carriage and pair, with coachman and
footman, to attend church.
$y The Richmond papers of Tuesday state
that the ring which was stolen from the body of
Colonel Dahlgren by cutting oft' the fiugqj, has
been recovered. It was -ound in the possession
of Dr. Saunders, at Loretto, Essex county,

Virginia.

#5?“ Within two or three weeks over four
thousand barrels of apples have been shipped
from Lake couuty, 111., also over a thousand
barrels have been sent from Fort Wayne, Ind.,
to New York. They can be put up there at
dollars per barrel, and as they bring eight
dollars in New York a very handsome profit is
made.
59“An exchange says that “waterfalls” are
prohibited by the English game laws. The
clause, which applies to them, runs as follows :
“Netting the hare shall be punished by fine
and imprisonment,” etc.
69” Mrs. Thomas Starr King and her two
children returned from California last week.
two

E9“Rev. E. E. Hale, in the columns of the
Christian Register for the past week, gives
the result of the efforts to raise $100,000 for
Antioch College. It appears that on the 23d of
this month, the subscription had amounted to
$108,794, with more expected. From California
the sum of $20,000 w«s given for the “Starr
King Professorship.”
Ey The New York World persists in count-

ing its ohlckens before they are hatched. It
counts Gen. John Cochrane among the brood
of supporters of the democratic ticket; but unfortunately that gentleman in a card to the
cause and imhis status.

fire engine, and a suitable lot aud the
erection of a brick engine house thereon.
&3T* Gen. Thomas W. Hyde of Bath, has
purchased the Iron Foundry in that city, and
will henceforth devote his attention to its su-

perintendence.
SJf-The Lewiston Journal says Mr. James
Farnsworth, chief dyer in Mr. Farwell’s Bleachcry, while putting a belt on the machinery, on
Friday last, got caug it in the machinery and

had two of his ribs broken.
KgF” Work has been resumed upon the new
Universalist Church in Lewiston, and is being
pushed vigorously forward. The inside will be

ready for plastering in a few days, and it is expected that the whole building will be completed by the very first of January.
Capt. Otis
N. Cut er of that city, has given the Society
one thousand dollars, though he is not a member.—[JournaL
gyThe Kenneboc Journal says there are
hut 3500 copies of the Adjutant General’s report being printed.
Sifp'We learn from the Rockland Free Press
that the store of 8. J. Bond of Jefferson, was
entered a few days since and robbed of about
8300 worth of goods.
gyA meeting has

Episcopal Church, recently

“Cox Tunnel," was
recently fined £5 and fcosts
by the Croydon magistrates, for attempting to
kiss a young lady named Sutton while traveling in a railway train through a tunnel.
E9” Yhe Richmond City Council have passed
an ordinance repealing all ordinances or
parts
of ordinances relating to negroes or
negro

slavery.
69” James T. Gerard

of the speakdemocratic meeting in Brooklyn, N.
Y., on Friday night, and bitterly bewailed the
freeing of the negroes.
E9“It is said that Rev. H. W. Beecher will
preach the funeral sermon over the remains of
Col. Dahlgren.
was one

a

69”Mr. B. Johnson Barbour, Congressman
Richmond, is to take the stump in
Jersey^for the republican candidates.
6y Gen. Bragg is about to start a cotton
plantation in Alabama with free negro labor.
69“The ex-rebel General Hood is said to be
elect from
New

in

ted, they have proved highly effeotive in giving security to property.
5TA subscriber to the Press, who lives iu a
town about forty miles from here,
stopped his
paper some two weeks since, as he wished to

H. Gillett, gives elaborate
of the gentlemen.

biographies

of each

69“Gen. T. Glover has been fined $400 for

practicing law in St. Louis without taking the
oath required by the new constitution.
69“The Internal Revenue receipts for the
week ending Saturday
averaged over one million dollars per day.
69” The Union gain in Pennsylvania, is
said to be 25,000 over the vote for Lincoln and

One of the party arrested exhibtwo and a hall incites
long, which looks as if it was the effects of a
burn from a cigar.

C^“The Boston Post says of Col. Bui lock.

dirty streak, about

Although the garrotters

obtained Mr. Wik

sonwallet with about $25 in
it, they were
unfortunate enough (for
them) to overlook an
impot tant item of between five and six hundred dollars, which wds
safely encased within
a pocket m the shirt of
s,^- Wilson.

Cotton,

and

Gebman fbee *.auor

i,®E‘
cotton*’*1--’
slaves.

German free labor in Texas
South

being witness,

perior

raised a

C1f°?

—

016
EU"

to any grown by
Ti,c
mer3
who have achieved this success were
fo
slant jeopardy under the old regime,
for
very reason that they furnished an irrefra-jZ
hie argument against the system by
which
they weie surrounded, one of whose fundameati.i falsehoods was that the climate was fatal to w.Hite labor in the fields. The undeniable aversion of the freedmen, now that compulsion is x.euioved, to the cultivation of cotton, renders it probable that we shall eventually see the production of tills staple almost

th"

exclusively
Nation.

in the liw2s of the whites.—2%e

Senator Lane on
Eeoonstruotion.

James
n. Lane, of
Kansas,
recently made a speech in Washington,
in which he indulged in free criticism on the
reconstruction question. Mr. Lane is what
the copperheads call a “radical.” From the
following paragraph, the conclusion of his
speech, we do not see that his radicalism is
Senator

very unreasonable:
I believe, as firmly as I believe there is a
God, that the democratic party, which now apr'auds Andrew Johnson, will be shortly slandering *“d viUitying him,as it did a year ago.—
He, perhaps, i* Pursuing the proper course to
restore the the Uuion. 1 hope he is right.—
soldiers and sailors
How many of those
had a fighing white basis during the war?
Akaqsas, Tennessee and Leu is: .oa. These
three States, in my opinion, should be admitted
Union at the next session, and tfu?
on
be held back until,by emigration,
Guaranty that they are polititve

wet”
calivVLi
u,ie
?\tLtnd cann
ever

ke?t right forever and
Ho* l0“G 'V« « take ?So far E*?*?"***1
it takes a thousan,l cenLurfit ®once™ed’ if
then.

[Appiai^f *houl,i

not co,nein until

Republican candidate for Governor of Mass.,
“he is a respectable, high-minded
gentleman,
and capable of conducting State affairs with
certainly no larger measure of error than his
immediate predecessors. All that we are very
happy to concede, which is quite as much as
our

in

political opponents would expect
precisely similar.”

us

to

gyThe executive committee of the colored

people

of Missouri have issued an address to
the white people of the state, asking the
privilege of the ballot.

WThe circulation of the Richmond Whig
larger by one-third than it was before or during the rebellion.
Jkif“Ibe question of pardoning Wade
Hampton, the Governor elect of South
Carolina, is
under executive adviaement.
$3f~ Wendell Phillips is delivering a lecture
entitled the “South Victorious.” The
is

press reports that the

Saturday

same gentleman has in
three new lectures entitled : 1.
The War of Independence—the British Victorious; 2. The Mexican War —the Mexicans
the
Victorious; 3. The Battle of Waterloo

11th. during which time he can be consulted at the
UNITED STATES HOTEL, on DEAFNESS, CA-

Gardner, Worcester Co., Mass., July 1,1801.

der

reading.”
gy The Belfast Age says-the committee appointed to solicit donations for the sufferers by
the late fire have been very successful.
The
committee acknpwiedge handsome donations
from Mr. D. S. Moody of Portland, Joseph J.

Durham of Boston, and P. E. Simonton of
Rockland, former residents of Belfast.
gy The Argv# says it U feared that Mr.

Smith, son of

Mr. Daniel Smith of
among the passengers by the illfated steamer Atlanta.
Ky Saturday evening, at about six o’clock,

Saco,

been

Sir:—A desire to

Dear

afflicted induces

to make

mo

MRS.

heard.

Was drowned
the wharf in
rear of Robert Perkius & Sons store.
His
body was recovered in about twenty minutes.

Awful Shipwreck.—English papers give
the particulars of the loss of the American
built ship Eagle Speed, while on her way with
four hundred and ninety-seven coolies from
Port Canning to Demarara.
The wreck took
place near Halliday’s Island, August 22d.—
Three of the Eagle Speed’s boats were launched, manned by the crew. Including the coolies
who threw themselves into the water on hencoops, the boats saved one hundred and sixtynine, and all the Europeans. The steamer
Lady Elgin, which was near, left for Port Canning. The ship continued to float all that
night, and did not sink till 7 o’clock Wednesday morning. Two steamers were at once
sent round from Calcutta, and the Lady Elgin
returned from Port Canning. They found
three coolie lads on the mast of the wreck, and
saved about sixty more who had floated to
Halliday’s and Butcher’s Islands, where the
tigers are said to have destroyed some. The
coolies assert that the last European attempted to fire the ship. Of the four hundred and
ninety-seven coolies, two hundred and sixty

perished on that terrible Wednesday morning or afterwards in the jungle.

seem

Rev. P. R. Russell, Lynn, Mass., to the Watch-

to have

and

Reflector, Feb. 1, 1862.
Brethren Editors:—Will you permit

Dear
make

benefit

to

me

for the

statement in your valuable paper,

a

of your readers who may be affliofeed with ca-

tarrhal difficulties? I have been much troubled with
catarrh of the very worst type for

some

twenty years.

gradually grew worse, producing cough and
hoarseness, destroying the sense ot smell, and breaking down my general health to such a degree as to comp<fi me to resign my pastorate and suspend public
I made diligent use of the usual remedies, such as
snuff oi divers kinds, nitrate of silver, tar-water,
It

olive tar and inhalations, but without any very

Salutary

Last

effects.

journeying

while

summer

in

country for my health, I heard olDr. LIghthill’s
successful mode of treating catarrh, in Providence,
the

R. I.

I

ment.

visited him, and put myself under his treatI began immediately to improve, and this

improvemont has gone
catarrh has

more

My

present time.

gradually melted away, my cough has
voice has become natural, and I am
able to preach the blessed Gospel. The

disappeared,
once

to the

on

my

peculiarity of Dr. Lighthlll’s is that he cleanses the
nasal passage with a healing solution, applied
curiously construe ted syringe, in the passage

inside

by a

DR. TIBBETS’ PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR REGENERATOR, THE HOST WONDERFUL DISCOVto its origiual
and being a

PHOTOGRAPHIC

From the Rev.

by you of

ALONZO S. DAVIS, proprietor,
ATo. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.

Copying done

in the best

dec29tl.

maqer.

E. S. WOEMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

glonds or roots are not disorganized; aud effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors irom
the scalp. It is warranted to produce, the above results

Photographs at Three Dollars

Card

dozen,—the

best

in the

City.

may25sn<16m

______

A

Rare

Chance.

For sale at a bargain, the Stock, good will, and fixtures of a well established DRY AND FANCY
GOODS BUSINESS, in one of the most flourishing
cities in Iho State.
For particulars apply to
G. BACHMAN St CO..
Lewiston, Me.
Oct 2i—sn dlw*

LOOK,

LOOK I

SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and I will
send yon any one of these Gohl-Platod Articles:—
Ladies Neck Chain, Gents Yost Chain, No. 5 Locket lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladies Jewelry, Gold Ring, Gents Chain Pin, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated
Buttons, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
L. DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
v,
oe
Oct
27—SNdlw*
Box 132.

Wanted.
A

WET

NURSE

1<8G, Portland.

Address

WANTED.

discharge
very offensive of late, and,
in

a

an
as

which has been

ear,

far back

I

as

can

re-

I

use it may bo to others, especially as I have
applied in vain to my family physician and other
physicians of reputation. Yours truly,

FOR

selves,

At

From

James Ceuikshank, L. L. D., Editor of the
New York Teacher, Albany, N. Y.

This may certify that, having been afflicted, during the year 1856, with severe and almost total deaf
ness, and having tried the ordinary medical and surgical aid, under the care of those esteemed as eminent practitioners, I was induced at last to put myself under the care of Dr. Lighthill. His treatment
I was completely restorwas brief and successful.
ed, and the cure is apparently permanent. I have
all confidence in Dr. Lighthill’s skill and integrity in
the diseases he mak;s specialities.
JAMES CEUIKSHANK, L. L. D.
Albany, Oct. 1, 1SG2.
From statements made

Junction,

Berwick

I

by

Clark, of South

Mr.

induced to call

was

on

Dr.

Lighthill, No. 10 Bedford street, and now clieerfully record that alter being under bis gentle but efficient treatmen. only a short time, I could hear as
well as ever with my right ear, which I have not been
able to he ^r my watch tick through lor she months.
BURLEIGH

J. H.

June, 1863,

NSW YORK SKIRT & COSSET STORE
28

Market Square,

2G*

octlSsndSm

E.

II.

_II.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
Is warranted to do all that is claimed
restore the Grayest Heads to their

whether black

for It.

Will

original color,

or brown.
Cures all eruptions of the
Seal i, frees It from dandruff, keeps the head
cool, the
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be
sur-

POUND EXTRACT OF BUCKU, and, after
using
two bottles only, I have found it what it is
represented to he hi every respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with Weak Back or Kidney
Complaints, and
would clieerluUy rececmmend it to the public.
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance
Agent.
Smolander’s Bucku is for sale by all Apothecaries.
Price one dollar.
octlsinuiw

Perry’* Molh and Freckle Let ion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called LIversDot 1
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are olten
very annoying
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show move plainly on the face ot a
of
a
blonde than
brunette; but they greatly mar the
beant? of either; and any preparation teat will ef-

fectually

rein >ve

them without

injuring

the texture cr

color qf the akin, Is certainly a desideratum Dr B
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a sped
ality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harmless.
Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4 Bondbtroet, Now-York, and (or
sale bv eli
druggists; prico*li or bottle. Call for PERRY'S
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W F. Phillips & Co, and H. II. Hay, Who’esale
Agents, Portland, Maine.
ocraisn MW&r6m
•

Hall’s Rubber

Emporium

IS at 147 Middle Street, Where every variety of Rubber Goods can ho procured, at Manuihcturers’ prices.
Tholr assortment ot

Rubber, Jewelry

Goods Is really magnificent.

came

treatment about

and

C.

1

to your oflico

and

Fancy

juneiJtl

so

deaf that I could

with difficulty hear anything at all, but after remaining under your mild treatment about six months, I
commenced to improve.

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

TEETHING

and

Relief and Health to your Infants.
We. have put up and sold this article tor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what wc have never been able to say of any other
medicine— Never has it Jailed tn a single instance to
effect a cure, when,timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak In terms of commendation of its magical
effects aud medical virtues. Wc speak in this matter
“what we do know,’* after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
In 'almobt every instance where the
we hero declare.
infant is suffering from pain .and exhaustion, relict
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is ad-

one

remained under your

year, (not constantly, however,)

entirely cured;

was

I

my

hearing having remain-

perfectly well since. While under your treatment
my general health was not affected, in feet I followed
•*
my usual business without any interruption.
Yours respectfully,
ed

J. D.

GLIDDEN,

Cures of Oforrhoea,

36

or

Amcshury Street

Discharge from

Ear*

the

South Berwick Junction, Sept. 1st.
I. A. W. Clark, of South BerDr. Lighthill
wick Junction, Me., hereby certify, that for threo
years I have been troubled with ^deafness and disfrom

the

charges
that, with the

ear.

utmost

My dca&oss

hae been stlcli

exertions, I could

not hear

t

e

health.

performed upon me four
months ago, during which time my hearing not only
The

remained

oo

cure

was

1, (In spite

of several

colds which I suf-

ered from,) but actually improved,

so

*can hear as perfect as though my hearing
been
I

that

now

had

never

I

affected.

would recommend all those afflicted with the

abovo complaint, to

place themselves under the mild

treatment of Dr. Lighthill.

A.

W. CLABK.

Cure of Discharge;* from the Ears, of nine
year4’ standing, upon Mr. F* F. Pricat, of
Gardner, Maes*
This is to certify, that for nine years or more I was
afflicted with a disagreeable and offensive discharge

rendering me quite deaf. About a
year ago I placod myself under the care of Dr. Lighthill, and to the surprise of my friends and myself in
from my ears,

[tutiand
Mortgage
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds.

~Novelty

First Running Race of the Season.
Tuesday,

MARRIED.

H.

15

Portland.
In tills city, Oct 30, by Rev Or 8liailor, Aired H
Coe and Mto Sarah J, daughter or Daniel Ayers, of
Puitland.
In Dedham, Mass, Oct 26, Ilenry M Bovey, Esq,
and MIsb Mary P Bronson, both of Bath.

DIED,__
In this city, Oct 30, of consumption, Mn Charlotte
WMa on, aged 67 years 6 mouth* 2T days.
5TIF-Funeral Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock.
In this city. Oct 3t, suddenly, John Luvflle, only
son of Nathaniel and Sarah A Stinson, aged 3 years

Bradley,

October 31st.

mime* Gen'l
YYeilzel.
“
L. Dyer,
Lady
Ceu’l Weitzel is a three
year old; a grandson of
the celebrate I
Gleucue, and ti ns bred by David McDaniel, proprietor ot the famous Broad llock Running Coarse and thorough-hrod Stable*, at Manchester, Va.
Lady \\ cbater is from Mississippi, and cl the
choicest blood ol the State.

Jr.,

\Vtb«lrr!

They are evenly matched,

t*ff“Funcral on Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o’clk,
residence of Mrs Edwards, No 28 Brown St.
Helatives and friends are invfted to attend.
Id this city, Oct 27, Hattie E, daughter of Harriet
N and the late Warren Cox, aged 15 years 5 month*.
[Western papers please copy.]
In Naples, Cfct 25, Miss Lucy B, daughter of Eben
and Eliza Choote, aged 29 year*.
In Watoifbrd, Oct 7, Mr James W Fogg, aged 53
years 6 month*.
In Bowdoln, Oct 19, Mrs Mary A, wile of William
H Tarn aged 31 years.
In HArpsweli, Oct 25, Ann A Eason, aged 14 years.
of the late Capt Jacob A
Cobb,
place
Wednesday afternoon, at 3
o’clock, from the residence of his mother, comer of
Danlortli and Maple street*.

ADMISSION
CF~Ruoning

codfish,

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

FROM

FIFTY

FOR

DATE.

North America_New York. .Rio Janeiro—Oct 30
City ot Dublin.New York.. Livevpool.Nov 1
Scotia.New York. .Liverpool.Nov X
Teutonia..New York. .Hamburg.Nov 1

A GRAND RACE!
CITY

FOREST

Hanna.New York. Bremen.Nov 4
of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 4

City

Tlconic,

Sorrel Dan,

and

Lady

Gay Spanker,

Thursday, November

On

2d.

PC BSE AND STAKE OF

$200.00!
JAS. TURNER, ol Boston, names
S. O., SORREL DAN, to Wagon.
GKO. H. BAILEY, of Portland, names
G. M LADY GAY SPANKER, to Harness.
A. SAVAGE, of Waterville, names
B. 3., TICONIC to Harness.
WGood Day and Good Track I

MARINE NEWS

If not, lira fair

day.

Tickets oO crate.
Oct 3t-dtd

LIFE INSURANCE.
the

Equitable

Life Assurance

Of the

OF

PARK l

BETWEEN

4

Hibernian..Quebec.Ltverdool.Nov

PORT

CENTS.

to commence at» o'clock.

Mile Heats, Best Three la Fire.

BERJO. NF.
Sch Arouse—140 qtls halibut, 240
15 bbls halibut, 22 cask* oil, 25 do salmon
2000 barrel hoops, to order.
HERBERT RIVER NS. Sch Sarah Johnson—140
tons eoal, 2 Jars butter, to order.
ST JOHN NB. Sch Princes*—2300 box shook*, to
N J Miller.
GRAND MENAN NB. Sch Crape Shot-2830
boxes herring, 100 utls pollock, 20 qtls eodtish, 25 bbls
picklod herring, to Dana A Co.

qtls

the ownor3 of both

~

services
on

IMPORTS#

anil

confident of succcm.

are

10 month*.

funeral
l3F"Th?
will take

t

United

Society

State*.

(Located in New York City, Organized July 25, 1663,)
WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER President.
OEOKGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

PORTLAND#

Mo Hilar. October 30#
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eastport

Assets,-—$1,500,000.00.
(Accumulated

and St John NB.

Barque Fani ie, Carver, Boston, to load for Cuba.
Brig Beuj Carver, Carvor, Boston.
Brig Tkos Connor, Stevens, Boston.
Brig Star of Hope, Look. Boston.
Sch Arouse, (Br) Crowed, Betjo NF.
Sch Mary Willey, Spinney, Bay Chaleur.
Sch St Mary, (Br) Lord, Sandy Cove NS.
Sell Sarah Johnson, (Br) Moore, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Grape Shot, (Br) Ingalls, Grand Menan NB.
Sch Princess, (Br) Mahony, St John NB.

Sch Harriet Baker, Webber. Philadelphia.
Sch Richmond, Cousins, Elizabeth port.
Sch Vendovi, Bray, New York.
Sch Twin Brothers,!Br) Forest, Boston.
Sch Julia Smith, Bragg, Boston.
Sch Windward, Libby, BostonSch J Baker, Barbenck, Boston.
Sch Bremen,-. Salem.
Ssh A meric us, Blanchard, Gardiner.
Sch West Wind, Harrington, Gardiner.
Sch Ocean Hanger, Poland, Bristol.
Sch Luther Dana,-. Boothbay.
Sell Freedom, Keene, Bremen.
Sch Charity, Bickford, Gloucester for Gouldsboro.
Sch Henrietta, Nutter, Steuben for Boston.

Years.)

tn Six

Consideration* for Insuring in the Equl>
table Life Assurance Society*
First.— r*remiums on all regular Lift Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies I'ecared non
forfeitable after three year.*, for a pro rata amount. .J
Third.—Its cash income is greater "than that ol
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Foubth.—No other company ever organized 1ither in Europe or America, has experienced inch ex-

traordinary prosperity.

Molasses, Syrup, Sugars, &c.

keep

falling

Sch Sarah B

It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, lustrous and silken.
It is

a

splendid hair dressing.

No

Packet Co.

Harris, Sanborn, Mach[as—Eastern

Cienfuegos Molasses,

Muscovado Molasses.

SAILED—Barque*
Stevens, Mary E Libby i
schs Henry Janos, Delmont, and others.
Ellen

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, Oct 22—Sid, sch Cyrus Foaaett.IiodsNew York.
do
Oct 23—Ar, sch Albatross, Miller, Gloucester.
Oct 28—Ar, schs Silver Lake, Reed, Bay Chaleur,
with 360 bbls mackerel; Willie G. Thompson, do, 265
bbls do: Diana, Wylie, do, 180 bbls do; Artie, Boynton, and King Fisher, Hodsdon, from do; Northern
Chief, Lowe, from Gloucester ; Ceylon, Bennett,
Portland.

Clayed Molasses,
New York Amber Syrup,

Refined Sugars,
Havana White Sugars,
Havana Brown Sugars,
Muscovado Sugars,

A Magical Preparation
-FOR—

BEAUTIFYING,

RESTORING,
DRESSING
PRICE

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CENTS.
For salo at

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY-

CUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ot MAIN E,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July 22—sndtf

iThe

DISASTERS.
Barque Hunter, Lee, at New York from Cow Bay
weatner
on the paamgc; 20th Inst, in
had
CB,
heavy
a strong gale irorn N\V, shipped a heavy sea, which
stove
hatch
swept decks,
hoinie, bulwarks, and skylight, and tUied cabin with Nktjcr,
It was reported at Wilmington NC 25tli, that the
9chr John Williams, which cleared at that port for
Boston about four weeks ago, had been discovered off
Hatteras full of water, ana ail hands dead. It is supposed the crew died of fever.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCQ -Ar 25th inst, ship Ne Plus
Ultra, Martin, New York.
NORFOLK—Sid 26th, sch Hanot* Westbrook, LitSAN

New York.

GEORGETOWN—Cld 25th, sch Fannie A Bailey.
Freeman, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, brig Dudley* Carter, from
ITCH ! ITCH I ITCH I
Nevassa.
Below, brig Martha Washington, Blanchard, from
Scratch l Boston.
Ointment
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27tli. brigs Open Sea, BabWheaton’s
bklgc. East Caicos; Webster Kelley, Haskell, im St
Will Care the licit in Forty-Eight Hours*
John NB; B Young, Gibson, St Stephens NB; schs
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
E A Couant, Foss, and Mary Fletcher, Tracey, Bosand all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
ton : AtLantic, Lippincott, Portland.
sale by all druggis.s.
Cld 27th, selis Marcus Hunter, Orr, and E G WilPOTTER, Sole lard, Parsons, Portland.
By sending 6J cents to WEEKS
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be for- i Ar 27tn, brigs Minna Traub. Norton,from Havana;
warded by mail, free ol postage, to any part of the
Minnie Miller, Anderson, and Annandale, Bunker,
United Stales.
Boston, (and both cld for oo); schs Alligator, CoHins,
Oot 23, I860.—s N d&wlyr
Calais; Ilattie Ross, Poland, Boston.
-H
Cld 27th, brig Elmira, Norton, Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tbf brig Sarah B Crosby, CrosBitters. by, Cow Bay CB; schs Lebanah, Wall, Elizabethport
for New Bedford: ¥ A Fazley, Crosby, Rondo ut lor
These Bitters are not only valuable in all cases of Portsmouth; Addle P Stimpson, Cummings, Ea trort; A Hammond, Cram, Calais; Julia Maria, Gott,
Bilious Diseases, Liver Complaints, Dj/spepsia, JaunCalais; Col Eddy* Coombs; Vicksburg, Mitchell;
dice, Costiveness, Headache, fyc., but in all cases of Reporter, Warren, and F A Sawyer, Reed. Bang r;
Connecticut, Carle, do for Newark; Castilllan, BelGENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
lafcy. Ellsworth; Mary Hall, Polond; Marietta, Hall;
whole system, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
St Lnear, Barnes; Delaware.Crockett; JuliaEGamage. Wood, and Silas Wright. Adams, Rockland; G
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will be found most
w Kimball, Jr, Crockett, Fall River; Hattie Baker,
Valuable. Delicate females whoore.weak and sickly,
Crowell, Newport.
Ar 28th, schs E C Brown,-, Rockland; Sahwa,
will find this medicine invaluable.
They operate
Jaar.er, Boston.
gently; they purify and rnako new blood; they reguCld 28th, ship Albion, Matthews. Liverpool; brigs
late the Liver, and give force and strength to the
Alfhratta, Taylor, St John NB; Ida L Kay, Hay,
whole System. Prepored by
Jacksonville; Nieretta, Rice, Bangor; Ehza Ann,
Ayres, Boston; sen Laura Prances, Higgins, lor GarDR. W. P. MANSFIELD,
diner.
Proprietor of Mansfield’s Vegetable Mitig&tor.
Also cld 28th, brig Milwaukee, Brown, St Pierre;
schs Maine Law, Amesbury, Portsmouth; F ArtheFor sale by MANSFIEI+D A CLARK, No. 27
mius, Mitchell, Boston.
Green St., Portland, Me.
Ar 28th, Ship Universe, Hutton,
Liverpool: barque
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.
Elba, Drisko, Apalachicola, with sails split; brig J H
Oct 3—3 X dim*
Kennedy, Evans, Jamaica; schs E C Brown, from
Rockland; Henrietta, from Elizabeth port for Boston
NEW HAVEN—Ar 27th, sd» Jane, Haskell; from
A Fact Worth Knowing,
Calais: Democrat, Grierson, do.
STONINGTON—Ar 27th, sch Pavilion, Reed, from
in a neat and
That Rubber Goods can be

Scratch,

Scratch,

Mansfield’s Debility

repaired

substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
;july21sntf
EITA Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a stato of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Cousequencos
upon the Blind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment/- the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, ami those contemplating marriage, who entertain aoubts at their physical condition.
on

free of postage to any address,
receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
Sent

by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of I he diseases unon which his book treats either personally ot
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—3 x d&wGrn

Calais.

BOSTON-Ar 28th, brie L W Eaton, Newman,
Halifax NS.
Clif 28th, sch Julia Smith, Bragg, Portland.
Ar B 'th, U S monitor Waesuc/Weaver.
Portland;

JJ

S steamer

Osceola, Betts, do;

sch

THOMAS LYNCH,

Brilliant,

ball, Belfast.
Ar 30th, schs Romp,
Mitchell, Lubec; Grecian,
Hancock; Susan t enter. Romsdcll, Baopor
S“J«on,
Cld 30tli, shin Danl l)rai>er, Brady, Batavia; brigs
Charlene. Nichols, Philadelphia; Mariposa, Nasn,
Millbiidge; schs (len Meade, Kerguson, Uolfist; Abby Gale, McDonald, ii°; Helen, Carroll, Rocltlarid;
G C Brooks, Hadley, Portland.
-rt*1* ® til, barque St Ja^o, White, Porti br'K Saralj Peters, Lord, St George NB.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th. schs ache It Leacii, She'roan, Rockland tor New York; Centurion. Green, fto
Boston for Bangor;
Farragut, Iiamsdell, Eastport for
New York: Cabinet Wadsworth, Bangor for Baltimore: Idaho, Hart, Philadelphia for Saco; Globe.
Tracy, Boston for Bath.
Ar 27th, ach Vigilant, White, Albany NY for New-

buiyport.

FOREIG.V PORTS.
Sid fm Kurrachee Sopt 5, barque Alice Tainter,

ATSw^Uitfi

Sud^,Coi JjSn

WFi» The river’uth,

outwaid bound, ship Sabino,
Anna

TO DIE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair
Dye Is
tho best ia the world. Complete iu one bottle. No
o
no
trouble.
A
child can apply It.
wash,
slain,
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, can
DYE AT HOME
bettor than any barber can do It, by usfng the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a bcantiul black or brown, aspreiorred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Deisas Baknes & Co., New York, Wholesal-

Agents.

26th
MArattjuebee
New York.

Came, Drummond.

Emmons, Shields

and

ujt, bar.|uo Fanny Ealor, Grln-

dall.
Ar at St John NB 23.1 Inst, schs Cxar, Hammond,
Boston; Mora, Chadwick, New York.
Cld 23th. schs J F Carver, BumrilT, New Haven;

26th, Condor, Peck, Bellhst.

SPOKEN.
July 26, lat 1#, Ion 25 W, ship St Paul, Martin,
London lor dalle.

THIS Celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, is marie from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial In Its act upon fhe s) In.
For safe by all Drugyitt) and Fancy Qoodfi Dealers
janeCldlyr

Sept 9, lat 28 40 N, Ion 37 18 W, .hip Nicholas Biddle, Allen, New York tor San Francisco.
Oct 10, lat 4117, Ion 54
26, ship Uen McClellan,from
New Yerk lor Liverpool.

MiniartPcAlraanac....October 31
rises...<*-32 1 Moon rises.. 3.02 AM
Sun sets .T..,..,..4,55 | Higu water.7.50 AM

New Advertisements.
Opening of

Winter Bonnets l

MRS. A
C OLBT.
Will open on THURSDAY, Not. 3 at her rooms. No.
Free
Stroet
Block, (up sla'rs) a variety of WIN4)
TER BONNETS, made from the choice* shades of
Velvet, Satin and Silk, to whicu the attention of the

public

is

respcctlullypnvited.

Oct 31—sirdtt

ANTONY

WAYMOUTH;

THE GEYTLEMEY ADVEYTl’RLRS.
By William U. G. Kingston,
Author ol “Dick Onslow among the

Redskins,** «£c.

TWELVE ILLUSTRATIONS.

Price,.*1.50.
“Antony Waymoutb, or the Gentlemen Adventurers, by Wm. H. G. Kingston, is issued by J. E. Tilton & Co. It is just such a book as buys Uke, ftil) of
wonder Ail adventures, hair-bread ih escapes, tierce
fighting and ch valrou* generosity. It is a story of
the times of Queen ElLzat»ctk, written in rather
quaint style, giving us an account of the manning
and fitting but of a fleet for the scorch of adventures
and wealth.
These gentlemen adventurers cow
would be called pirates; but La those days, even If
doubt

rose

in any one*» mind

as

to tbo

legitimacy

of

silenced by the recollection of
the exploits and rewards of Sir Francis Drake, and
there are some modern writers, not excepting, Kingsley, who se -m also to have felt the same dazzling !ntlence.*
Advertiser.
Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
Our Illustrated Catalogue of Books sent by mail
free, on receipt of stamp to prepay return.
such deeds,

they

were

—

J.

CO..

&

TILTON

E.

BOSTON, PUBLISHERS.
Oct31—d2t

SOJE^OXjXj

saws,

from 1200 to 2000 revolution* per minute—the best Mill for Chair Manufacturers’

MAKING

Bracket and Scroll Sawing.
Manufactured by
S. HEALD & SO.VS, BAto, Vasa.,
where they can be seen in ops-rati on.
ocMdlw

CHASE, CRAM

sTsTURTEVANT,

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
AVUlgcry’s Wlinrf,
Portland, Mr.
octUdtl

f.

B.

FROST,

94 Exchange Street,
Just returned troiu Boston with

a

LARGE

HAS SPLENDID ASSORTMENT of UOUDS, of
all kinds for
ana

Ladies* Outside

Garments,

83 to 813 per yard.
ry rlease coll early and make your selection*.
oc31dlw
Oft. 30, 1685.
From

$100.00

Reward!

flrona the sut scriber*, Oct. 24, 1PC5, at
Wost Minot, One Black Aar*, 6 years old, weigh*
from 800 to 1>C0 tbs, ha* about 2 inches lelow (ho right
ear a white spot the size tf a silver dollar; a secondhand Harness, silver mounted; a Wagon of Miller &
Trull’s make, Lyndon, Vt., newly painted black and
varnished, arid striped with red, with one more stripe
on the offhub than on the near, und two cushions on
the seat, el ptlc springs, the right one having been
partially broken. Also a Silver-Plated Harms*,
eveiv buckle of which is silver-plated,the strop across
the lorehcari ol a light blue color, and the cross strap*
The wagon contained a
on the nose tilled with noil*.
Sleigh Robe made from a woman’s shawl, stuffed
w ith flatting, and the edge* fringed.
Whoever will return said property, or give infer,
nation where t way be found, to the buhnoriberu at
Ox oid, Maine, shall he suitably rewarded; and whoever will secure the thief or thieves, and return the
property, shall receive One Hundred Dollars Reward i

STOLEN

OLIVER,

to

mayl2SNeodly

COLGATE'S HONEY SOAP!

Sun

^CidTttl), ship John Patten,

130 Commercial $1*
Oct 31—d2w

Kim-

Inst, ship
York 15th; Western BeBe, Churchill, (hr l harkstou,

,

SALE BT

MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

PHILADELPHIA, Oct 30
Brig Stella, Tucker,
from Cardenas for Portland, with molasses, was
abandoned at sea and the crew brought to
port.
Vessel and cargo tnBflrod.
Stella was a good vessel of 298 tons, built at
shmoud. Me, in 1868, and was ownqd in Portland
by Littlejohn & Chase, Goo S Hunt, and others.]

tlejohn,

&C.,

LARD,

BEEF, PORK,
FOB

FROM

—

LIFE I

SEELE’S

loudest conversation, when direct, y addressed tojrae.
I had consulted many physicians and anrists, but
could got no relief. Acting under the advice of

friends, (who, by their own experience, know of Dr.
Lighthill*s success in the treatment of such difficulties,) I gave him a trial, which resulted in the complete restoration of my hearing. The discharge from
my car entirely ceased, without detriment to my

Second'MoVfifate Bond..
jfjensbnrjj
Bonds.
1st

97
90
76
70
26
80

(ri'eat

98$

Fifth.—All of Its profits arc divided among the
insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts is
ministered.
less than that ot any other company.
Full directions for using will accompany oach botSeventh.—The rates of piemiums are as low as
None genuine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS
tlle
those of nny other first class company.
& PERKINS. New Yoru, is on tlie outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Reference*.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.
Heury Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogilcr,
Below 28th—Br schs Anna, Roy, Margarettavflle
june3snd&w6m
I NS for Boston; Anna Laurie, Yaigle, Bridgetown NS ! New York.
fordo; Albert Edward, Campbell, River Herbert NS
CHARLES B. HALL, Agent*
for do; Impudence, Beiges, St John NB for N York;
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair RenewOffice No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
for
StAmlrewsNB
Britt,
Harriet,
Boston; Jane,
er b as proved itself to bo the most perfect prepartOct 31-dtf
Clark, and Charlie, Long, do lor do.
tioo for the hair ever offered to the public.
CLEARED.
Barque Rebecca Goddard, Manson, Buenos Ayres—
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injuA & S E Spring.
rious properties whatever.
Brig A J Ross, Pevereanx, Havana—Lyn;h, Barker A Co.
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGBrig Snow Bird, (Br) Guptfll, Havana—Phinney A
INAL COLOR.
Jackson.
Porto Rico Molasses,
Sch Lizzie W Dyer. Sumner, Boston—J H White.
the hair from
It will
out.

CHARLES

—-

25 Cents per Set !

CHILDREN

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, hf
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your-

NOTT.

La whence, Maos., Jan. 27, 1865.
Dr. Lighthill—Doar Sir; On the first day of

ANDERSON’S

WINSLOW,

from any

JOHN

92}

Soothing Syrup,

feel that 1 cannot wiilikohi this acknowledgment

South Berwick, Mo., July IT, 1862.

Elevators!

refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,

money

AN EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

member, always more or less so ; and having been
entirely restored to hearing since under your care,

Box

Oct 27—8Ndlw

Dress

or

MRS.

John Nott, D. D., Prof, in Union

No* 90 Middle Street, Portland*
per

Hair

the

Schenectady, Jan. 17, 1864.
Db. Lighthill—Dear Sir : Having been cured

GALLLERY,

positively restore Gray

color, whether black, brown or auburn,
delightful dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy aud healthy appearance. It will aho
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where

person, old or young, should fail to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
| FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
or serious difficulty in this modo of application.
Ask for Hall's bicilian llair Renewer, and
take u® other.
Let mo advise all troubled with catarrhal difficulties
R. P. IIALL A CO.,
I
P. R. RUSSELL.
to apply to Dr. Lighthill.
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
Wholesale Agents.
W. F. Phillips if Co
Cures si Deafuess*
auglOsnd&wGm
leading from the roof of tho mouth to the nose After a few efforts and a little practice there is no pain

NOTICES.

PORTLAND

AGE, will

ERY OF the

College, Sckenectdy.
SPECIAL

1

Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. Whipple, Agent for Portland. Said by
mavlleod6m*
Druggists everywhere.

My general health, which was badly affected
by this disease, began to improve, and I am now as
well as though I never was afflicted. Tho treatment
is mild, painless, and perfectly harmless. To those
similarly afflicted I would advise to call on Dr. Ughthlll, and they will find In him all th9y desire.
*
Respectfully, &c.,
CHAS. SMEAD, Hancock House.

man

GRAPHS

largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
All work warranted.
the State.
Card Photograph* S3,00 per doz.
A. M. McKEXXEY,
Oct 6—s N eodfteow3m
28* Congress St.

v

examination

From

COLBY

THE

|betcd, and knowing what the result must be to consantly inhale a fisted breath, made me seriously consider my condition. My friends and evon some Physicians told me that my difficulty was Catarrh, and
consequently an incurable one. But whon I asked
them the reason why it (Catarrh) could not be cured,
their reasons were so unsatisfactory that I resolved
to consult Dr. Liglitliill, ot whose saill In the treatoiten

A.

PHOTO

Soon my head began to bo affected more severely;
pain in head and over my eyes. My breath became

A.

2d issue. loia

from the

removed her stock of Millinery to rooms over
Store, No. 5 Free Street Block, where she is
prepared to receive her customers.
Portland, Sept. 11, 1865.
lwedtlieneodtt

into my throat, causing me to hawk and spit almost constantly, more especially in the morning.

so

nmrlCeodly

her old

ooze

The

stored and Insured at

Has

For many years I have been troubled with discharges
from my nose, which afterwards Vegan to drop or

ment oi this disease I had

bought,

REMOVAL!

benefit those similarly
the following statement.

do

United States Tcn-tortles.

for

Flour and Produce
rates.

Boston Journal.

the

71 East Water St.,

lib$al

Boston, Jan. 1,1865.
Editor of

United .States Flvo-twentievist tourney!..... 102}
Maine State Sixes, 1882.
Eastern Katlroad.
Jgdeusburg First Mortgage Bonds.

Advertisement*;

f°rest my park.

971

2d series.

In this city, Ool 30, by Kov
Bray, Ueorgo
Lothrop, of Boston, and Mias Adelaide Hubert*, of

charge.

am

ilo

New

A.

WISCONSIN.
Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
Poise, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seed*, etc.
The following eholce brands ol Flour on baud
•Bertsiiy’s Eest,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
Champion,
McClelan.
Market Reports sent daily or
weekly without

Buy

un-

Boston Stack List.
Sale* at the Brokers
Board, Oct 30.
American Sold.
14B,
U. 8. A'oupou Sixes, 1881,V.'.'.VttBj
United States 7 3-lOtiis Lean, let eeriee. 07!
<V
small. 97 a

Mr

09 and

.C.C. GREENE.

was

Morrison, aged about 35,
by falling from the capstan of

1 Ighlhill’* visit,
Dr.
Nov.Gt;i until Nov. lltIi>Oue Week

MILWiPKXE,

cured; at any rate, the symptoms
disease have disappeared, 1 trust not to reTory respectfully, .your ob’t Servant,

the

all similarly

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

essential benefit from your practice, as to induce the

To

wish.

RICE BROTHERS,

Catarrh, I take pleasure in saying in gratitude for
kind and skillful attention, that I have derived such

turn.

can

Only.
Gct30—dawtd

ic

of the

I

rS" *ti' in ton !>rr

your treatment for tlie past six months lor Chron-

belief that I

to

as

F. F. PRIEST.

Eyes inserted without pain.

Liguthill—Gentlemen:—Having

Drs.

good

cheerfully recommend the Doctor

from

Cure* of Catarrh.
C. C. Greene, Editor of the Boston Post,
Boston, 12th June, 1864.

From

ears, is now as

afflicted.

EAR, THROAT, and NOSE.
All operations In Ophthalmic Surgery successfully

cure.

a local paper.
Yesterday he wrote : “Send
the Press again; the-paper is not worth

Charles 8.

discharge frommi>

TARRH, DISCHARGE from the EAR, NOISE in
the HEAD, and all tlfc varied diseases of the EYE,

take

preparation

French Victorious,

I

me

ask;

a case

AURIST,

made by him inspired mS
very
with confidence, and I at once resolved to place tnyseli under his treatment, which resulted in a perfect

destitute condition.

The citizens of San
Antonio, Texas, are taking up subscriptions to
purchase a home for him in that State.
G9“The New York Herald having conjectured that the counsel in the trial of Jefferson
Davis will be for the prosocution
AttorneyGeneral Speed, Hon. J. H. Clifford, Hon. Wm.
M. Evarts and Major-General
Rousseau, and
for the defence Charles O’Conor and Ransom
a

in

for the purpose of forming an
mutual protection against horse-thieves, burgIn other places,
lars and robbers generally.
Bays the Mail, where such societies have exis-

de-

ceased, was born in Brunswick in this State,
and graduated at Bowdoin College.
ETAn English commercial traveler, named
Alexander Macintosh, who had probably become demoralized
by reading Charles Rcade’s

ers at

Waterville
association for

been held

my

nltorward*

hearing bogau to improve, ami shortly
restormy oars wereradically cured aud my hea: iug
as any
<*1, and 03 I writo this my ears are as well
cine’s never ttlfcelod at all. fly general health, which
was much impaired In c.mswuonca of the constant

Will malic his next professional vljt, on MONDAY,
Nov. 6th, to remain until SATURDAY NOON, Nov.

Artificial

steam

gy The Rev. Dr. Jones of New York, a minister in the

OCULIST AND

week’s time my ear? coaaea

one

LIGHTHILL,

DR.

g^“Xhe Board of Aldermen of Lewiston,
have passed an order for the purchase of a

Tribune, says he is for the Union

partial suffrage, which settles

the fellow.
a

NOTCES._

performed.

STATE NEWS.

Lewis

system.—[Newburyport Herald.
(gy The boiler-makers of New

a

eight
hundred, houses in Petersburg, have been
struck by shelhuluring the fighting before that
place.
The Trustees of the Vermont Agricultural College propose to unite with the Ver-

passed by any preparation in the market. Try it. $1.
creation, the ladies. How (hey must suffer
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
lack
of
beard
and
moustaches
1
With
through
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
Agents for Portland,
no such
Me.'
OC8SN6W
protection, no such “thatch,” Why are
Cowan.
they not all stamped with the fatal seal of
Unsolicited Testimony.
Mr. Wilson states that after he was attack- sickness and death ?
Why are they ever free
Portland, Me., July 23,1S63.
ed from behind, a second person appoared in from the hacking
Johnson.
and
the
?—
bronchitis
cough
I o Messrs. Burleigh If Rogers
.--Haring been troubhis front with a cigar in his mouth, exhibiting Poor creatures, how
Our
ty
city politicians are trying to recon- led with my Kidneys for some two years past, and
they are neglected 1 What
much coolness. He struck at the villain, hit- superior care and attention have been bestow- cile tiie high price of coal with the low price of having tried a great many patent
medicines to no
Wood.—[N. Y. Sat. Press.
purpose, I was induced to try SMOLANDER’S COMting the cigar, and grazing the left cheek of ed upon the superior animal!
its

SPECIA1L

gfp”Kev.

was

submitted to the Emperor Napoleon a ne.T cable of his invention. The principal quality of
this cable is it3 extraordinary lightness, so that
bf its breaking under its
there is little

PORTLAND-

Tuesday

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

FOREIGN MISCELLANY.

RICHARD FRYE.

Oct 31-dtur

Proposals for Erecting a
Chapel.
Sealed i«ropo»al» for tlie erection of rh»r,.i
corner of Uantoitli and May .treet*ilS£ fbS
Mr>
->

Fh*"

™

bo recclv* d »t

^tl'ntorcUy.N

eau

be

seen

at

Mr,

P.y.

B^t31-Bw'U‘UlnSCum,"itt0eM. C. M. A.
_A

stated

moeting of the Maine Chari.able
will be held hi u e
0n
rhursdaT evening, Nov. 2d,

j/VMechanie AmoclalTn,
IT

Octtt-dtd
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MAKH, Secretary.

Tuesday Morning, October 31,1865.
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VICINITY.
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SW Adoertisers Kill benefit t’te.meloes. as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their ateertitmwnU
at an early hour in the
day.

Teachers’ Association for the purpose of hearing some statements from Rev. Mr. Towles
and others in relation to the Baldwin Place
Home for Waadererers, and to ihten to the
singing of some of the orphans who had been

New Advertisements Tfl-Waj’.
AUCTION COLUMN.

Clothing at Auction—C. VY.

Holmes.

House and Lot at Auetlon—Henry lMHoy x v0’
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Perry’s Moth wild Freckle Lodon.
To I>ye Easy—Ilorna; Barnes A t o-

brought here for that purpose.
The spacious hall was densely filled, a large
proportion being children from the Sabbath
Schools in this city. Joseph H. Coffin, Esg.,
President of the S. S. Teachers’ Association,
presided. Rev. Dr. Shaiier opened tho meeting with an impressive prayer.
After some charming singing from seven oi

COLUMN.
Tilton & Co., Boston.
Antony Wavmouth-J.&K.
Scroll Saws—S. Heaid

APVEBTISEMENT

NEW

S'®8-,,

Ladies’ Outside Garments—1Molasses, Sugar, &o-Tbon.^ ^ynch.
$100.00 liewanl—itichard Tryo.
i Proposals for Erecting a Ciiapel.
Hall.
Life Iiujiu*auco—Chas.
M. C. M. A .-Stated Moettny.
Great
Novelty.
Forest Olt) Park-A
A Grand Face—Forest U.y Park.
Opening of'Vinter Bonnets—Mrs. A. Colby.
"•

i

I

Freedmen’s Commission.
A large and respectable number of ladies and

I

gentlemen assembled last evening in the Com- 1
mon Connell Chamber at the
adjourned meetr
iug oi citizens to take into consideration the
j
subject of forming a Freedmen’s Commission
in this

city. Hon. P. Barnes presided, and
Lewis B. Smith, Esq., acted as
Secretary.

i

Hon. George F. Talbot introduced a
pream- I
ble and Constitution for a
Commission, auxiliary to the State Association, and made some

interesting remarks. He was followed by Rev.
Hr. Adams of Gorham, late
Chaplain in the
army, Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Hon. S. E.
Spring,

the Little Wanderers, which elicited great applause from the audience. Mr. Ccfiin made a
few pertinent remarks and introduced Rev.
Mr. Towles to tho audience, who, for one hear
and a half, held their closest attention, while
he related incidents that had come to his
knowledge in relation to tho Wanderers. He
took an intermission after speaking half an
iiour, which space of time was agreeably filled
by the singing of the Wanderers. A collection,
mostly from the children, was taken up* which
amounted to §80.50. This, with what was
collected on Sunday, and with other sums
promised, will make a handsome donation
from Portland.
The efforts of the gentleman connected with
this institution to arouse a feeling in its favor
in this city have been most successful.

J. C.

Woodman, Esq., S. R. Leavitt,
Puke Cobfectionkby.—The phillipics of
Esq., and M. A. Blanchard, Esq., in favor of
physicians and the advice of wise mothers
the organization.
The preamble and constitution introduced against confections must vanish, before the
by Mr. Talbot were unanimously adopted, and sweet arguments of Southmayd. New York
has attained a high reputation for delicate rich
were signed
by nearly all the lailies and genpreparations of candies, and Pateifamilias’vistlemen present.
A committee of seven was raised to procure it, to that city is not completount.it hehas purchased a package from Stuart & Millard; but
other subscribers, and to report a list of
officers,
the Broadway caterers 'to the palate have a
at the adjourned meeting.
Adjourned to Monday evening next, at 7 rival here who bids fair to eclipse them all, and
o’clock, to meet in the Reception Room, City a visit to Mr. Southmayd’s establishment, astonishes the uninitiated to find how many
Building.
tempting preparations can be made ior luxuSheriff's Jury.
rious tastes. The higli grade of materials
The appealed cases from the Court of Counused, and the care and cleanliness observed in
ty Commissioners, of Jonathan Fogg vs. Port- manufacture, insure confectionery of the pur-

land & Kennebec Railroad
Company; Heirs
of Samuel Saunders vs.
same; John J. Chenery & ux. vs. same; Samuel Jordan vs. same;
Thomas J. Riggs vs. same, and Chandler
RacKliff vs. same, for damages for lands taken
for the new location of the line of the
railroad
in Westbrook, came before Sheriff Parker and

est and most innocuous

character.

No dele-

terious

ingredient of any kind enters into the
composition of the numerous candies and bonbons, the sugars, flavoring extracts and syrups
being the best and purest that money can buy
or care and
experience select. Mr. Southmayd’s stock includes jellies, fruits and delicacies of every description, beside the confections

jury last Friday and Saturday.
The jury was composed as follows :
and candies of his own manufacture. He has
Freedom Milliken, Foreman;
Henry Thurs- just commenced making the celebrated molaston, Johnson Libby, Zebulon S. Knight, Wil- ses candy for the winter, for which he has an
Jiam W. Jose,
Scarborff; Enoch Butterfield, immense demand, and will
supply dealers as
Charles M. Gore, William W.
Whipple, Portland; William Burton, Albion K. P. Irish, Eli fast as possible.—[Boston Commercial BulletinMirton, Joseph M. Plummer, Gorham.
TAJfPEHir.'ft with the Teeth Is madness.
The hearing was had and
testimony taken Avoid the corrosive
dentifrices, submit to no
at Woodford’s Corner on
and
Friday
Saturday,
scraping, use nothing but Sozodokt. Orient
and yesterday the arguments came off in
herbs are its ingredients. It preserves the
the Supreme Judicial Court room in this
city, enamel. It removes all
impurities. It strengthJ. H. Drummond, Esq., appearing for the apens the gums.
It deodorizes a tainted, breath.
and
pellants
claimants, and Judge Rice for the
It is harmless as water, and more Valuable than
Railroad Company. The verdict of the jury,
its weight in gold.
when made up, will be returned to the Sua

preme Judicial Court.

Memorial Chapel.
Soon after the decease of Mrs. Walker, wife
of the Pastor of State Street Chureh, the members of that Church and
Society, iu commemoration of her virtues and of the
deep interest
she took in the cause of a Mission
Chapel near
Vaughan’s Bridge, determined to erect such a
Chapel. For this purpose a subscription paper
was drawn up for the erection of Stale
Street
Mission Chapel in memoriam of Mrs. Maria
Williston Walker. A lot 78 by 145 feet was
secured on the comer of Danforth and May
streets, and plans for the building were furnlsned by Mr.
Fassett, the Architect.
]
An adjourned meeting of the subscribers to
the Chapel was held last
evening. The report
of the Building Committee was
presented, from
which it appeared that the cost of the
building
all

ftimished,

and

lot,
$7,000.
Of this amount $5,100 had been subscribed.
Additional ^subscriptions to the amount of
$700 weie made last evening, and a vote was
passed authorizing the Building Committee to
advertise for proposals, and to
proceed to the
erection of the Chapel forthwith. The adverwould be about

tisement of the Committee
columns this morning.

be seen in our

can

Memobial Hall.—We are gratified to
learn that Prof. Smyth has made excellent
progress in getting up subscriptions for this
fine addition to “Old Bowdoin,” and is encouraged to hope for the early consummation
of the

enterprise.
to this city,

Of the

$6,000
already received all
but $600. Hh will be in the city to resume
work to-day, and it is hoped that before two
singed

which he as-

he has

shall set he may be able to see his
accomplished, so fai* as this city is con-

suns more

work

*cerned.
Prof. S. is persevering, hopeful and indomi-

table, and assures us that lie shall camp on
the ground till the desired sum is raised, and
he advises, as a matter of economy, that what
is done be done quickly, for if he should die
before the
have to

sum

is raised

the

bury him, which,

ument, would cost much
now

citizens

would

with a suitable monmore

than the $6C0

required.

Shutting the Stable Doob afteb the
Hobse is Stolen.—We noticed yesterday
that men were employed in clearing the dirt
and obstructions from the openings to the culverts

the sides of the streets.

This is all
very well, but it should be somebody’s business
to see that they are open during the rain
on

storms.

During the rain storm last week
many of the openings were so obstructed that
the water poured in ton-cuts over the crosswalks, rendering

them

impassable. The fi

tli

collected in our sewers will never be cleaned
out unless the water has free access to the

culverts when it is raining.
Street Fight.—An affray took place on
Fore street, near the foot of Exchange street,

yesterday afternoon, in which the parties were
indulging in a “beautiful” game of knoek
down. Officers Adams, Grjbbcn and Fields
interfered in the recreation and arrested two
of the party—John Bolton of Cape Elizabeth,
and Thomas White of Boston—ami took them
to the lockup. Bolton was
pretty well “bunged up,” hut White was
scarcely injured.
Forest City Pabk.—A race is to come oft
this afternoon at the Park between two fast
horses, and the quickest time that bos yet
been made on that track, it is
expected will be
heat.

Thursday the match between Dan Mace.
Ticonic and Lady Gay Spanker will come off.
Much interest is excited as to this match and
if the day is pleasant there will be a large turn
On

out to see it.

Personal.—Brig. Gen. Francis Fessenden,
who was so ecvetely wounded during the lted
River expedition, and who has rendered hi:
name famous as one of Maine’s most gallant
generals, arrived at his home in this city !as1
Thursday. The General u in possession of
excellent health and contemplates remaining
with us a week or more, after which he wtL
return to his duties at Washington.
Lecture.—We understand that Master
Eben F. Perry, a prodigy in the lecturing field,
will deliver a lecture iu the City Hall on Wed
nesday evening, on the Life and Death of
Toussant L’Ouverture, the celebrated Haytfar
hero. From wliat we hear of the lecturer £
rich treat is in store for those who attend.—
Price 15 cents.

Sale of Forfeited Goods.—Attention i
called to the sale of goods, forfeited for viola
tion of the Revenue Law3, this day, at elevei
o’clock A. M., at the United States Appraie
er’s office, 198 Fore street, consisting of Mo-

lasses, sugar, coffee, cloves, brandy, powder,
three chronometers, &c. See Collectors notice-

Milk.—The milkmen have given notice that
the price will be raised to ten cents per quart
on and after to-morrow.
We know of many
families that intend to discontinue taking it of
them. It is an outrageous price and, with the
present large crop of hay, there is no occasion
i
for the advance.
>

FoRTBEoa Monroe, Ocfc. 30.
will go
John Mitchell has been released and
to Biclimond to-morrow.

TO THE DAILY PKESS.

Deaths from the St. John’s Disaster—Washington Reports.
New York, Oct. 30.
The number of the hilled by the St. John
disaster now foots up 33, Mr. A. Chambauil.
of Montreal; Mrs. Mary J. Lyons, Adrian,
Searb and S. W. Northrop, of Albany, having
Most horrible robberdied during the night.

ies were committed during the catastrophe.
The dead body of Mr. Brooks was robbed of a
watch and pocket book, and Mr. Searie was
robbed of his watch while crawling around on

It is thought that the
the floor of the cabin.
waiters on board were the thieves, one of
whom has been arrested.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch says
Mr. Morrill states that Congress will await the
report of the special Bevenue Commissioner
before legislating on the revision of the tax

laws.

Cushing’s mission to England is connected
with the claims for piratical
damage, mid the
President is fully determined upon asserting
claims.

our

Various Items.

New York, Oct. 80.
petroleum companies her!? have reduc-

1 wo
ed their capital respectively uom three millions to six hundred thousand dollars.
Gov. Parsons of Alabama, had an interview
with ilip President to-day.

terday momiug.
P-Forbes, owner

publishes
ing

a

Syckel’s

cut

any more dock races with tiie

Columbia, from

Tunis Ambassador
President.

Washington, Oct. SO.
The President to-day received in a formal
manner the special Tunis Ambassador.
The
introduction w.is conducted by Secretary Seward.
There were present the Secretary, Interpreter and Aid de Camp to the Ambassador, Consul Perry, Mr. Cox of the State Department and a number of spectators. A letter of credence from the Bey of Tunis was
read by the Ambassador, to which the President responded, expressing gratification with

visit, his appreciation of the kind and
friendly sentiments enunciated, and saying
that every- facility would he afforded to make
their visit both agreeable and interesting. The
portrait of the Bey, which was presented, was
not only appreciated on aeeount of being
original, but was a wonder of art. The visitors
took leave much pleased with thenreception.

the

Tremendsus Gale
Foss

on

jFrom

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 30.
Brig. Gen. Fisk lias issued an imnortant circular regulating the status of white
refugees,
freedmen and abandoned orphans of both

Ho says the State laws of apprenticeBY TELEGRAPH ship will lie recognized by the Bureau, provided no distinction of color is made. In case
-TO THEthere is, the laws applying to whites will be extended to colored children. The officers of
EVENING PAPERS.
i the Freedman’s Bureau are regarded as guardians of the orphans and minors of freedmen
within their respective districts. Each parish
Vrogrcn oftho Miegr- of Statamorua.
and township shall care for and provide for its
New Obleasts, Oct. 20.
Matamoras advices state that no serious as- paupers. The vagrant laws made for free
sault has been made by Liberal forces. Mejia people, now in force, will be extended to freedmen.
had 1500 well armed troop-, and he is assisted
by a force of citizens,.mostly foreigners, to defend the place. Cortina, is in lirowhville.— From New Orleans—The Liberals llcporled
Driven from before Matamoras.
He is said to have given up the command
of his Liberal forte because he was refused
New Orleans, Oct. 30.
the privilege of leading the assault upon MatThe steamships Flag and Mississippi, from
amoras.
New York, have arrived here. Both vessels
The Liberal force around Matamoras is 2000 experienced very heavy weather. The Mississtrong, commanded by EsoafaJa. Mejia has sippi lost her cargo books, sixty hills of ladiug
an iron gunboat patrolling the river above and
and her office mail hag. She reports having
below Matamoras.
seen a large vessel oil'Cape CarnaveraJ, and
Firing was heard at Brazos on the 22d; also a largo quantity of wrecked stuff’.
doubtless the gunboat practising. No appreDates direct from Matamoras to the 26th,
hensions are felt in Matamoras that the Liber- say Oic Liberals have been whipped and drivals win be able to capture the city.
en off.
Canales was at Mier, levying contributions
Philadelphia Items.
upon the citizens, and committing outrages.
He had given orders that those merchants who
Philadelphia, Oct. 30.
owed money to citizens of Matamoras should
George Reilley was shot to-night by a man
pay such debts in full to him, or he would burn
named Thomas
at a sailors’

Various Hants.

Cairo, 111., Oct.

23.

Longstreet anil Hood have arrived here
from New Orleans, en-route for Washington.
New York, Oct. 29.
The statement telegraphed last night that

tlie 42d Street stables

were

burned Is

errone-

ous.

The Herald’s St. Tlu>ma3 correspondence of
the 7th inst. says the gunboat Kansas arrived
there on the 5th, bringing news of the surThe
render of Cape Haytien to Jelfrard.
Kansas left the gunboat Dacotah at Cape

Haytien.

The- steamer North Auierica, for Buenos
Ayres, carries out to that country two bah
teries of Lamas’ repeating cannons.
The Herald’s Washington dispatch intimates
that Chief Justice Chase whl resign.

keeps

Tracey
boarding
house, and, it is feared, mortally wounded.
Cause, jealousy.
The grand fair for the Soldiers’ and Sailors’
Home continues in successful operation. Tonight the Academy of Musi*was crowded to
witness the presentation of a magnificent flag
to the Home by inmates of the volunteer hos_

Gconjia State Convention.

Milledoevill, Ga., Oct. 28.
The State Convention this morning by a
vote
laid
on the tabic tbe resolution
heavy
asking information of the Provisional Government whether President Johnson has made
tbe lepudiation of the rebel debt a condition
precedent to the admission of the State into
the Union.
At tbe afternoon session no business of im-

portance was transacted.
Atv-ocions Murder*

30.
committed at
Brad’s Tavern or Basin,
From North Carolina—-Ipprelt^ntioH* of a
Capt. of the canal boat
Famine.
driver were assaulted, as is
Oct.
SO.
Washington,
by two men who were hired by him
It appears from private intelligence from supposed,
as deck hands, in New York.
The Capt. was
North Carolina that not mbrc than two of’the robbed of
between $200 and $300, and h»
candidates tor Congress in tliai State, if elect.body and that of tbe driver were thrown into
ed, can take the proscribed oath that they tbe canal.
never voluntarily aided the rebellion.
There is apprehension of a dearth of food in
Soldiers9 Monument.
North Carolina before the next crop is securHAEBisBiiaG, Pa., Oct. 20.
ed. The present crop was injured by the pro
Gov. Curtin left town to-day to participate,
traded drouth, and has been very limited in on
Wednesday next, in tbe ceremonies of layiarts of the State where there were mifitary
ing the corner stone of tbe monument to the
operations.
memory of the soldiers of Western Pennsyivania who fell during the war.
From Savannah.
The monument is to be erected at Girrard, Erie County.
New
Oct. 29.
murder

-vening.

Athletics
Episcopal Convention—Bishops Mcll-' day. Score—Atlanties 21,
vaiue, Lee of Delewarc, Eastburn, Burgess,
St 10 I’ork Market,.
Lee of

Cloths

!

White

New York, Oct. 30.
;
Cotton-dull nndhoavy; sales 1300 bales Middling
Uplands, at 57 & BSc.
Flour—sales 10,600 bbls Slate and Y estern. State
TWO® 8 80. Southern quiet; sales 409 bblb at 9 60 (S>
15 25. Canada quiet; rales 300 bbls at 8 00 fe 12 *5.
Y’hsat—salos 20.000 bushels. Amber Milwaukee
if tae slaves:
1 80. Winter Red Western 2 30. Amber State 2 S5
(tc 2 37. New Canada, red, 2 33.
Corn—unchanged; sales £6,000 bushels. Western
00 @ 01c
of
the
Jrancli
Christian Church in the
Oats—firm.
Lan!—heavy! sales GOO bbls.
states, whether in the
any^e
sides ‘150 bbls at 2 34 @ 2 35.
Whiskey—steady;
To
that
it
generation.
sign! fy
was not atCo
jt.
Sugars—linn; sales 230 hhds. Muscovado 13J @
id by all on tins occasion, and tliat
those who ! li> c. Havana. 200 boxes, at lOJtg) 14c.
tid not accept it believed it to have been ac:epted at all only because an extreme desire
Stock Markets.
hr conciliation and unanimity prevailed for
New York, Oct. 30.
he hour, the undersigned have prepared tills
Second Board.—Stocks strong.
locument, with perfect and cordial respect for American GolJ...J»J
heir brethren, but under the consciousness of Cnitc 1 States 5-20 coupons.103
871
7-30.
great duty to the inseparable interests of 7«ry
Cnited States one
year Certificates. 87|
heir beloved church and country.”
Sfteseuri Sixes.
T7j

■

.-establishment

pres?£ o?

TTnSlf

|y Charles F. Browne (ArtemaeWard) has
by the death of an unde in London, fifrefl
heir to two hundred thousand dollars, says the
N. Y, Pott

NeW

York Central

Erie.
ItsAprig.

.V

Michigan Southern.
Cleveland and Toledo ”...
Chicago and Rock 1

98$

.821

..1154

TrU

".165
sWf,',',',','.','.',',',',',! 109$

Kids Imported.

Goods

Department!

In Plain and Fancy Styles, including the finest
ities ol FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at

MOTTO is the true

JleKENNEY’S. 2S4
method, in a superior
oct3oodaeow3m

one

to

5 Free St.

Agent,

The only

Exchange Street,

Ladies’ Under
Oct 11—dtf

Style,;!

Fitzgerald

At A.
Oct 21—dtf

SACKS, Sc., Sc.

NI.

ex-

SMITH’S,

ASSORTMENT OF
AUjj. adapted forLARGE
CLOTHS
Ladies wear.
{^“Particular attention paid to Cutting and Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Sample Garments on ExhibUiou.

!

Wo have this

day opened

largest

A nice

Elack

Sack

Thosva goods: are frekhv and
than regular price?, at

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

are

AND

133

Middle

Htreet.

NO.

2

Dl.KUIXO
Will

the premises of

Hall

Music Stools.

On

RECEIVED and for ale tiv
Rt BROUGUS &.
HUDSON’S,
Oct 56-dtf
4 Free St. Block.

JUST

Mirror Plates !
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly cn hand,
for sale by
A. M McKENYEY,

322 COMMERCIAL STREET.
041 23—d2w»

Choice Vermont Cheese.
*

') *1Q BOXES Clioico Vc iluor.t Dairy and Factjt 9? 5 tory Cheese, i,;r sale by

For Sale.

and Connt. rights for sale in light fancy
TOWN
jaatmfacttiring busia3S3. One of the best tilings
the

32

a

Oet2i—dtf

engage in
for

Agent

a

profitable

at (be

busi-

American

House, or address.no P. O. Rnx 602, Portland,Maine,
yon can obtain a most, profitable agency, £br. ome ci
the mast popular works out.
Oct

25,18CrTT=d£w*

To Let.

SALE.

TW1TCHELL BROS.

market. Small ca ital
required.
Inquire at Raom 3 No. 30 Exchange
8 St.

TTCOSE21j Free Si
Kent. S17 per month, payaAJt lie in aiirance. Apply at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Ott 30—Itf

boy

Don’t

n

seen

only

a

#r than

Portland, Oct. 25,1SC5.—dlw

&

CHAMPUX,

Second Stoves op ai.l kinds
FOUND AT OUU STOVE STOEE.

■

F. W. A. TIIEUTLEE, Architect. late of
Bre law, wishes important information, he should
soon write to the Editor of the
Vossischo Zeitung,”
at Berlin*
oc24d2w*

be

bought

other par-

ot

second

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, kc.,

or

AT AUCTION!

shall

no case

Ladies

aro

wc

knowingly

invited to call

sell

an

and examine

our

By order

splendid assortment from SHe
the plain Domestic Corset to the

days

have them made to

U.

|

order,

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
r^Skirt* and Corsets, wholesale and retail.

BUCKLEY & BANCROFT.
tlio

recent fire at

out

old stand,

Worcester Fasscuver Station,
SINCE
tlie
and beautiful Halls

we

over

the

have taken the

wo

ity, Style or Price.

Wood !

AT

ARRANGEMENT!

Dungeon,
Escape.

On and after Monday, Oct 30tb,
the new an*^ forgoing Steamer
\“REGULATOR,»M.:apt. W It

graduated

distorted lunls,
Vitas' Dane*, dcaftieie, tdamr ej+.x, IihIikcsuv:
(j(
hes yct
„Tcr c ,,,j.ladnt, i.ilcs—we eirre
broad,ihe
presented;
that
or the chest, and all tin mg of Icniale

Ai
ll'e .B pai»1
palsv
or

merfaic

or

SJJ^JJJra
eomplmnts.

b'.

s

astiuna,

"an

Electricity

Bv

Rheumatic, the gouty, the laire and the
leap with joy, and move wiili tl.e agility and electricthe heated grnid is cooled; the tYogiof
youth;
ity
b It ton limbs restore 1, the uncouth deionitltfea removed; faintness converted to vigor, wcakrc&s to
strength: the blind made to Lee, ti c deal to hear and
the palsied f.»nn to move upright; the btomlsibeg ot
youth are obliterated; tl.e accident* olmauue lire
prextnted; tl»e calamities of old ago obviated and cd
active circulation maintained
Tbe

LADIES
Who have cold hanea and fret; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs: nervous and rick headache; dlasS*
*»ess and swimming In the head, with lndigcid.cn ami
of the bowels; pin in tl.e sMeano back:
leucorrhTen. (or whites);
of the womb with ln-

constipation

Mrs. Susan E.

Strayed

falling

Slight,

Clairvoyant Healing Medium,

T Raymond, Cumberlm,
Chestnut Mare. 6 years oid
II
feet, striped thee, ;ht mane and tail.
Any one Kiv-lug irtbiunatien to the subscribers, 01
S. T. Raymond,wnaro she mayjbe found,will bo suita
bly rewarded.
H.L. TAYLOR &
CO., Temple St.
Portland, Me., Oct. 23, lRGo-dtf
of K.

H.

<■

be

a Room 110 Federal St.,
happv to see all those who are

where she will
alRcted with

Complaint, Drape-sta,
s;e,ot"la, Salt r.hcura, I.ivcr
“l diseases arising fr >m Impnrlllos f the hlootl,

TEETII !

which nreteatel successfully by her. Patientsvis
Red at their homes It ilesired.
Also. Sittings for Busiuosa and Communications.
Oct 23—dlw*

Annual

French Fluting J
S.

and The

perfectly a<JAptcd

SSdmSS w“2s j*nntracfe«l
swellinfW, »Iumaclee,

!

THIS

ouo

see

Electricity

BY ALBERT D. RICHARDSON.
work, of thrilling interest, will be offered to
the people of Portland bv MU. PAHMAot
H.E,
Hartford, Conn who'Is the only
ized agent tor this City. This Is one of he most m
of the no
tore ting works called ont
by the events
four years in this
country. The wrlterlsunlvortaliy

will leave Railroad Whttrf,
***•
foot of State Street, Portland, even
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10o’clock,connecting with the 3 p m n ain from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Sear sport, Bucksport, Winterport and Hamden, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on t e Bostoq, Maine,
and Eastern Bai road at the Depot* in Bouton, Salem,
Lv nn and Lawrence
For Freight or Passage a- ply to
A. HOUJSMt HY. Agent,
At Oflicc on the Wharf
Portland, Oct 27th, 1863.-d tf

door below Oxford
Sept 2( —d3m*

Service

rolled Stales Hotel,

w
the form of nervous or sick headache;
the head, neck, or oxtrerolfl®** consumption w»hcn
are »Sot lul.y
the
lunge
where
in the acii testages or
trcrofula. hip
involved- acute or chronic rheumatism,
InM dh ..cs ruivmme

ItELL’H

Tlie Field, The

the

ot^

lie

The Secret

MIDDLE STEEET,

WHEBE

TOXTT'UST

8ASIUEL

DEWING,

ho would reRpocllully announce tolhe
citizens or Portland and vicinity, that he tuie
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been in thisc.ty, wo have cured some
the worst forms of disease in persons wiio have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in BO short a time that the question Is efien
asked, do thev stay cured? To answer this qnesti. n
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for tv craypnj«i< »an.
on© years, and is also a regular
to chronic diseases m
is

as

found one of the best seloctod stocks
ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can bo
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 333 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oot 24—dtf

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

one

171

No. 353 Congress Street.

CAN

I

Electrician

Nearly Opposite

Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store,

prepared to

aTIx

V

removed his office from Clapp's Block to

Hu

recommended. GrateEvery article warranted
ful for the liberal pa‘ronagc of the last Twenty years,
ol
the fevors ot our old
we hope for the continuance
fHends and the public.
ocl8d3mos
Boston, September 30,1865.

XT IP

N.

Miedical

In every variet •, cannot foil to command the lavor of
all in want of Furniture whether In regard to Qual-

Sawed any required length, (and Split If wished,)
As LOW as it can be Jumished in the City.
Please call and see, 322 Commercial Street*
or address through the Post Office,
A. 1. HOD3DEN, Portland, Me.
Oet 2“*—d2w#
v_

Notice

DR. W.

ourselves, in

FLTSJNITURE,

Kindling Wood Co.

20—21,21/26,28& 31

REMO

Haymarket Square,
opened with a new and fresh stock of

Designs.comprisin''DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
ROOSf and CHAMBER

on

will be

have

Our stock, mostly manufactured by
the most faithful manner, of the Latest

City

Barque “Midnight*”

The “Monticello” I3 a screw steamer, Gr5 tons,
oM mcasuremont.
The “Emma” Is a 3crew steamer; register length
153.*5 feet, breadth 2o.ro'h ct, depth 12.11 feet; tjnnage, old measurement, 35'ttons.
The “Midnight” is a clipper barque; register
length 120feet, breadth 27.83, depth 12 feet; tenaage,
old measurement, 386 tons.
Five per con turn of the purchase money must be
pi \ 1 on the day of sale, an the remainder" betore tho
vo.v*ei is removed from the Navy Yahl, which must
be done within six days after salt*.
An inventory of the* articles to be sold with tho
vessel can be seeu at this Yard.
S. H. STR1NGIIAM,
Rear Admiral.
Oct

goods.

T€ses!

and
Sample? at Mrs.
40 Preble Street.
CALL
Street.

THE“Emma," and the

sold At Public Auction without reservation* by HORATIO HARRIS, at this Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the first day of November next,at 12 o’clock.
The “Dawn,” is a screw steamer 61 391 tons, old

over

where

COMMANDANT’S OFFICF, )
October 18, It 63.)
S. Steamers “Dawn,” -MontterUo,” and

measurement.

Oct 20—d2m

SHEPPARR

Navy Yard, Boston,

bcautiftilly

most

ANDERSON’S
New York Skirt ami Corset Store,
2li MARKET SQUARE. 2C.

HENRY P. LORD,
Treasurer anu Collector.

!

Cotton.

before the sale.

$7,50. From

to

AT

CO.,

by ordinance of the

Fluting

Mobile

Oct. 27—dtd

Ladies having any difficulty In fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can

TUESDAY, 31st Inst.

French

Sale*

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by G. W. Amory, and may bo seen in bale at Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the office of
the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., Now York, two

Embroidered French Contille.

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT ON TAXES

the

2800

CORSE1S ! !

A

hay be

Millinery and Trimmings•

promises
FROM
Mills, Oct. 13th,
3 white

of

CORSETS.

shall also continue to execute HAITI WORS»
in all its branches, at the same place—27 Free*St.
Oct 17—dtf
H. E. VARNEY.

A

O’CLOCK P. M.,

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton A gem,

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

I

FALL

FRIDAY, November 3d, I860,
AT 1

Boston and Maine Passenger Station

Stove

«TOHN II. DRAPER & CO.,

At Exchange Sales Room, 111 Broadway,NY,

large

now

United States Cotton Sale.
On

Styles

Are

DRAPER, Aueibiierr*

WILL SELL

CORSETS !

CHEERFULLY recommend to my former p sirup.,
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Co., as in every
ovay prepared to furnish the Latest and host Elegant

Furnish

H.

Ji

splen-

I

The Portland

Oct 31—dti’

inferior

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,.

27 Free Street.

THE
for

s

convinced.

VARNBT,

time allowed

Sleighs. Ac.,
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

SKIRTS, varying In pr'ce from
Call! Judge tor yourselves!
Be

SSeto $3,30,

Successors to

on

'nfo&ses, Blankets,

did stock ot HOOP

Fall and Winter.

Discount

Saturday, at 11 o’clock a. m.,
Lime St.,
Every
shall sell Horses, ( arringes, liarRob
&c.

Skirt.^23

MILLINERY!

E.

at 3 P. M., on He
two *i*ry double
Chestnut Streets.
House is roomy and in good order, well arranged h r
t wo families, with
01
hard
»*fl water. Lot
anti
plenty
about 75 x 65.
ocl39utd.
corner

on

Portland.

HUTCHINS £

November

31,
FRIDAY,
ON
Premise-., will be add the
House
of Cumberland and

wo

l'\ & C. B. NASH,
No, 174 Fore Slrrrl,

3IIIS.

can

Fore and India Sts.,

on

Real Estate, corner oi Cumberland
and Chestnut Sts,, at Auction.

in the matter oi

get them through

cto

E. H. PATTEN, AUCTION EEC, 12 Excliur.sc 8t

5^-Every Skirt wc sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
before being placed in store is examined and tested,

Cook Store nntll yon bare
and examined the

Commercial Street

.J. AY. ADAMS* Nurseries.
Jj/Vp-XtOfa, Miirrill’s
Corner. G ibde:,txs, v>u!
•a,
iS?
trained
in our Xtirseriet, will be ftirSfejj.
.V J** nislied—at cost—to plant trees and
r~-Ai- Aesw vines in the Citv or Cemetery. Names
le Ie<t at the Tea Store.
or^3G2£?£*»?
M APLES of
large size tor streets, grown
mlhc Nursery, with abundance ot mots. Am. and
Siberian Arbor Vitse; Hemlock and Norway Spruce,
and new Am. Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 26—dSW

{F.

they

a

ON

Skirts and Corsets at prices

such

prem

at Auction.

third hands.

short time,

and

attention of her friends and
call and examine.

‘J/ 1A LARGE DRY GOODS BOXES, lor sale
*}\ P\ / ('HEAP,
By tfcc Portlanil Kiuiiliag AA'ood Couip’y,

IT

those wishing to
bv calling
TO ness;

Hats and Millinery Goods,
Thursday, November 2ml,

FOR

Notice.

in

ME.

us

It is

throughout;

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 0, At bail part twelvo
o’clock, on Ibo premises, India, be« ween Mkl. le
and Fore Sw. will be sold t_ic block of wooden dwellings numbered 14 and 16. together, with be land.—
The ouildings ore of modern build, two storied, and
containing 12 rooms each, in th rough r. pair, and
have always commanded good tenants, will be sold
together or aeperately as the purehu-ers may desire.
Land about 56 feet on India, by 100 in depth.
Immediately aftev will be told a lot of Land on the
northerly side of Fore near India
St., ltf cct on Fore
>
by about 4'> in depth.
For particulars call on the Auctioneer.
Oct 26—dtd

advantages
price, that in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, low-

~_K

Congress St.

is proposed to place the Lincoln Troo in the
Front Yard of the High School House, on Cumberland Street.
An interview is wanted with the first donor ($50)
to get his views on the Local
ion, &c
JACOB rfcLELLAN, Mayor.
Oct £8—cl3t

Winter Bonnets!

To which she invites the
the public in general, to
Oct 27 —02w

_

284

gives

3*1. It consumes as little, if nDt actually less, coal
than any stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. it maybe regulated with greater case and
perfection than was ever before considered possible.
If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and liner then those o*
other manufacture..
7tli, and last. These Stoves are warranted ia respect to working, cracks, imperfections, &?., Ac.

a

-op-

Fall and

Real Estate
,

articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manufactories In the U. S

!

t

Oct 31-dtd

satisfactory. Our extenand widely spreading trade in these

mediately.

BLOCK,

be prepared to exliibit

FASMIONABL.E ASSORTMENT

MITCHELL;

Lime Street, Portland.

3—eo<l&eow3ui

sive

the

on

house,

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Anctioiieer, 12 Exchange St.

which must be

{RETAIL

story

at 3 P. M

6 good rooms, good closets and collar, abundance
water. The lot Is good rise, with a line garden spot.
HEN it Y BA ILL Y & CO., A uctionuc* s.

Lad;e3! Anderson intends to give you
this season,

Oct 23—.ltd

CUSHMAN,

recommended.

Oct

OR

Will expire

airs.

House and Land at Auction.

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

they

Fall and Win ter Opening,

Village of Feeepoet.
Five minutes walk from the Corner.
A/m-A very desirable Farm of 25 Aeve.i
of good land, well fenced and waterfiB t
A
MI i;J|KiiijM ed, embracing liay-licld, orchard.
-iirndrV
large garden and pasturage. A good
;
two story house and
out-buikling.', with stable and
bam; all in go >d repair. To any gentleman w ishing
a country
residence, this property is particularly

SKIRTS,

NEW TORE

In no cassAas it failed to give entire satisfaction,
and it lias elicited the highest praise flfoin all who
have witnessed its working.
It has all the best points of onr former favorite
do not possess.
Stoves, besides others which
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts ashes without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to he nsed im-

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
pleasant

COLLECTOR.

ANDERSON’S,

and in

aei&kllw

^

COLLECTORS OFFICE,
1
Poktulnd and Fa.,mouth, {
Portland, Sept nrber 27, 1865. )
following described Merchandise having been
of

1 Keg Powder: 1 Bag Coffee; 1 Bbl. Molasses: 1
Bundle Cloth; 1 Bbl. Molis-fos; C Bottles Brandy; 3
Chronometers; 1 Bbl., 1 Bag, and 1 Firkin Sugar; 1
Bbl, Molasses; 3 Kegs Tamarinds; 1 Bbl. Cloves.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb.,

RETAIL,]

It has taken the lead of every. thin£ in thi
Cooking: Stove line.

30 per cent, less

A. G. OJLNJEY & CO.,

FANCY ARTICLES, for sal* at
A. M. McSE.VXEY’3,
Oct 3—eo,lSceow3in
2S4 Congress St.

A

THE

Goods!

forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws ol the
United States, public notloe of said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at Public Auction, at the
Oiliceot the U. S. Appraisers, T98 Fore Street, on
TUESDAY, October 31st, 18U5, at 11 o’clock A.
M., to wit:

-AT-

Cost!

Order !

been sold in this market

for $9.00

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

of Forfeited

Distbiot

OPENING

showing their

are

at

PORTLAND,

EC-

SACKS FROM $9 TO $301

THE

Cases!.

NOW

V

and best

A ntce Elack Cassock for 9.00

partners1 ip heretofore existing tinder the
name and style, of CLEAVELAND &
CO., is
hereby dissolved bv the retirement ot Mr. Parker L.
Cleaveland; the business hereto ora conducted by
them will be continued by Mr. Frederick F. Hale,
under the same firm name of Cl-aveland & Co
PARKER L. CLEAVELAND,
FREDERICK F. HALE.
Portland, Oct 24, 1863.
oc26dlw

Book

& HODSDON

Gloves

To

EVER RECEIVED,

Copartnership.

Chairs, & Square

Sale

a

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

selected assortment of

LADIES GARMENTS

W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.

C.
Oct 31—dtf

Skirt and Corset Store!

oc: 23.11',-.'

the

clock.

TUESDAY,
7,
house .No. 75 Bracket Street.
ONtee*,
and
half
wooden
iinishc

ELDORADO!

CASSOCKS!

ALL

oct30d2w

a

Sept 27, 1865.—dinwtd

HOOP

118 and 130 J>I Iddle 8t.

—AND—

284 CONGRESS SI*, Cor* of Crutre*
kinds of Mirror and Portrait
Frames, made
in the best manner. Gilding done in a
superior
style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
has had forty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat
manner,by the best
ol workmen. A large assortment
constantly on hand
for wholesale and. retail trade.
oc3ood&eow3ni

A.

Street, a lot of Men’s and Boys’ Cloth in consisting
of Coats, Pants, Vests. Jacket*,
Overcoats &c.
Also a h>t of undershirts and Drawers, Traveling
shirts, Wool Hose, &c.
Sale to commence at 7

showing their

are

WHOLESALE AND

171 Fore Street.

A. M. McKBNNET’S

(’APT-

to 2.50.

at Auction.

be sold

ALL THE NEW STYLES!

piTZviERALD

CLOAKS, SACKS*

oc20eodlm

nn.

Clothing:

%

Bibbed Hose for 40c per pair.

New

a

and

ihl»f TUESDAY) Evening, at the
WILL
Auction Store of W.< BA USES, lol Federal

SKIRTS,

HOOP

showing

Oct 11-d‘f

yet

Ooods!

Good* at Auction.

Nov.

& hodsdon
best Manchester

•JTThas
X

BUY YOUR

Those tn want of the above should not fail to
amine, before purchasing elsewhere,

nufactory

are

IS

Furnishing

ENGLISH FROCKS,

^^CTER,

SKIRTS,

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts',
Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

Dorado Cook Stove,”
OUT! “ElTIIE
CHAMPION OP THE DA !

Consisting of MOSCOW, CASTER and PILOT
OVERCOATS, Cassimere and Doeskin Pants and
Vests, Under-Garment Trave ing Shirts, and all
kinds of Furnishing G >ods,-together with a we 1 selected Stock of CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS, and
TRIMMINGS; all of which will be sold
VE3.V DOW fat* tlae Next Slxiy Day**

CASSOCKS,

on

their

showing their

are

t-o m,n ,t„. .

28—dtd

showing their

are

Vests, for $2

Oct 11—dtf

AND

SHOE AS

Enquire

SKIRTS,

14S and 150 Middle Street,

CLOTHING,

Ladies’ Out-side Garments!

the

HOOP
HOOP

$50.00.

to

hodsdon

WHOLESALE

WHOLE STOCK to be disposed of by JanuMYary.
Cad and examine my large stock of

WOULD

In

SKIRTS,

ties who

TO

inform the Ladies of Portland and vicinity that ho has secured the services of MIL
LITTLEFIELD as Cutter, and that of MRS. JONES,
latent the head v>f Un. Chick’s Eatabllskmont. to
superintend the making and trimming, and is prepared to furnish

a

their

HOOP SKIRTS

WINTER CLOTHING !

Dissolution of

showing

are

the

Goods, consisting of Dress Goods, Tauln
Damask; Blankets; Cans, Hoods. Clouds,
Skating Caps, Hood Nubians, Silk and Worsted
Fringe, Velvet, Buttons, Ribb ms, Cord and Taasels,
Linen Thread, Embrobiery, Braid, &c.
Sale positive.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Oct
Covers,

MANUFACTURE

FROST,

]\Ia

$2.00.

on
oo

dwriSSS rkJLijf‘’th<ir Wllh
The

Dry

oclldtf

&
Fitzgerald
their

thus far that our
the confidence

Oct 3—eod&eow3m

Frame

to

M.,

12

In,‘« a,ad.
foct Sum^r
In-

TUESDAY, Oct. 33st, at 10 o’clock A. M. to
ONclose
invoice of Press and
consignments,
Worsted

Oct 11—dtf

NOW IS YOUR TIME

Mi McKES.VEl'%
284 Congress St., corner of Centre Street.

at

®bt ut 4.J

an

SKIRTS,

AT

PRECE!

SELLING

A.

Oct 19, 18C5.

showing

Blankets;

_

0 prffiI’aY1!
St8., Will bo

SKIRTS,

HOOP

Oct 20—dtf

Hallotypes!

sale

HOOP

their

HOOP

And No Variation.

ELIPHALET WEBSTER & SON.
Sept 18—edlw t codtf

In all the Various

are

airs Wool

50

Sumner St., adjoining the Ome
“e' aboa 43 *«* »“
Sumner by 4# in dot.tl.!
Tlie above saio aJjouincd to TUKSD tv ru
1 > ***
JUt,
at haU-nast two.
Out 24—dtd

AT

ONE

Covers;

a

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.
Real Estate corner
India and Sumt,2’r Sts., at Auction.

$5.00.

showing

trade.

qual-

Block,

Wool Tabic

jjreat many other articles too uiuiurous to
A .so, Cashmere S* inure and Lon^ Shews.
mention.
The abovo stock may bo examined the
clay before
tne sale, and
every article warranted perfect.
°ct25 dtd

thoir

& HODSDON
selling their
FITZGERALD
goods 20 per cent* less than any other hoxise
in the

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

H. WEBSTER, as co-partner
son,
insure the various classes of risks against
tire, at as reasonable rates as other reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage,

94

to

Shirting Linen, Klchari*-

4-4

i]ia street and 57 tit*
the two-storied wooden
Iu.nie.liat. ly sftor the

Oct 11-dtf

jgp^Remeinber tlie Number

they will

B.

'viin

-.

SKIRTS,

Gloves,

Hew

removed from

I*.

Skirts;

Quadrille Band.

Chandler's full

HOOP

secure

of our customers.

Street to 74

over

by

pieces

250

son Manufacture; 750 dot.
Diaper and Huckaback
Towels; Scotch Dla;iers, Bird's Eve Diapers. I.adl<s'
and Dent’s Handkerchiefs, Russian and American
Crashes: French and American If.
dSpreads; Droidcloths, ll> aver
lotto, lad. ems, Pilot C lolls;
Shins and Drawers; VV atcr-Proof lolhs; Uidmmai

Jemih^otta.No^n,

E J

for $1.00 and $1.75.

ONE PRICK, and \o Variation,

Being convinced by our SUCCESS

Exchange to No. 74 Middle
HAS
St., two doors west of Exchange St., and having
received his
J.

15.

Bedell and Tail signed a statenent, which was read before the Convention,
a which
they say, in regard to the decision
“at110 opinion should
be expressed uuou the
of the Union and
the eman-

the

Comprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBBlt'S, Muslins and Brilliants.
We axe now opening a choice selection of

M.

most beautiful

Music

u-dtt

Kid

We would invite the special attention of the
Ladies to our

Pictures

made.
picture
THE
place in Portland to get them is at

HODSDON

&

FITZGERALD
New Style

Handkferchieis !

Insurance

are

Cloaks, from $7.00

JjHTZGERALD & HODSDON

AVarea, Hosiery

Gloves, including

I5e*t equality

Middle Street.

WEBSTER,

ily Linen;

n9*

Tickets for the Course, including the Ball,- .$4.00
Single Ticket* for the Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tickets tor the Bad,.1.50
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies).
Spectators to the Ball lifty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked FREE.
ect24 to nov22

Afao—

Small

mid

mid

l it E M O Y A L !

E.

£“nes.“O’DuaneU,

FLOOR MANAGERS:
O. C. O’Donogbuo,
J. H.
Costello
Edward Laiulregan,
John Ck*han
P. E. Maloney,
P. C. Ward,
J. J. Maybury.

Knit Hoods, from 75c to $3.00•

and No Variation!
—

MAINE.

Exchange

Price,

Trimmings

Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulbase. All operations warranted to give satisaction.
augll’CSeodis&wly

18

John O'Donnell.

D.

are

One

canite

From

J. M. Halo,

at

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, ISarket Square,

new

HODSDON

&

New St*le
FITZGERALD

Of theXATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PAT-

—Ht OSG.OODj

a

HODSDON

Oct 11—dtf

CLOAKS,

A, M. Me KENNEY,
284 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct 3—eod&eowSm

try it.

AEBA;;GEUfEVT8:
“ J.
Karr,

Hugh Dolan,
T. McGHnchy,
John Clehau,

Breakfast- Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

Locket to Lito Size, by tbe best of Artists.
in my eotabishment where I
all
kecy constantly employed a number of colorists
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.

manner;

&
FTZGERALD
New

Ort

*20,000,

on

Oct 11—dtf

SHAWLS,

All coloring done
I^ROM

A.

a

TERNS, and of the BEST materials, which wc offer

Photographs

any kind done at
OFCongress
St., by
call and

°F

John Kelley

if

showing

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

Domestics,

And ALL GOODS needed, for HOUSEHOLD USE!

DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.
Oct 2“>—-cod6w

Copying

November, together wilh

01

JohnMcAW**

Glove

Middle St.

are

un-

entire suck is a.,1.1. TUs stor k is \
d at
and In It will ho found the li« t and
best assoitmen ot
goods ever ilb:ed at .wa'k’oii In
this city, consisting in
part as f, lions, viz.; 500 Brow n
Ub’dos ol a1! aix.-o ; i.ihxi Bleached
Doublo snt.n Damask Linen Taldc
cloil s. same suit*“•
extension tablw, ami tl, id,cat
goods imported, 210 dozen and double Satin Damask
Linen Napkins; 500 dozen double Damask
Dovlks' 20
*
pieces 6-1. 7-4 and 4 bleached ami brown Table ! tneit, suitablaibr hotels and board!.ig houses: 75
H
8-4. lti-4,1D4 and 12-4 Lin. u sheet Inga;
20picci»f-g
o-4. 6-4 Pillow Case Linen; 150 pi, cea t-4
heavy Famtil
over

on

Jpr

llodsdon,

& HODSDON

piTZGEKALD

Linen Damasks,

81 Middle .Street.

October 2tth, lSVi, at 10 A. M.
ONtheamiSATURDAY,
241*. IW., and Continued ironi day to day

Unde-,!' °‘V THANKS-I VINO EVE.
iiioOd/lneo
Fenian BroTh^^J^ gl^Khue Circle of the

Oct 11—dtf

And

Which he will mako up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. His stock Of Furnishing Goods
is large, embracing the best styles in the mai ket.

PORTLAND,

A

Flannels,
& HODSDON
NihW STYLl^of
Housekeeping Goods, FITZGERALD
Buttons, from 10c

Broadeloaths,
Cassimeres,
Boesldiis,
Plain and Fancy,

Etag’eres!

Iowa,

to the richest qualities, and
recsmmer.il for SERVICE.

we can

blankets,

Wo.

and

148 <Sk 150

Woolens,

York,

Philadelphia, Oct. 30.
Tlio first game in tlie great base ball match
between the Atlantic Club of Brooklyn, and
the Athletic Club of this city, was played to-

akes that

u

Exchange St.
Special Sale of Dry Gootls!

HALL,

Oct 11—dtt

Embracing

Both

was

Great Base Ball Match,

Shades*'

Including

_

The steamer Ariadne, from Savannah the
20th inst, has arrived.
Tlie Savannah Herald states that Gens.
Howard and Saxton had arrived there on the
26th and would address the freadmen that

and Fancv of the best fabrics, and

Fjpmtho lowest grades

ill

Moscow Overcoating’S,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

Albany, N. Y., Sept.

A most atrocious
the piace known as
on Saturday.
The
Alice Clark and her

GOODS

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12

w

Octll-dtf

Black and Colored Silks,

a

of

Hosiery

Fitzgerald

Prices!

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Tennessee.

sexes.

their houses.
The Matamoras Moniteur has advices from
Belgium that 00,000 volunteers are coming for
the Imgyrialists.

In styles of Plain
in the Choices!

Street,

Assortment

the

damage

Tixe last half of Mr. Gardiner’s Singing
School commences this evening, at Congress
Hall, Clapp’s Block.

Where he

Cash

DRESS

-IS AT-

Middle

in the

satisfactory, will be exchanged
or injured.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

AT

Our Stock comprises

Clothing Establishment
81

If not

THE-

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

Commencing

not worn

GABDXNER’S

Colored
by

GOODS!

-AT

Tailoring!

From Washington.

the

DRY

PLEASEREMEMBER

Full
Washington. Oct. 30.
Lett era from Texas say that directly alter
the war the people of that State were willing
to agree to almost anything for the sake of
pacification, but owing to the dilatory movements of Provisional Gov. Hamilton, much
dissatisfaction begins to be manifested. The
'State has made but little progress in restoring
her relations to the Union, nor are proper facilities offered throughout Texas for taking
.the amnesty oath.
The Tunis Embassy will to morrow visit
the fortifications, and a salute will be fired in
their honor. At night they wilt receive the
officers of the army and navy at their hotel.
Clarence Egtinge, a clerk in the State Department, has been appointed Secretary of the
United States Legation at Lima.
There have been no arrangements
made, as
yet, for the trial of Jefferson Davis.

SulctLv1 stock ot FOBEIuN and

Lowest

JV. S.

Block,

course

Tuesday evening, October 31,
I
ouch week in succession
the Wednesul'urwi!'1"evenings

Trade has Induced us this season to add
another Depart ment-thafc of
CLOAKS*
from the celebrated
Manufactory oi
PAINE, BERRY & 00., New York City,
from whom we were so fortuaate as to obtain the Agency. The new
styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
x
ireely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,

store,and arc weekly receiving a fall

i'e'>l*t>TIuaru{'llly

Algonquin.

New Orleans

2Dtli, arrived to-night. News anticipated by
telegraph.
It is reported that the Fenian Senate
to-day
arranged to send agents to Ireland immediately to organize a revolution there, which is to
take place shortly.

Heccption of

5 Free Street

own.”
The Buffalo Courier, another Democratic organ, says:
“We vote for the Union and the payment ol
the War debt of both the South and the
North.”

off,

!

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

-THAT-

of tbe

VARIATION

a

This Sole •* Dry Good- cs j.luard
throuuh
Tuesday, at 10 A. >1, uud 2} p, Mi> uu<|
throughout the Week.

.—-

success

our

letter to Admiral Gregory declin-

The steamer

NO

be

LANCASTER

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies* CioaJc is considered by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first consideration;—it is
more difficult to get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided

-AND-

examples.
The Chicago Times, the leading Democratic
paperof Illinois, says:
“There is no ground of justice upon which
we can expect the Southern people to submit
willingly to the situation, unless we recognize
the same value in their funded obligations as

Fifteen prisoners received sentences to-day
varying from ten to three years' in prison.—
Six of them, however, escaped from jail
yes-

LADIES’ DRESS!
*

two

C uslom

will
THERE
held at

One Price !

The Northern copperheads have shown an
unmistaheable disposition to repudiate our
national indebtedness, but finding it an uphill
business to scull their craft against the strong
current of national good faith, they are now beginning to demand the assumption of the rebWe give
el debt by the national government

Auction Sales.

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.

One Price!

Couplo of Hebei Straws.

1

Entertainments.

-AT-

The market closed Him.

A

Miscellaneous.

DRY GOODS!

[Mobile Markets.
MOBILE, Oot. 29.
Cotton—sales to-day S50 bales at Me for middling.

The Post’s special Washington dispatch says

the Gulf Coast—Grent
of Shipping.
New York, Oct. 30.
The steamer Massachusetts, at Key West,
from Mobile, reports a tremendous gale there
on the 22d.
Every vessel except the Massachusetts went ashore in the harbor. The next
morning twenty wrecks were visible from the
lookout. The gunboat Muscota went ashore
but got off again. A large ship, name ungenuine.
known, went ashore high and dry on the reef
Pebsonae.—Mr. John Paine, the gentle, near the lighthouse, but no assistance could
manly attendant at the Preble House, has just be rendered owing to the high seas. Considwas done to the roofs of buildreturned from a trip South,
He has. visited erable
ings at Key West. The sea was
Washington, Alexandria-and Richmond. In when the Massachusetts left on the very high
21th, and
the latter placehe says theire have been some
-wrecks were visible along the whole Florida
1 coast.
great changes within the past four yen's.

Who have used Pease’s Vegeta’de Hair Bene wer? many persons, who now have a luxuriant growth of hair, no article possessing the
same merits for creating- such wonderful results, and restoring the hair to its original
color.
Our friends, Crosman & Co., have the

Miscellaneous.

lieleaue of John Mitchells

interesting Meeting.—One of the most
interesting meetings that has beei^ held in this
city came cff last evening at City Hah. It was
held under ehe auspices of the Sunday School

Meeting.

Annual Meeting of the “Association f ,r tho
Reliel ot Aged, Indigent Women,” will be hold at
the ■‘Homo,” corner of Elm and Oxford Sts., on
Tuesday, October the 31st, at 3 o’clock P. M
Portland, Oct 28th, 1866.—dtd

THE

S

|
|

l

TEETH

X

TEETH X

For Sals and to

Poetry.

For Sals.

Ego and Kolia.
A

a.

PHAIITASY.— BY JOHN

asked of Echo, ’tother d»j,
(Whose words we !*■«
W h it to a novlej she con d “Jy

I

iove. anc

Of piurtsiiii)

Qoou“^'.

TWO

SAME.

fiUm^

id

Qu

flngly afraid

'■ if

c in
vis to

To

Bho

civi

Quoth
But if

V
i

tv

hordisdain,
entwined about
delicious e*.r.in,
can’t got oat?
guingiy, “Got out!**

v
••

.u...

f Aoln

.vs pure i.ii; f.-ii as iiuavan can make hor
Wii amwe my Lmor aud my roat,
Death shall ovovtako her?
Till eizvi
Quoth Echo, eotu> voce, “Take her!’’

An orator, in

sinew,

21-dtf

"

friends,

Oct.

to Let'!

A FABSfl

saving it.”

sal,b!

who is

Company.
Those intending to effect new insurance, or increase existing policlos, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
sources lor the past or precedii g
year, cheerfully
given.

Wanted,

Agents

Remember that

Ladies
Gentlemen.
EITHER
WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
other
to returned
and
than
or

Office No. 64 Middle

Soldiers,
any
others,
house in the Eastern States, to sell line Steel Engravmgs and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
Ktt Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1782.
Oet 14—d&w3m

good Land, situated
ON THE BLANCHARD ROAD,
One Mile frcni Conibcrlund Center,

•

marked “HATTIE I). HAMILTON. Portland.”—
Any person having knowledge of said Trunk will
please address the Baggage Master at Kennebec Depot, or E. T. CUSHMAN, Portland.
Oct 11,1805.
ocl3d&w3w

House,

Al! iu Good
%

For farther information
Mr. F, A.
On the Prriuiiei; or
Portland,

Repair,
inquire of
PEULEY,

as

ore an

others, would ofier for tale the desirable Real Estate
siluated at No. 89 Swing Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street. The progerty consists of a lot of
Land C3 *■ et front on Spring
Street, anil running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: fit ed
up for two
famines, and being in a good state of repair.

application may be made to JOHN
kind \1AN, 63 union Street; or to the
undersigned
at 490 Congress Street,
octl4dtf
JOHN J. W. REEVES.

Oct 19—d2w*

Wanted.

SOME

Wanted.
a

Goods Store.
Apply to

A. B.

Oct 3—isdtf

Mercantile'Lan,

Commercial St.

Ai"a m*s

ready

tives

Shid lot is composed of two lots in one,
For further parvery handsomely laid out.
adilre:.8
Box 666 P, O.
ticulars,
Ocl4—dim

in a Dry Goods, Millinery,
The best of references given.

be

applied

near

theci^r

Bottles, emptied, lor
in cash will be paid, or good3
if returned clean and in

cxeban
liberal
go d order to
II. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,
Oct 14—d3w*
432 Congress

thousand

Store to Let.

Tenement Wanted.

acres,
it must be covered with
ONE
and

tenement suitable for
email families, with good water privileges.
WANT
Plaase address
Box 1503.

SEEING.

S. L.

a

I>

a

on a

family withoutchhdren,

BY
eraenlmear the centra1 part oi
Address X.

Jlomr

£<oiu

Manufactured only by 1*11

&, NON.

E3P Beware of Counterfeits.
Ash

for l*hnhm—Tnkn j/o otiu r•
by druggieta generally.

Julyl—codGm

Please Read the foilowiti jy .Notices.

P«>BTL.12fD, May 3d, 18G5.
certifies that 1
have
Johnson’s
L'eproductor for seveiu
;.j:a past, iu&d
have been perfectly
■fins

sa'xiie'-wuii
if.—
^ hile it is
entirely
free from the objoc
tionabic quuuil*o.' of
preparations of that
]-inil, I believe it to be
capable of doing ail
lor the scalp anti hair

that can reasonably
e eipecte I from anv
iiujiucuuuiiB 10

mote

Gardiner ludwig, m. d.,
Congress Square-

parts.

Portland, May 17th, 1865.
Johnson:—Sir—I commenced using yourRclast February, my hea l
almost bald.
proiuctor
I have used but one bottle and nowbeing
have a healthful,
thick head of hah which dees not fall
olf, and is in ft’
good order as I could wish. Being convinced that in
#ood
head
of
hair
for
me
where I hm.
SIP.Qcing,a
wmost none, 1 am glad to add
my testimony to its exceuence

*

Aug. 4—dtf

WM. J. GARDINER,
No. IS Middle Street.

time win
tjvmhX3t:"5?r'r^Iy wifo ^)r a btn'l wo

eoroU
ehe
need
iw l vom
failin'* oil

out, and
iearod
wMddh^rS
she
Si?l
nta,^en0?tlroly baInotwithstanding
Six ha!
S^,a'Ta *°clHed remedies.
°“t juielunent tlu

fy

liai‘a-nil1Ciljl

Its valve or
Information of
of your honestly

au'

our

tuiB

to

sonni
uee

the'enci
tcrSJ

Conner

Vi

to tesliher'
thc

11
lastin'Hair Dressing, which also UcanPti
be ^‘b
perfectly clean and tree from d&mlrutf.1
8. if.

POTJCN

No. 12 Spring
Street.
Manufacture 1 and sold by HORACE Ii. johw
No.
80
Middle Street, Portland, Maine, pyw
SON,
Single Bottles 50, 75 cents an 1 $1. Sent to
address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount any
bv the
quantity.
seotlSeodSw*

Proposals
Assistant

for

Forage

and Straw!

Caj>e

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, on tho Cane Cottage
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

fourteen rooms, with about
is unsurpassed on the Cape.
A.
^

jyO—tlf

E^»5fflasja*ass!«!
■*"" -

weiih (mSojt5»&“'?Lbe
rtl
wand pounds

of

per

woou.

haled, a, u’
ton, osclusive

Proposals
state
,,
Ploiulj.tlie
ard time of delivery.
quantity, prlco,
Tlie H&v and Straw will,
meat Inspector, and
j I™,™"',31bv a Gcvcrnruns*

w«s«J.c
will also

"hipped,
Proposais
IcVen’iS’1'0 b,d$Z
V..V nel ver hay a:n
Washington, I>.
Ililton Heal, S. C., »ubJoot\, ii™0??’
▼«-, an
U“ above re
juircmen's
straw' at

Biia will bo accented from time,.,,,.
,e»t0 tuft':
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be mads on delivovv.
after as fvi is for bat purpose »h ill bo r. i ,ff jhcreB1 Is oho J be subject to the decision of the «„!
tJiui-tcrmOter Geifcral.
IIEV'IP INMAN.
Copt. an l A. Q. M.. U. a. a
Oct 1—lit.

Aml'i’c'ijpea
mTT'- V

:

to City.

on

Glass!

Also, MELAINOTTPEE

:-j)\

M, McHEXXEV’S
*:8i Con^resD St.

im

of land.

It

Cor.

^

HO and 112 Federal st.

Apples
1

I

a

T1!?

pS5 ^^JhC

JOSEPH If. WHITE,
No. 6^ Union Wharf.

f ale* Capo EUsmi.mtev ii,1.:';30 Lot®

In
J5 abetb, HireInquire ef E. N. 1‘EUEy aV ,-;’rA',n* fe far,e bridge,
P«>1l-.nl, whero a plan ot Cape
1 Cniabetu 8,°!llee>

lots

seen.

_.

Sails «n<l

and Butter.

bo

nm

maylotf

__

Bl^pinirtors^je*,

Standing Bi;;gluq, Calls
THE
new Brij Atlanta, f»n ions
lavod III perfecl order.
at our store.

and

old* ml2Ln>
Sail

°

Choice Butter.
by
G. W. SMITH,
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

Just received and lor sale

BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW ME.4LQ (
OOUU ING CORN,
200 Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing and
for 3alo by
CHASE 13R. OTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

N. B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn per sch.
Convoy from Norfolk. Va.
ocIOtt&s

Muscovado Molasses.

Barrels,

For sale fly

1 Ro?™.s. coni rally located, In
TT? In^nPurniRbeGaad
rcfercnca

required.

oc'ddtf

)

mm-..

^oat-H°nso

Bet 13—dtf

at

CHA'. J.

Kiu"

Wharf-18
TAEBOT,

Hackme tack.

of

a,r5c-„

>i.j

Vidors, and Treasu™
circular.
Sent free
Stencil Tool

Baska££V
udtusa-npies.
JJffigJSluo

I Works,

on. with
Caripiie'ieo

8pn:‘rtrt!yg!5S.American ocytiOrn

per cent each.
1'ho Profits for 22 Years amount to the
aura ot
Of whioh here has been redeemed by

Cash.

T)i0 Company
Dollars, viz:—

has

AAA FEET Hackmetack, Plank
*JV/ yJ•)U yJyJ and Flat Timber for Sale by
S>
CLAit 'i, Af/cnt St, Francis' Mills.
C»
Oct. 17,18G5.—dlmis
Smith’s Wharf.

FLOUR

!_FLQUR

!

LARGE assortment nt all grades of FLOtTB
arriving and for sale by the CAB LOAD, or
otherwise, at ihir prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
E. UA1UUEIX,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. ri.—WANTED to purchase, HOOFS and
now

SHOOKS.

919,691,020
12,653,730

TRUSTEES !

Wm Stnrgls, Jr,
Henry K Bogert
William K Oodge,

Perkins,
Josorh GsiUid, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell.
Dennis

PiekeWgill,

C A Hand,
Waits Sherman,

Royal Phelps,

B .T

Howland,
P.enj Babcock,
Fletch r Westray,
Kob B Minmm, jp,
Gordon W P.urnhara,

Caleb B&rstow,
Pillot,
Dancl S Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
•eorgeG Hobson,
*>avid Lane,
A P

moe

Frederick

Cbaunoey,

James Lew.
Cbas R Marshall.

Bryce.

Jones President.
Charles Dennis, Vico-Pmident.
W. H. H Moore, 2a Vice*Pres't.
r. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.
John D

-FOR SALE

J. W. HUNGER, 168 Fore St.

7.30

scp30dtf

BY-

CO.,

BATH, ME.

NOTICE.
indebted to

O f^

BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
—* yJ 1X300 do All Long flax “Gov|
ornment conlract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax f
300 do Navy Fine,
J
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1868.

A1_.

W(?rlc8’
[A]^l
Arbroath.

hereby requested

me at
me ate

once, and all
requested to
j persons
and ail persongare heresettlement,
for
them
present
1 by forbid harboring or trusting any onu on my ac00,U>t'

ap22dtl

me are

persons
eir accounts -with
ALL settle
having claims against
to

This is

Canada.

On and after Monday, Oct. 9th, 1805,
will run as follows:—
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 A x.
Mail Tiain lor Waterville. Bangor, Gorliam, Island
Pond, Montre 1 and Queb e at 125 p u.
Trains will arri vg as follows
From Montreal, Quebec Arc.
205 p.x.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
8 17 a. x.

Railway.

H

HORACE B. RICHARDS.
oclOdSw®

Portland, October 9,1968.

Drops!

E.

August

formed

undersigned
and firm of
der the
THE

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPEDIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—o
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

have

&

KING

copartnership un-

a

DEXTER.

Portland, Sopt. 22,1865.
Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
tne new firm.
sep29 ’65 tf

Notice.

Copartnership
THE
nership under the firm

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

CHASE

STEAMERS

Montreal,

Will, until further notice,

Portland,

run as

Sold by

difficulty,

C. G. CLARK <t CO., Gen’l Agents,

SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, aud a
lull and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
osn do so *>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded Immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Streetjcomer of Middle
Street!, Portland, Me
|y Send a Stamp for Circular.

For U. 8. and Canada.
j.tr. perkins ir co.. w r. Phillips t, co.,
ami H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., W holeeale Agents,

XV.

SVKKS,

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,
TER and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and Cheapen routes.
Xo. 152 South Water St.,
O. Box 471.

P.

Illinois.

Chicago.

References—Messrs. 8. G. Bawdlear & Co; Maynft Bonn; II. ft W. Chickerfrg; 0. H. Cummings
ft CojChas. H. Stone; Hallett, Davis ft Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon, Em, President Newt^r. National Bank,
Nowton.Masa; C. B Collin.Esq, N.Y.City. feb28dly

SATURDAY,

Great
FOR

Inducements

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

FTIHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity oi
X desirable building lq£s in the West End of the

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
huild houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost of building, on
completion cf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASU PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.

leave Portland.

for freight or parage apply to
K&ER & FOX. Brown « Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 88 Weet Street,
Few York.
Mac 29. !Sfc6.
dtf

Co.

BROWN & SONS.

J. B.

St. John.

Portland, May 3, 1£G5.

may4tf

Special Notice.

TWO TEIPS A WEEK.

ALVAH LIBBEY, who haa had ibc' sole
Agency for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER HEATING APPARATUS, and the justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the stove of Mossis. C. H. STUART & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
those in want of furnace?, and receive their orders.

MIL

*0<5 aftor Monday, March 57 the

JaSSsgSgSteamer Naw YoaiU'apt
Railroad

H tv Chiaboim, win leave
Wharf, loot of State-St,
a6
o'clock
Wobdat
and
r.ai;
the
Steamer
e»ery
Haw Brunswick, Capt E t>. Wiuclies'er.miilteavc
eveiv ThVksday at5 o’clock p.m, for Eastportand
St. John.
Returning will leave Rt. John 6Yery Monday a-d
Thursdays at 5 a. m, for Ewport, PoiUacd and
Bos on.
At Ea*tporf the Steamer “Queen” will connect
for St. Andrew”. Robins on cad « alats.witb the New
Brnswiok and Canada Railway *rr Woods'ock and
S age t 'oa^hes i-. so connect at
Houlton s'ations.
Ea tport tor M chine and intermediate places.
At St. John the stoaine* Emperor wdlcennect, for
Wind or, Digby anfl Ralitax, an.-| wj,;, st,.emere for
Frederic and ihe «t Jehu Kirer.
Thrceli tickets
procured ofthc agents or the clerk os board. No

Ho attends personally to Furnace work.

ALVAH LIBBEY.

Portland, Aug 21,

aug22d3m

1665.

Through Tickets.

C?-.3"".‘.'S3J For the OIL Itr.UWH* ot Jtww
?_Vo-vk T -nnsy lvania, Ohio, and »fl
p»r,. ;>t Ok; iVskt, via thoKai* UnwiT, for rale
at tlio lowest rates, at the Union Ticket Oeeice,

_

3t

Passports requ:red.
Freight rooeived cc days ofsaibeg until 4 o’clock
r. m.
C. C. Eaton, Agent.
Portland, March 80.1S85
mchSlti

EXCHANGE STREET.

REMOVAL.

take this method to

inform their
undersigned
customers and the public generally that they have
THE
REMOVED THEll? BAKERY from

No. 5 ’Washington Street to their new Bakery. Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Streep where they will be pleasea to see all their old
oustomers and as many new onoa as will be pleased to
give us a call.
R. W. SMARDON,
R. S. SCAMMAN,

On and afier Juno 1, the lure bctween Portland and Bangor will he
vN S3.00; Boclilund Sc.oo: ether landon tliv River reduced in
pro^ing”
■
portion, per s’eamer Regulator.
A.SOMEPvBY, Ageni.
Portland. May 31, 1881—dtl

S. E. SMARDON.

August 36—dft

MECHANICS’

HALL.

nrrnngod (hr Concerts, I.ecKircs, ExhibiWF.LL
tions, Leveos, &c., may be obtained
appheattonto

PINE!

on

UlCHAIiD COLE, Superintendent,
No- 3 Tolmnn Place.
iunclBdU

REJfICE,

71
MERCHANTS,
orders

Broadway, New
Southern Timber of any

required
despatch, and on the must
lavoralile terms. Shipments made directly to all dnmoBtic and foreign ports. They are, atso prepared to
t'urni h Oak ami Northern Pine Titafcei, hewn or
eawn to order,
ocI2dSm

LITTLE, Agent.

.»

mari.Ttftw’rtf

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

with

quick

as

Lt does not dry npacongh, but loosen* it so that the
patient can expect rate freely. It is within
the reach of all, the

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theh
A lady of experience in constant attend

For Sale.
and

Twn-storv Brick
THE
Street, nt giu'at DAitOAnt.
of
Hoii30

Lot, No.

2 Deer

a

l

For particulars, enquiro
octlSdtf

janl.l865d&wly

ance.

THE GREAT

and is for rale by all Druggists.
C.G. CLARK & CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

Dr. J.

Jr.

rOLAN&S,'

WHITE PINE

eodltwlyr

OOMPOXTND,

“There Is no such Word as Fail.”

ottered to the afflicted throughct t the untry,
alter h%vingbt*)n proved by the teas »f eleven years,
in the New England States, where Its merit* have
become as well Known os the tree from which, in part,
It derives its virtues.
Is

KT T’S

COMPOUND XXTRACT OP

llubebs and

England Remedy.

Heir
*

W. F. PHILLIPS if CO., J. W. PERKINS * CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents.

fTa.

nothing

own sex.

Being Only 35 Cents! 1

T A. FL

LADIES.

purely

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

Price

THE

Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have b*. en tried in
in
It is
vain.
vegetable, containing
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

CONSUMPTIVE C0U!GH I

Copaiba,

now

TIIE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES

male or leraale. freqaertly performing
a perfect euro In the short space of three or ;our
and alwavg in loss time than any other preparation. In the use oi

Throat, Colds, Coughs. Diphtheria, E: onchltis
Spitting of Blood, anti Pulmonary After ions

Sore

It is

generally.

Tarrant's Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

be

Copaibs

a

remarkable

remedy

Kidney Complain! s, Dia-

for

tea,Difficulty

oi Void-

ing Urine, Bleed-

there is no need of confinement or chan re of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it I- entirel? tasteless, aud causes ne un pleas nt sensa ion to the p»Uen*. and no exposure it Is sow a ok now'edged bj
tne moet learned in the profession that in tbe ahovt
cla»s ofd'seasoM, Cubebs and Copaiba are the onlv
two remedies known that can be relied of on with
any oertainty or snocesa.

frum the

and other compla'nts.
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel,
will

bs found very va.uaFor Piles an 1 Scurvy, it
ble.
Give It a trial 11 you would learn th value of a good
and tried medicine, li is pleasant., silo and srre.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers In medlch • gt n-

ally.

Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.

J. W. PERKINS,

Manufactured only by

TAB BA NT

A

*

CO.

W. F.

Sold

by Druggists

all

over

Benj. knight,

Atlantic Wharf.
\

PHXLLIP8,’

H. H.

the World.

mayfi fifidlr

HAT,

»

General A seat*
Oct ft—<lJfcw3;n

for

of Maine*

Stale

Whitj; Lead.
OLEASANT

i

the palate, cause no pain, act
require increase ol dose, do not
elderly persons, females and child-

to

Atlantic V rite

promptly,lornever

exhaust, ana
ren, are just

the thing.
Two taken at night movtlie bowels gnee the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the RectunW We
promise a cure for all symptoms of tbe Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Btomach, Spittins: oi food, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness.
Pain in tbe Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
•nd
Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss of Appetite, Debility,

of New Y

h,

Manufacturer* of PC .E WHITE

Eyes,

Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, Jtc.
what they need, as they are so oempact and inodorous
hat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price fiO
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
julyltily

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,

i

LEAD, Dry and

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-nv ers’

Lead,

LEAD,

.ED

Oil,

Red

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

ard

every
and SATURDAY, atio’ciock p.il.
These vesselB are fitted up wth fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
spiedy,
safo and comfortable route tor traveller? between
New York and Maiue
ra-ssge.in State Room,
86.00. Cabin passage 85 00. Meals extra.
Goods tarwardod ty th>3 Hue to and from Montreal, Quobeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are roquet tod to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they

tor

RELIEVE

OE

DANIEL CHASE.
ocl9TT&8tf

1SC5.

BUT-

ioiIowb:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDVESDAY and
at 4 P. M„ and leave Pier
9 North Kivor, Now York,
WEDNESDAY

h

TO

DR. HUGHES particularly nviles all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tboii
especial accommodation.
I)r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all

278 Greenwloh 8^., New York

OF

Franconia, capt. u.
■WJithML:...- 3uubwood, wul uulii further
notice,

BRADFORD

Electic Medical Infirmary,

euro

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

of

name

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

anc

Calais and

known will

corporation

J.

LINE.

Steamship

1$,

ever

Coughs, Colds, Croup} Asthma,

copart-

JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
Treasurer of the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Co.
Sept 1-S, 1865.
•
sep29d&wCw

Tl»e Si lor did sod fast Steamships
-^gpaWR.CHESAPEAKE, Oapt W. IP. Shir-

International

a

has been organbeen 1 reclosed. A new
ized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Bonds and Coupons secured by said mortgage, are hereby requested to present them to the subscr iber at his office in Pori land,
ami receive therefor Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, in accordance
with the Statute.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

Oct.

Cough Balsam!

No Medicine

BROTHERS,

THE

a^aawLiay, Thursday, Friday and Saturat 7 o’clock P M's and India Wharf,
Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 5 o’clock P. 31,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
Freight taken aa usual
The Company are not responsible for baggaj^e to
any amount exceeding $30 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $300 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
fob 18,1863 —dtf
Aug 5, 1865.
day,

execute

LYON, M. D.

Third Mortgage Bonds-—Androscoggin B. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin Railroad Company to Seth May and als. in trust, has

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
^efag^g^M?.i4>evcry Monday Tuesday VVednes-

COMMISSION
York,
dimension

Prepared by
Druggists everywhere,

JOHN L.

For the purpose of carrying on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN B COSINESS; aud will occupy the nsw
ctorc, head Long Wharf.
HENRY CHASE,

Arrangement!

^«=***_follows:—

°n

weakening

CASES

pany

are

7

undersigned have this day formed

^rip—•»

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
the system in a inaimez
ing sensation, and
On examining the
the patient cannot account lor.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
of
semen
small
or albumen
and sometimes
particles
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
and
turbid
a
dark
to
again changing
appearance.
There are many men who die of this
ignorant of the cause, which is the
There

days,

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

PORTLAND.

THE

by

though they
iend* supposed

the
and by their fr
to
All such cases yield to the
have it.
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a snort time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Complaints,

a
es

Streets.

PRINDEE, Agent,

Summer

perfect

and a
cure waror no charge made.
a day passes but w* are consulted
one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as
had

Hardly

Certain, and Speedy Cure for ail dlseasIS ofSure,
the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Ot gans,
either in the

And having purchased ihe stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general H ARDW ARE BUSINE S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 11$ Federal

STEAMBOATS.

_

youth,—treated scientifically,

ranted

at all tlmos

August 31.1865

name

Exchange Street,

Eastport,

or

for

Disabled Limbs, for Lass of Beauty
and Complexion.

the directions which accom-

forbidden in
especially
each bottle.

best

Copartnership.

|

10—(lGm

Unsightly Ulcers,

low: do not wait for

Powders !

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

Portland, June 12,1863—If

Exchange Street.

90

uze

For all Female

,S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Fares from $4 to ft7 lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P.
Gen.
I WM. FLOWERS.
£76 Broadway, NewYork.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

JAS.

Pills

Better than any

THE

General Western Ticket Office,

Agt.

fact,

John W. Manger & Co.,
Agents.

APPLY TO THE

BEACH,

and remarkable

undersigned have this day iorined a copartners1 ip under the style of
S. K. .JACKSON & SON,
lor the purpose of doing a funeral COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Wharf, foot oi High Street.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

90

gratifying

most

Copartnersliip Notice.

r

G-rand Trunk

a

Oit&lly

lor every $50»additional va'uc.
C. J IIRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Superintendent.
oclOdtf
Portland, June 22d. 1865
passeng

on

TAKEN

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
JLAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HiNE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1GC Fore Street* Portlaud* Me*

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless otice is given und paid for at the rate of

SOUTHERN

T. PATTER &

year*,

PREPARED

SCIENTIFICALLY

INSURANCE.

understood by thos e who best know the real merits
and s illful management 01 this stcriing corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have Loen established from
a quarter to a half contury.

PORTT,A*n.

•ehaiedl® llraeod&wflw

A

mnk-

casos

SEEK FOR AN AN Ti DOTE IN SEASON.
The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol-

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

.“tatea

Lewis Curtis.
Charles H Russell,
Lowell H' lbreok,
K Warren We*ten,

Periodical

of treatment, In most

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Coe’s

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Steven Million

over

Applications received by

An rust 5—d3m

JAMES

Assets,

organ*

New York Estimate of the International*
As qn indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 106 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1S64, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fell
far behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.— New Fork Commercial Advertiser.

_

sod 8tate of New-York
Stock, City, Bank »nd other Stocks,
*4,971 7n0
HoiTia secured by Stocks sad otherwi is,
2,167 960
Premium Not,s end Bids Receivable,
Real Estate. Bond and Mortgagee, and
other-ecuriHea,
8 140 630
United Statea Gold Coin,
Nil 89',
Cash in Bank,
2Sfh430

Hatted

Wm C

Surveyor of Ccstoiu,

°ny
sOOO*iki«^B!?ln®lo,by
■“‘'Until 1 aoIs. No
uec;j,,.

deemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1833-4 and 6 were 40

John D Jonos,
Ch-*rle* Done-is,
WBff Mooro,
Henry OH,

Seotoli Canvas,
tor

The whole profits of tho Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and 'or which
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re-

*11,133.600

Oct. 18,18C5.—(12w

A

Company

William, NEW YORK.
January, 1866.
cor.

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

_

for Sale.

Mutual Insurance

ever

HULLS, CARGOES, and
SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

run ae

ATLANTIC

130 Commercial Sirncfl

°',e

To Bout,

AmlwTwAffPifi
AWly
taW,ST}Middle St.

Muscovado
150 757.'<TkSSfI)h’ | Superior
Molasses.

,,

The brail ol the
™'1)1'
1,at*caa
be
McOlLVEBY, RYAN A DAVIS
luao.o—dtf
No lil Conimt rclal Street.

soon

LITTLE, Agent,

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

term of Years.

§J°r® »an,l Wharf nrm occupied bv Charles
Merrill’' IeS,^1\?!fna,J° 1 hoti.-aen Union Wharf ami
Wharf contains about 15‘Hl square ft..
wiili a twn **
CJU’
b? 73‘ W fur*

OEVEKAL

1

$14,000,000.

is well known, offers greater advantages
Which,
than any other Life Co. in this country.
The rates of Premium are less than with most other companies, while the Dividends are larger, and
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may be applied |
to the payment of future premiums, of to augment
the amount insured. Policies with this company are
constantly increasing in value. All needful information oheeifully furnished on application to

61 Wall St,

ROBINSON,

QAn BBLS.'Vail and Winter Apples.
O' M t 100 Tubs

If GO.— -. 11

Lease for

OF NEW YORK.

No. 1 Portland Pier.

Yellow Corn and Flour.

Eleven

or

H. I.

A

Muscovado

"

House Lots.

”■

Cienfuegos

Oct. 20.—dim

Oct. 20.—dtf

Commercial and Franklin ctreets.

Portland, April 2C,

20

Marine Insurance

FREIGHTS,

HATCH, Train Mumper.
1865.

system

one

All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether It bo the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuko of misplaced confidence in nutturcr

are

MARINE

n

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

“Remedies” Muscovado

Commercial Street.

121

over

hogsheads

Molasses;
hogsheads
Molasses;
For sale by

!

Inquire of
STEPHENSON,

IIonne Lois, comprising 40,099 feet of
Land, on Emery, Cushrmin and Le\vi3 st. for
W. II. STEPHENSON.
b>;

rs

/
Oc:

seven acres

Jefferson* coolige & CO.,

apiduu

U. S.

October33, IS(V>

TbTlOPrvc:Arc?

76

Lyon’s

prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houscs^oratcrm of yoars, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
We

5.54
6.18
6.33
7.00

Arrive Brunswick,

Life Insurance

Office 31 Exchnuse St*, Up Stairs*
Sept 21—d&w6w

and Molasses.

fjursues

ng an indiscriminate use of that an tin noted and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

H. HAY, W F PHILLIPS * CO, and J. W.
PJLKKIFS if CO., Agents, Portland, kle.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

8.42

Forest City, Lewiston and

TV. D.

trial

8.00

Westbrook,
Cumberland,
Yarmouth,
Freepoit,
Oak Hill,

heretofore.

Cash Assets,

in.

S.27

FIVE

1441 BOXES Yellow Sugar;

To Let.

--

POUTLAHD, MAINE,

Sugar

Elizabeth.

new

may25dtf

Qaartermn.star's Office,

BBLS. WINTER APPLES,
200 Bbls. Silver Skin ONIONS,
SO Bbls. Red ONIONS,
10C0 Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
lOOO Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
HATCH & I'UOST.

Sale,

VERY desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
one rnile from Poitlnnd
Bridge. The house is
two stones, containing 13
rooms, closets, &c., all in
conip.eLe order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. Pho lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty 01 location is unsurpassed in this y icintv.
lerm easy. For particulars
enquire at’
Voiiyress .V.,
july2,Jtf
Portland, Me.

...

conUm^to 'Jay l5'lf86-,
Reproducer. which 1 have found to w»,0«140,114

300

\

have used and shall

Street,

„„

In

TnE

!

Oct ao— d2w

I teaJ Instate for

as

one

EH-

and is safe to

On and alter Monday. October 2<1,1863,
Freight Train, with Passenger Car atwill leave Brunswick for Portland and inter-

YEARS, on very favorable
All losses equitably adjrsted and
promptly I
or

as

SALE

At 16 Lime

()■—dtf

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to
I

FOR

JAMI.d M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of Fix
Attorneys, Messrs.
DituLyis &> Jackson, C8 Exchange Scroot.

terms.

paid,

the

Witv the Great

For Sale.

coi-

THREE,

No. 1 Central Wharf.

4 uAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
XUUU Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24—dtf

Slate and Bav.forth Sts.,
Now ownod and oo. upiod by the subscriber.

MR.

remedy.

the

on

insurance ot
Faria Property, City aaul
Village Dwellttud Household Furniture, on ONE, |

EATON,

Oct 30—d3w®

as

SALE.

The finely located Real Estate,

...

os a

II.

Valuable ileal Estate!
nerof

MUSCOVADO

344 Hh.In. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
42 Tea. Olioico MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudorus, now landing and for sale by

corner oi WatcrviHs and Sherbrook
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to
37
Apply W, J Middle St.
julylldtt

FOR

CHOICE

Particular attention given to

paid

Ono Million Dollars !

9.06
Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,
9.30
RETURNING will leave Portland lor Brunswick
and intermediate Stations dally (Sundays excepted)
as follows:
Leave Portland,
5.30 P. M.

New England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
5250,000.

t

are

consumption,

aprsoti

Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
5100,000.

Trinidad Sugar & Molasses.

Sts.

J uly

HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
5400,000.

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
No. 4 Central Wharf.

Q/~I HUBS.
Ol J SUGAR,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Capi.al and Surplus,
5350,000.

OF

placo for Galves-

sick, to make just
Price One Dollar per bottle.
if you

New Haven, Conn.

Original Capital

mediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:
Leave Brunswick,
7.30 A. M.
Oak Hill,

Company,

North American Fire Insurance Co.

m

Merchandise.

at

HOUSE
House and Lot

lilii

Cash

HA Li’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

Real Estate for Sale.
and LO r No. 37 Middle
Street, known
the Payson House.

fSSvV

city.
aug5eodti

SUFFERING,

THAT ARE

FLUID PREPARATION

NOYES, Superintendent.

Company,

*Merchants9 Insurance

AL60,

Aug. 22—dtl

Chambers tor business purposes,
retail, in the new block, 147 Middle

apply'

the

Insurance

Fire

HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
§450,000*

freight.

w

Co. is the FIKST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an
Thi**

1

OF

and Irish Ports, at highEnglish
or

d tf

House Lot ior Sale.
on the corner of
Deering and Henry
50
x
100 feet. Enquire of
Sts,
li- w- gage,
july2o dtf is
137 Commercial St.

REPROJUCfUH.

*'

Exchange Streets.

SITUATED

Sold

JOaNSUITS

^

or

For terms

small genteel ten-

--wSs-' To load lumber at same
ton, Philadelphia and Richmond.

To Let.

ELEGANT
wholesale
Street.

a

Wanted.
for
est rates

tached,

Agency.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Capital and Surplus,
§250,000*

City

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.

B.,

I

OF

two

L lyv

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

Jau’y 1, 1805.

Assets

SPECIAL NOTICE.

oue

|

Y. Z., Press Office,

>

of J. I DOW, comer ci Aiiik and
1'or Liam!, Sept, lbth, It 65.

or

Wanted.
a

ApnL27,1865.

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

Tenement,

Oct 10—iltf

EDWIN

01

Phoenix Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Sur plus,
$1,000,000

Cash

YOU
of It.

$1,204,188,40

M daily.

Augusta, Sept. 25,

continues to issue Policies on
Uuildin£«, Merchandise, and other good property agiins: loss or
damage by FIRE, at. rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount of §50,000 if
wanted, viz:

Wanted to Purchase.

1st.

and 3 00 p.

Freight train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.

W.

undersigned having tho Agency of the followTHE
ing well-known, sound and reliable Compauies,

so

RoseesciuigiCeu Oel.

Agt.

Established in 1643.

St.

0f a regularly euueaied physician, whose
preparatory studies fit* hjm tf:raji the uuties Le must
10 Cou,,try
hooded with poor nostrum*
«Jwi
to be the best in the world,
JSJ* JS5!
but always injurious.
The an
U^‘CBr*
loitunatc should bo p a nr u.'u
la ii in selecting his
pbvsician. as it Is a laim-ntublc yet Incontiovaitable fact, that many
syphilitic patients arc made
miserable with ruined constitutions
Vo“ iJiexPcfenced physicians in by maltreatment
general practice;
lor it is a point
generally conceded by the r«tt sypldlographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would bo competent and succcsiful In
their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general nrnctitiouer, having neither oprxirtunity nor time to make
hhnscll acquainted with their pathology, commonly

ITY.
and in ewerv instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomach enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dange of distress from it. lug the most wonderfu* remedy and

Webezofyou

Surp lus,204,188,40

LIFE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY^

FIRE AND

INDIGESTION AND GENERAJL DEBIL-

p.

Ou and after Monday next, trains will
c-y^—~fs»leave Port ami daily fur Hath Augusta,
Waterville Kendall’s Mills and Skowliegan. at loo
PM. and on Saturdays only for 11atli and
"Augusta at
815 P. M
The train from Portland at 1 P. M conneetsat Kendall’s IIilia with the fain for
Bangor
and other stations cast same night
Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can
purchase
tickets to KendaTl’s Mills and inform the conductor
in the cars that they gi
to Bangor and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall cost th m no
more by this loute liananv other.
Trainsouoin Portland to conneot with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and every
day at 2 30

LITTLE’S

Aperient
which good price
CUM^IINGS’S
terms,

desirable dwelling Inutw No. 46 Brackett St.,
rp.IIE
A a« (joining the rewuonoc of J. G.
Tolford, Es i.
Lot 49 by 120. Enquire oi
'.HAELLS
perry,
C
Sept 26—dtl Cor. Mhiulo and Exchange Street.

& Co.

State

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.
Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

Insurance

more or le&s, of Wood Land;
a heavy growth of wood,
situated
mostly hard,
that vessels drawing
from eight ta ten leet ol water can approa* h it. Proposals tor tbc same nddres ed to JOB A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 56
Washington Street. Boston, stating loca ion, price
per acre, <Xrc., will receive prompr attent:on.
Boston, Oct. 10,1SC5.
oc!2dlm

Coolidge

all

Portland, April 3,1865—dtf

Confirm these Facts.

SPARROW,

CAUTION TO TOE TVZUC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
remedies handed out for general u»e should liuve
thou- elheacy established
by well tested experience In
mo nanus
tUut

hmever used it once.

CAPITAL,
$1,000,000

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Ia. PARMER,
No# llOj Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

a
ed on

LESS to insure

costs

rr

Comparisons will

WARREN

and Locomo-

to Horse Cars

;

whole subject.

an

Wanted.

CLASS STEAM SAW MILL, in excelfIRST
lent working order, situated on tho Iciver

A

nn'uf.

Immediately,

For Sale.
A

j: A

Co.

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerlully offered to understand the

now

To be Let.

itn

J3P"

for the purpose of

R.

FOUR STORY Bill CK STORE, centrally located
on
Exchange Street, suitable Era Wholesale Dry
tl aods business, or tor the manufiicture of Clothing, or
tf Boots and Shoes. V/iJi be vacated this month or
it e next,
or bather information inquire of Dll.
If l.WTON, Office 1151 xebange Street, up stairs, or

Mfif*

Fancy

JVlnd, Dirt, Snow and Ice*
An interest in (ho Papers now being prepared for
the Patent Office can be secured by assignment and
mortg ge.
Address,

Horses tor Stile.
A T the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
A good Homes, suitable for work or family use.
Sept 13—d3m

it

The necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

N. M. WOODMAN,
28 Oak Street.

octl3dtf

Sept 27—dtf

tt: ul

Book-

of

For Sale and to Let.
rr\IIE Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
A Payson Block, No. 37$ MM.i’e St.
Apply to P.
S. W., on the
premises, or at house No. 12 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
oc6dtf

A.

which

or
or

Clearing the Wheel Track

11 HIE Brick Store earner Ceil, mercial and Franklin
A Streets, nt present cccnj.ieu
by Messre. Jefler-

A ’les! *'Drlinifr ntnl I’rnjpcclaoic, DiVlilird fiinu Hit.

Cashier

paeans

A PBf.
and ia

son

grniit
S::t;e

os

a

For Bale.

jpj

situa ion

at hand, to tako
with
A GENTLEMAN,
mte^est in
New Machine, winch is
built
and
to

For Sale.
LOT In Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Ave-

of fit. John. How Brunswick.
This Mill is fitted with a‘ powerful
engine, which
unvea two gangs, ore
R. X. BROWN.
largo circular saw. lath and
Portland, September 18,1SC5.
maohinQ, Ale*, tVc., an-1 is well adapted for cutseplOJood&wly p.cket
Lng ah kinds of lumber for tho American market.
of CHARLES
jl'^^^^iBenquIia
| DRURY, Ley., St.
or
Jouji, N.
J. X. WOSLOW,
Eastern Expreiu Company, 1 ortland, Me.
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.
octlCd2w

pn

a

Wanted

STEPHENSON,
121

lady,

Oct 19—dtf

thereon.
For particulars apply to

i!P® 5 Day and Evening, for a foil and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 1G1. opposite II. II.
Hay <St Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal ii; bod 21 years*
experience.
I do not pretend au cxtensi.oi or Gold Linked Series of ColfegeB into die ether
Continent; and thatiuv
Diplomas and full Scuolahsiiifs, are good at!
over tills great world; but I do cfct’m
(hey will
prove mtrins'e to the Students (either LADIES,
or CENTLEMtN) In
any part uf the United States
of America; and also that our our Courting Booms
for inductive training (without anv
copying.) both in
Accounts and Motive Writing,
fro,
4*c., offer nsfuU, thorough, compl,de, practical and
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION. as any College in the U. 8.
Brawn would resent to tbo Citizens
ot Persian and vicinity. Ins irarm
gratitude lor
their kinrfness an :l liberal patronage he
past 11 icon
s; and with the promise of FAirnFULNEss. soyea
licits
favors !

young

BY Keeper,

For Safi]
de4rable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Red Street, ffivove Oak St., with the Stable

THEof

BENEFIT

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

*<•;.

COM*.

in fact all diseases p-oceodin" from the Stomach
Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent euxe for

CASH

2nd,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST; PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of an Inuia Rubber Tree during the
winter. Apply at
IIALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
Oct 19—dtf

I ick li ear!ache
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Ague
Heartburn,
Colic Fains,

Dyseutcry,

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

—

x.

BOWELS 1

to enre the worst c seof
One Bottle is
Dyspepsia in existeuc and one dose will instantly
relie vu the most agg.avatod attacks of

the most gpoedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it In the house that

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

1865, Prssmgor
and 250

WHERE

gun ran toed

and
and

Temple Street,

ho can b« eoiumitoil privately, and wi,h
the utmost Confluence by ton afliicUU, Mail
hours ally, Olid irom y A. \i. to 9 P. M.
Dr H. oadrosscs those wlio aro .uDering unUer the
affliction 01 private discuses, whether arlaing ir.jm
Impure connection or Ihe terrible vice of .ell-abu-t,.
Devotinz Ills entile time to that particular branch
the medical protcsalon. he iccU warrauU.il In Ufa*.
a.vTMhM A Ci-BE IX ALL Cases, Whether Ol long
removing
stainilnz or recently contracteii, entirely
the dregs of il.-case Ituo 0 o s} ’fc*, an i moituig' a
CURE.
pertfeet and PERMANENT
Hu would coll the attention ol the alhlcted to toe
fact of his
long standing and wclDeoi ned reputation
ftirnUhing su.nciont assurui’co of nis a'Jli and sue-

~

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

JOHNSON,
Topsham, Me.

INTERNATIONAL

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
a. x.

STOMACH AND

INSURANCE COMP’T

Wisely” PORTLAND OENHEBECR. R.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST

head Cook

reliable Am
Woman
A inGOOD
Boys’ Boarding School. Wages $4 per ^eek.
An assistant iumished. Address
WARREN

"

through

a

House and Land i'or Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ot
THE
Charles II Place, Chnries ;T Kinsman, and

choicest Supper* served.
GEO. w. MUECB.

jbue23tf

3.

Public we respictfally informed tba*
»V10 ‘ntentlon of the Proprietor that
kePta drat-ciais ro*o

^K0,“e,hail

PORTLAND

WHO

Life Insurance

Wanted.

JONAS H. PER LET.

OClTdtf

THOSE

c t

MUTUAL

Washington St.

rience. Appv at 79
Oct 2S—dlw*

,.T' e

No. &

Cholera Morbus.

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

To COMMENCE MONDAY, June 20th
si.5
Trams leave l’i>rUuL.d Grand
Trunk station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M.. and 1.25 P. M.
For I angor and intermediate Nations at 1.23 f\ M
Returning—Leave L.wistou at 0 20 A. >1 and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A 21. Leave
Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at-2 13 P. M
noth of
these trains conueot at Portlaud with trains for Poston.
Freight trai leaves Portland at 8 A. M. and eM.
turuing is due in Portland at 1
Stag, s connect with trai, s at principal Statirns,
daily lur most of the owns north and oast of this line
C. M. MOUSE, Supt.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 a.

Subscriber at

the

to

Supt.

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Remedy

and a'l diseases of tl.a

GJ±PI8IGPOISD BOVS81

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

TAatervillo. June 22,1865.

ociUdtr

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

DYSPEPSIA!

M.

-IN THE-

SITUATION in a Hotel, Saloon, or Boarding
House as a COOK, bv a man who has had expe-

A

Windham Ilill,

DAN CARPENTER,
2G 1?G5—d f

follows
Leave Portland for Boston at S40

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

Wanted.

for South Windham,

and North Windham, daily

REASONS-

WHY

“A

Saccaruppa

At

x

TWO

Trunk Lost!
Sabattteville Depot, or between that place and
the Kennebec Depot in Portland, on the 15th
day of August last, a medium aioed Black Trunk,

Parson afield and 0>sipeo

On and after
April
F-Sriasyssn*»Trains
leave as

State Agent far- Maine.

Aug. 26—dly

Ten Acres of wiucn

are covered wit* WOOD.
The Buildings arc a Two-story Dwelling
House,
with good Carriage House, Birn and Wood

Room No. 1.

Street,

S. H. MeA I, PIKE,

AT

!N_tUM3£RLAND!

FARM containing about Seventy-Five Acbe3

A

Wanted to Please Him.—“What!” exclaimed an attorney* in
amazement, as he
pauied in taking down instructions for a will

from the mouth of a
wealthy old skinflint,
you leave all this to your nephew ? Why, he
wifi spend it in a twelve-month!”
“Well,” replied the old fellow, “I only hope lie’ll have as
much pleasure in
it
as
I
have had in
spending

E. E. UPIIAM & SOX.

21,1866.—oct23u'2\v

five years, or “on voteof the Directors," ore obvious.

No other Company has ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

JOSEPH F. DUNNING,
Oct 27, 1665.—<llw»
65 Daniorth St.

Chains and Anchors nearly new.
For terms, &c., enquire of
SAMPSON & • .‘ONANT,
/——
Oct li, 18C5—dSw*
Commercial Wharf.

A well-dressed fellow walked into a room
where they were talking politics, and stretching himself up to hi3 full height, exclaimed in
a loud voice, “Where is a radical ? Show me
a radical, gentlemen, and I’ll show you a liar!”
In an instant a man exclaimed, “lam a radical, sirl” “You are?” “Yes, sir, I am!”—
“Weil, just you step round the corner with
me, and I’ll thaw you a fellow who said I
couldn’t find a radical in the ward. Ain’t fc
a liar, I should like to know ?”

THE

or

Stoainboat,

all about.

Limington,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Dividends of this Company are exactly what
they appear to be, being payable at the close of
each 3 ear, In cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
and In cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
On the payment of each renewal, commencing with
the FlItST, a Dividend is paid, thus aiding the Insured in mooting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this
ss’stem, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest
pavab'e in four

a

a

LITIGATED

every dav, and cnee a week
through the Lake. caul. Thomas Itobinson comrnancH the
and also “Keeps the hotel”
lust as it should bo keut. Good
shooting and angling

House,”

Dll. J. B. HUGHES

-FOR-

The Fairy of the lakr !
Steamboat starts from the wharf a few
Kveleili House, and makes a trip to

A beautiful
rods from the
'lie
Kineo

_Medical.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

This Is a most exceUenl^houso for the traveller. The house is well kept, and contains
all the modern improvements. Those travell_^»ing for health or pleasure will find here a
convenient stopping place.

ter Freedom, Mad son und Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bouny-Eaglo,
South Limington
Limerick, Newfield,

Portland Oct

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

Rootys Wanted.

in Grocery anil Pr vision Store
A MAN
acquainted with Cutting Meats.

For Sale.
The Schooner SPLENDID, fifty-eight
tons burl hen, well found, Sails, Rigging,

__

cctOixllw™

Wanted.

of

for

at Mrs.

trtya-WPMimin.
notice:

Settled.

CLAIM!

A

Middle St.

111

Enquire

tame

President.

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER

Foot of Moose Head Lake !

Bridgtou, Lovell, iliram, Biowonold, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jack-on Limington, Cornish,Por-

ou

Promptly

Losses

Office.
Oct 28—dim

Jonlf E PAIjMEE

RICHARDSON’S W1IARF.

ON

said: “My
I am proud to see
around me to-night the
hardy yeomanry ot
the land, tor I love the
agricultural interests ot
the land, aud wail
may I love them, fclicwcitizeus, for I was born a farmer—the happiest days of my youth were sjxmt in the peaceful avocations of a son of the soil. If 1 may
be allowed to use a figurative expression, my
friends, I may say I was t om between to rows
of com.” “A pumpkin, by thunder!” exclaimed au inebriate chap just in front of the

stage.

Apply

Oel

Storage

to the “bone and

appealing

easy.

Three

\X7rANTEDby

containing

ijnlshodlor

or

Under

CONN.

Policies
Life, Ten Tear NoaFai'feilurc, and Ten Tear Non-Forfeiture Endavrsaent Plans.

merchant amt his wife (no clillf v
dren) two or throe unfurnished Rooms, suitable for housekeepi g, ot would take a good furnished
room with board in a quiet family or small
boarding
house. Address Rooms. Box 1590, Portland Post

Aiy.
Tho two Btory house and lot comer ct Lintwelve
and Mow Streets,
two families, wiili
t
’rioiuB It is soil
water. Lot 35 by 10. It
ab'indoroo of herd andand
m good repair.
Terms
is 1>kassnii.v situated

maid, with beauty ble«t,

so me

Two

For Sale.

The

Company,

WALKLEY,
Issued

Lost.
Dr. Cumming's, Park Street, and the
of State and Deoring
Streets, a Linen

Gold Sleeve Button attached.
suitably rewarded by 1 avine the
FESSENDEN'S, Decriuj Street.

Oct 25,1865.—eod5w*

; ’~eo!

’.i

A

will he

THORNTON.

J. B.

CHECK Ibr Fifty Dolt.abs, drawn by, J.E.
BAZI.EY & Co. on a Philadelphia Bank, payaMr-. Alpana Tibbets. or order.
'o
ble
The Under will be rewarded tv leaving It wi.b*
McGJLVKIiY, UYAN & 0AV1S,
oet30d2l*
1G1 Couimcrrlul Street.

corner

C.

Grecn^’Ule, Maine,

On and after Monday. Oct
30. 1885,
will leave as follows, until further

SSE^El

Medical.

HOUSE, Coe’s

EVELETH

Leave Suco River for Portland at 6 3) and 9 40 a. x.
and 340 i*. X
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. x, and 2 00
and 6 30 p x
The 9 40 a x and 200 p x. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger <ar* attached
Wastages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Stan dish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,

Organized A. D. U50.
J.

BETWEEN
Coin and

by Ealhund

maid.

r;Lher

V.uvi

>

Of 70 acres, or more, on vory tavorable term oti Oak U ill, in seal'boro,
not occupied by the sub “Hber-t
mmDistance rfvxa Portland kltoen
thirty by tuo count}
utes

--J-

fetter,
Hyuien'3
die a

loving laAor?
coolly, “Let her!”

It
q;i

V.
B

Farm lor Sale,

part

OF HARTFORD,

Lost!

WOODEN HOUSE, on tiio same lot. Lot contains
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, Oct. EG—u3w

promptly,

life Insurance

rTIl

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CHARTER OAK

use

liter

4500 feet.

it,

-WITH THE_

ti-

Inio Maine.
is perfect, indispensable in every latnhy ev, ry
will make more ra.-ney
sale
Its
and
year,
for the man who controls a county rifim costmz but
Acorn one hundred tollvc hundred dobare,than f-om
dollars invested in : ny
one thousand to five thousand
business lu Portland. Parties who wonbl be so lucky
valuable
invention mast
this
on
as to control territory
iirt
'vdav in securing i*-, as the territory its bciBij
invention
before
offered the
than any
sold
at No. tfepr
O Federal Street,
public. Call at once
OCt2,
dtl
and select your county.
lt

For Sflc.
BRICK HOUSE, coDtainln SO
ily located. Also a two-story

centr

rooms;

v

Hotels.

YORK & CUMBERLAND

INSURE

day In the

TWO,

ATWO-STOEY

Very Day

ptjbchasehs
most imporiantand
County rights for the ever
truc-kt

Railroads.

Insurance.

I

FoeMe demesne invention

Its

three-story Brick Dwe'iing Houses, situs, ed
if sold imon Peail St., for sale cheap for Cash,
mediately. I quire of
Lime
Street.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Cat EC—03w

B3mj hit len with a heart,
me ";,ul. venture to bcctow
v the wiser
« oai.
lie .a as are, or i’ >rego it ?
A
-Go it!”
X 1
cno, »ury

But w

St. Posinquire oi

For Sale.

niatrimoJiy

Wha if-aweary of tho strife

Pray

Lujnberlaind

on

pleasant

_

Tuat long has lured the dear deceiver—
Sl.c premised io amend her life,
Au l ail .13 ii >rj; cn I ulijve bar?
Quoth Echo, with decision. “Leave iter!”
On

a

Wanted this

For particulars
JOHN C. PP.OC’ILK,
Lime Street.
Portland, Oct 2G.—d3w

Whom should I marry ?—should it bo
A dajSdng damsel, gay and pert—
A pAt^ru of Inconstancy;
{); 6 -liish. mjrcea iry flirt?
Quoth Echo, sharply, “Nary flirt!”

Bat it

Dwelling Houses in good order;

and desirable location
sess ion given trst of Nov.

hehJy,‘‘'lattcr.-Monoy!”

I

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let,

and Refined.
For sale

Them! and be convinced of their fuperivuof tbe kird ever cff. red to
the public U r Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness s>*re Throat, Ca arrh and nttuetxa
Numerous testimouia s irom tne Clergr, and others, scoompa'»yin*»achbox. For sale by the prinvvpal
Drnpgisis throughout the city.
ma>27eodtf
Try

ty ov*reverything else

generally,

directly

upon the roots

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

luxuriant growth is the

sult.
will

re-

Ladies and Children
appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance

and

glossy

rich,

appearance imparted to the hair, and no
fear
of soiling the skin,
or

most

scalp,
elegant head-dress.
SoW by oil

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Important to Travelers
to the

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

w. D.

LITTLE

T8

Ageet for all the great Leading Route** to ChicnCincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Mi waukce,
Galena, Oahkoah, St. Paul, L*Cros*e. Green Bay,
Uuinoy, st. LiuD, l.ouisvi b, lcd1*napoli*>, Cairo,
«0.. and la
prepared to furnish Through Ticket*
Portland U ah the principal Cftiea and Town*
pom
in the ley a] States and the
Caaioia, at the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE.
And all n*edftil information chcerfufl/ ftarnlcfte*.
TawiL'jwa wlllflnd It greatly totwfra********
to ptOoreTbrensh Tieket* at the

31_Kx-

Pof*Jant) Railway Ticket
chauge Street, op stall*)

W,

D.

LITTLE, Agent.

&SS2£!teS23&&

fi'LSSS

DrnggUu.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N.
Sept 27,1SC&—d&wCm

Sanitary

by
General Agents,

287

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair.
They

act

and

Dealers

Sc

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

by Druggists

^Copartnership.
day

Y.

have this

Commission.

& 8. Janitor* Commission, I
j
iv» roiP "Roadway, N. Y., Deo, 20, lSrt*.
°®WAUHBUKS, J«., ef Cortland
JSKxKL
ha* consented to accept the date. oi
sP.u\ne,
licneral Agent of the CommI, sion for Maine and
is
Hereby appointed mob agent by authority oi the
Commie ion.
Ho will ho ready to tarnish advice to the f-iend.
Ofthe Commission'* work throughout the S'ateAll money contributed la Maine tor the csv of I1"
Commise'on ehould be paid to Mr. Waehbura or to
parson, designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn la the eola agent recogulzrby the Commieaioa tor M.ire.
J. FOSTER JESElHf.
oS8dA wtf
General seereiery.

H^eeonl

__

the firm
THF
partnership under

for th«

entered
of

into Co-

name

HOUSE t WITHEBELL.
on tho Clerthjn*
purpose of earning
at

Fumiehlng Business,

Portland. Oct. 3, lfC5.

anj

So. tx> h’xrjtttno- street,
N. W Mobbf,
w. b. WnntMLL
ociPdCw

For Sale Cheap.

/SjgHS-

?RE

n*.

Hose L*m“^ * «*

Ha^kr^rArdvl*
RUSSELL,

H°W *“

KZitA
Chief Fnr’nefr
p-Moroan» Chairman Committee on Pori

d;
land Five Depariment,

juccMKi

